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By thorough and rapid
assimilation with the blood,
it reaches every part of the
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strengthening. Commencing at the foundation
it builds up and restores lost
health—in no other way can
lasting benefit be obtained.
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Gentlemen

13 Preble Street,
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Pratt’s Astral Oil.
Has been in general use for over ten years, and to
larger extent than all similar grades of Oil com-

a

ever made for illuminating purposes.
The essential
features of the Astral which have made its reputation— A bsolatr safety, Perfect K liming
QaalitioH, and Freedom from OiNagrcrable Odor. Names of parties having the genuine
for sale furnished by us.
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Boston, Oct. 24.—George D. Weeks of
Farmington, aged 39, hung himself with a
piece of leather belting in his room last even'
Ing. He has been deemed partially insane for
time.
Store Robbery at Gardiner.
Gabdineb, Oct. 24.—John C. Lander’s store
was entered last
night by thieves, who. carried away guns, revolvers, etc., valued at
some

$400. Entrance
wipdow.

the whole

M&F&wly

GUNS !
good

A

assortment of

AMERICAN and ENGLISH BREECH-LOADERS
at

Lowest Prices.

Parker’s New

Pair,

Sole

Agent

“Trap

for

Gxms.’’

Agent for DUPONT’S Sporting and Blasting
Powder, Atlas Powder, Fuse ana Caps.

that would cost now to manufacture
$4 .87 per dozen.
Quantity limited. Sale begins at 9
THIS MORNING, and will stop soon as
40 Dozen are sold.

221

Middle

Street,

Opposite the FALMOUTH HOTEL)
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GERMAN TAMBOUR

sn3t

EDUCATIONAL
Miss II. C.

H.

TEACHEB

Piano Forte,

OF

DIXOA will form a
class for instruction in “Germuu
Tambour Embroidery” if u sufficient number of pupils can be
obtained.
Particulars can be sivcu at our

SAUCIER,
and

Organ

Voice,

373 CONGRESS STREET,
(WILLIAMS’ BLOCK.)
Special attention given to beginners. Professor

Embroidery Department.

Saucier will give parlor recitals, also accept engagements for evening
reasonale rates.
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Reassembling: of Parliament.
London, Oct. 24.—Parliament reassembled
to-day. Previous to the reassembling of the
Commons, the advanced Irish members held a
meeting. They wore chiefly occupied in arranging the petitions referring to the imprisonment of E. Dwyer Gray. tLord Mayor Dawson of Dublin has a hundred
petitions to pre-

received.

Spring Street, Portland,

148

aug2

COLOOK0,

143 Pearl Street.

the Grammar Schools of the city.
The Advanced Department continues the higher
education of yonng ladies.
For full circulars, address

anti

private pupils by the ssbacribet'

J. W.

WILL BEGIN SEPT. 12TH, 1882.

The Kindergarten will be in the
Pr.ictor.
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ieal Studies.
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in the House.
In the Commons, Lord
Randolph Churchill. Conservative, contended

sent
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lectures

will

the

include
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following subjects:
u
Ministire de Richelieu” “La Misanthrope de
Victor HuMoliere,” "Ruy bias de Victor Hugo,”
go, poete el dramatiste,” “Meditations poetiques de
Lamartine’. **Prestes nouveiles de Alfred de Mus-

set”

SARAH ELLEN PALMER
Will give twenty lectures

on

Anatomy, Physiology,

and Hygiene, beginning or
lOth. at 10 a. m., and con uuii
Fridays at the same hour.

CHARLES

Oci.

on

Tuesdays and

f! SMITH,

M. D.

Will give twenty lectures on Natural History, beOct.
ISth, at
ginning on WFDNE*1>A
Iilu
twelve M., and continuing or Wednesdays.
trated by microscope and blackboard.

MRS. CASWELL
Will give

Tuesdays,

a

series of talks

at 2 p. m.,

on the History oi Art,
beginning Oct. 10th.

on

Course tickets, at $5,00 for any courso.
May be
obtained between the hours of one and two n. m., at
86 Winter Street.
sep30dtnov6
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OLD MATERIAL FOR SALE.
Tenders are invited for the following Old Matewhich can be seen on application to the comat Portland:

rial

pany’s storekeeper

in

.England.
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Egyptian Affairs,

tons

proceedings against the rebels now awaiting
trial, may be stooped by a decree of exile
against the ringleaders aud amnesty to others.
Arabi Pasha says events have proved to him
the folly of hoping in any farther national
movements or of trusting the Saltan, aud that
the happiness of Egypt necessitates the virtual
government of the country by the English.
The Bey of Tunis Very 111.
Tunis, Oct. 24.—The Bey of Tunis continues
very ili,aud there is little hope of his recovery.

“

The
to pay for the full gross weJght.
purchaser
Tenders
endorsed “Tenders ior Scrap” and adto the
undersigned will be received on or
before TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31st.

dressed

HICKSON,

general manager.
oclldUwW&S

BUCKINGHAM HOTEL,
FIFTH-AVENUE Ac FIFTIETH
(Opposite Cathedral,)

Cairo has

at
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Montreal Pet, 9, 1S8J

London, Oct. 24.—The Times correspondent

“

1-2
11-2 “
Tires.
“
Iron, Old, Light and Turnings 3
Parties tendering to give price per ton of 2240

JOSEPH

Telegraohic dispatches

from the Continent are delayed by the storm.
Considerable damage has been done in many
parts of the country. The rivers are overflowing their hanks.
The St. Pete- sburg Fires.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 24.—The fire in the
timber yards on the river Neva was got under
control at 1 o’clock this morning.
The damage is estimated at 2,500,000 roublos.
A Body Snatcher Sentenced.
Edinburgh, Oct. 24.—The man, Soutar,
whose trial for stealing the body of the Earl of
Crawford and Balcarris, was begun yesterday,
has been found guilty aud sentenced to five
years’ penal servitude.
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“
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be
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where in.

made

ST

& Co.
lauuctiei ship Elizabeth, 1866 to*.8, this forenoon.
Her registered length is 231J feet,
breadth 42 feet, coppered on stocks auu owned
by E. Haggett & Co. of this place, the Pendletons of Searsport and others and will be commanded by Phineas Pendleton of Searsport.
End of the Biddeford Strike.
Biddeford, Oct. 24,—The striking shoemakers at L. H. Day’s shoe factory returned
to work to-day at $13 per week, the amount of.
fered by Mr. Day at the time of the strike.
State Sunday School Ccnventlon.
i£The annual State Sunday School Convention met at Hallowell this afternoon and was
called to order by Rev. R. T. Howard. An
address of welcome was made by Rev. E. Martin and the response by Rev. R. L. Howard.
The report of the State secretary presented a

hopeful view of the work: 1200 schools have
reported, containing 80,000 to 90,000 scholars
and teachers. Rev. B. T. Snow
reported the
work in Aroostook county.
In the evening, aftar a praise
meeting and
address by James G. Lane of New Hampshire,
a sermon was deliveren
by W. H. Clark, State
secretary.

reason

to

New England Fruit Growers.
Boston, Oct. 24.—The convention of cider
makers and fruit growers of New Eugland,
which was to meet there on the 25th and 20th
of this month, for the purpose of
forming a
New England Association, has been postponed
till Nev. 1st and 2d.
Death of a Naval Officer.
Boston, Oct. 23.—Capt-Wm. A. Parker of
the United States Navy, died at East Boston
this forenoon, at au advanced age. Capt. Parker was a native of New Hampshire, and entered the service in July, 1832.
He took an
active part in the late civil war.
Injured by Falling from a Train.
As Thomas J. Gargau, a well kuown lawyer
of this city, was attempting to leave a
moving
train this morning at Dtvereaux station, on
the Marblehead branch of the Eastern railroad
Hi fell and received injuries from which it is
feared he cannot recover.
The 107th Anniversary.
Newburyport, Oct. 24.—The Cushing
Guard celebrated its 107th anniversary
today
by a target shoot and supper in the evening.
The Funeral of Miss Adelaide Phlllipps.
Boston, Oct. 24.—The fuueral services of
Miss Adelaide Pniilipps at King’s
Chapel tomorrow, will begin at 12 o’olock, and will be
conducted by Rev. Henry W. Foote
The
church will be open to the public, and at the
conclusion of the services the body will be
taken to Marshfield for burial.
Attempted Bank Robbery at Conway.
Orange, Mass., Oct, 24 —An attempt was
made last night to rob the Natioual Bauk at
Conway. An expert is now at work trying to
open the vault, which is badly wrenched by a
gunpowder explosion.
Until the vault is
opened, no estimate of the robbery can be
made.

_

NEW-YORK.

WETHERBEEAc FULiER, Proprietors.

LABOR TROUBLES.

Strangers will here find excellent accommodations
at reduced prices during the summer months.
This new and elegant house is very centrally located for the reception ot guests, either permanent
or transient.
It is charmingly situated, b«ing a
central point amidst the most lashionabie residences,
churches, &c.,Ac.; near ine Grand Central Depot,
Within three minutes walk of the elevated roads
and Madia..n Avenue cars. The ventilation, heatr
big and plumbing are arranged on the most approved principles. The hotel is conducted on tne
European plan, patronized by the best families of
Europe and America, witn a restaurant of unsurpaccedcxeclLcnce and at r*a»0nable charges.
m*y27
dd&Wm6

Warlike Laborers.
N. Y., Oct. 24.—A gang of eighty
Italians, employed by contractor D. S. Reid on
the water works reservoir at Amsterdam became angered
today at not receiving their pay
and followed Reid about the streets thieateiito
kill him, but by
iug
running his horses Reid
escaped. Sheriff Schaiff was summoned and
has sworn in a force of armed
deputies who
will preserve order tonight.
The GAR
Post is also under arms, but ne farther ! trouble

Albany,

is

anticipated.

Financial Trouble at Poughkeepsie.
Poughkeepsie, Oct. 24,—An examination
of the financial condition of the
City Government shows shortage and deficiencies since
1873 amounting to $30,000; the miiu deficiency existing in the account of the City TreasurGeorge, deceased, which fools up

$27,000.

Railroad Case.
New York, Oct. 24.—In the suit of the Union Pacific railroad company
against the Credit
Mobllier of America began in the
supreme
conn October 2d, judgment ny default was
taken agaiust them today for $1,299,305.81.
The plaintiffs claim to be the assignees oi Thos
O. Durant and others, trustees, under what is
known as the Oakes Ames contract with the
Union Pacific railroad.
A

believe that the entire

Foreign Notes.
A dispatch from Paris states that all the anarchists arrested a few days ago have been released on their own recognizances.
The correspondent of the Loudon Standard
at Rome says he has excellent authority for
believing that Archbishop Croke will be summoned to that city iu the course of the winter,
to confer with the Pope in regard to the state
of Ireland.

THE TUNNEL ACCIDENT.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Naval Matters.
Portsmouth, Oct. 24.—The board of oflicers
to inspect naval vessels appointed conformatory to the recent act of congress which convened at this navy yard today comprises Commodore A. A. Sims, President; Captain R. VV.
Mead Constructor Edward Hort!, Commodore H. L. Howison, Chief En; iuoer J. W.
Thompson. United States ships Omaha and
Plymouth now repairing hero and the Powhattau which is daily exp cted to arrive with the
Constitution iu tow will be inspected aud what
repairs are needed to make them efficient sea
going vessels will be determined.
The hoard
on navy yards,
Commodore Luco, President,
win probably visit this station October
2(i.
The hoard will inspect all other naval vessels here and ascertain their condition.
A Murderer SentencedIn the supreme court
today Daniel L. Ramsbottom who attempted to murder John
F.
Gibus at Ep,>ing April 0,
1882, was sentenced
to State prison for ten
years, the full extant of
the statute.
The Newark Bank Case.
orcr.sON
Trenton, N. J„ Oct. 24.-In the United
States Circuit Court today the iiidictmeut
against the President and Directors of the first
National Bank of Newark, which had been removed to this court, was called, and at the request of the defendants the trial was set down
for Tuesday next.

MORNING. OCTOBER 25,

WILLIAM PENN.

North Adams, Mass.
Horror.
Nobth Adams, Oct. 24.—Patriok Murray, a
youug man who has relatives in Montreal, died
early this morniug, being the sixth victim of
Saturday’s accident. It is probable that Wm
McDonald, James Kiley and John Maloy will
also die, and 27 others will be scarred for
life, if they happen to get well. Kiley has ten
children and no money.
Maloy is an old man
with a large family.
When fireman Boseley
under
the
doctor’s
lay
care, Satnrday, just before dying, he said, “Do not tell my wife; it
would kill her; and I wish some one would
send tome wood up there, there’s none in the
house.” His wife was sipk all the evening before, and Boseley staid up with her and the
little ones.
North Adams, Oct. 25.—The investigatioa
of the railroad commissioners on the accident,
was continued
to-day, and manager Locke
sworn to testify as to the rules.
He was crossexamined severely by the Troy & Boston attorEmerson
G. Watson, engineer of the
ney.
Troy & Greenfield locomotive, which ran into
the caboose Saturday last, causing several
deaths, was arraigned here to-day, on a charge
of homicide in causing the death of Jas. Boseley, one of the victims. He pleaded not guil.
ty and went to jail without bail.
In continuation of the investigation of the
recent casualties by the Itailroad Commi-sioners this
morning, A. M. Locke, manager of the
Troy & Greenfield railroad, was sworn first.
In reply to the question as to the rule governing the Troy & Boston engine the morning it
ran into the Stated
engine, Deerfield, or its
caboose, and killed six men or more, he said
that the road’s general rules and yardmaster’s
orders governed it.
The course in such cases
would be for engineer Wattson to come around
iub
west
uouna
uy
tracts
or to Bag himself
when lie came on the east bound track.
The
manager said further that the engineers mast
protect themselves while in the yard regardless
of Slate’s rales, as no rules can be trusted to
govern the running of engineers in the yard
wbeh there are seveu or eight in it at a time.
Such rules are printed in no other yard to the
manager’s knowledge. The yardmaster must
have control of the yard.
In the case of the
accident Saturday morning, the Deerfield and
its car were proceeding on their rights, and
had no right to expeot that there was another
The commissioners adeugiue on that track.
journed till next Saturday, in their office.

AN IMPORTANT DECISION.
Some Rights of Insurance Policy Holders
Clearly Defined.
Washington, Oct. 24.—In the United States
Supreme Court, to-day, a decision was rendered iu the case of the Phmuix Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Hanford, Ct., plaintiff iu error, vs. Caroline B. Doster et.
al., iu
error to the Circuit Court of the United States
for the District ol Kai sas. The principal controversy in this case arises out of the forfeiture clause
in the life insurance policy in
which the suit is brought.
That clause provides if payment of the premium is not made
the
assured
on the day when it falls due the
by
policy shall be forfeited and void.
It is conceded by the beneficiaries of the policy in this
case that, when the assured was killed in a
railroad accident, his annual premium had
been several days overdue, and was unpaid.
They maintain, in waver, that, on several
previous years, the iusurauce company had accepted the premium without objection S or 10
days after it fell due, aud that this constituted
a tacit waiver of the forfeiture
clause, so far as
it related to punctuality of payment. They
further maiutaiu that the company neglected
to sand the assured the customary auuual notice of the amount of premium due for that
year, and that he was on this account relieved
from responsibility for failure to make
prompt
payment. The amount of the premium was
tendered to the company immediately after
the death of the insured by the beneficiaries of
the policy, but was refused.
This court holds
that any course of action on the part of au insurance company which leads a party honestly
to believe that, by conforming thereto, a forfeiture of his policy will not be incurred, followed by due conformity on his part, will and
ought to estop the company from insisting upon the forfeiture,
though it might be claimed
under the express letter of the contract. The
court farther holds that the failure of the
company to transmit to the assured the customary annual notice, if he had a right to expect such a notice, and if he was ready, upon
receipt of it, to pay the premium, is also
enough to defeat the operation of the forfeiture clause.
The judgment of the court below,
that the company must pay the amount of the
policy, is affirmed. Opinion by Justice Harlan.

Opening

HOLY WAR IN EGYPT.

niversary
A BRILLIANT

Netta, and Japanese Minister, Terashima
Muneuori, were formally presented to the
President by the Secretary of State. The
first two ministers were accompanied by their
secretaries, and the Japanese Minister by Mr.
Wooyeno. The Japanese Minister to Austria

and Mr. Takbara, the Japanese
charge de
affa res at Washington.
The Cabinet Meeting.
The Cabinet meeting to-day was mainly devoted to the consideration of army affairs and
routine matters oefore the several departments.
Ail the members were present except Secretaries Folger aud Teller.
Promotions in the
army consequent upon the retirement of Maj.
Gen. McDowell wtre considered.
Central Pacific Railroad.
The railway office of the Interior Department ascertained that after all indebtedness
was settled the amount due the government
lor th Central Pacific Railroad Company was
over £79,000.
Application was made to the
company on the 20ih iust., for payment of the
amount, and on the 23d inst. it was uaid into
the U. S. Treasury.
The Bribery Chargee.
At the instance of the Department of Justice
warrants have been issued tor the arrest of
Frederick H. Fall,a late employe of the department; Arthur Payne aud Thog. R. Foote, his
go-betweeus. in au attempt to bribe Juror
Brown, aud Frederick Sbaw, one of the original .panel iu the t>tar route trial, who is

charged

with

corruptly approaching juryman
Duuipha'm. Fall aud Payne are said to have
left town, and up to a late hour to-night Shaw’s
arrest has not been reported.
THE JEANNETTE.
Lieut. DanenUower Describes the Retreat
Across the Ice.
Washington, Oct. 24.—Lient. Danenhower
resumed before the Jeannette board of inquiry this morning his narrative of the retreat
across the ice
after the sinking of the Jeannette.
He was asked, “Was it your
opinion
at the time of leaving the
ship that the preparations made for retreat were the best that
could have been made. If not, in what
respect
in your judgment were
the plans inefficient
and your reasous for so thinking?
A.—My opinion and judgment at the time
was that too much was
carried, both of provisions and clothing. I thought at the time it
was best to reduce
everything to a minimum of
weight, to carry 60 days’ provisions and strike
south as rapidly as possible for the Asiatic
coast water.

Q. With the exception you have noted were
all the preparation adequate and sufficient?
A. No, each boat should have been
provided in anticipation of a separation in the way
of compass, sextant, almanic and
logarithmic

of His Landing.

SCENE

IN

PHILADEL-

PHIA STREETS.
Oot. 24.—The weather was
favorable for “Lauding day”.
The streets,
nyer front, windows and roofs of the houses
fronting or overlooking the Delaware, and all
sortaof gaily decorated crafts on the river were
all filled with
people.
Shortly after eight o’clock tug boats, &team
and other vessels to the number of about
150 were formed In line in the
vicinity of
Deague Island some miles south of the city
proper, and followed in the wake of the Welcome, a Danish bark fitted up to represent the
original Vessel on which Peuu came over. The
Founder’was impersonated at short notice
by Frank M. Van Horn, David E. Rielly. a
retired actor who was to have taken the character, having been taken suddenly ill.
After
a few
simple ceremonies aboard the Welcome,
the latter was taken in tow by a tug and
brought up to the city. As she passed the
North Atlantic Squadron anchored below the
point chosen for Penn’s landing, she was saluted by the Tennessee’s guns aud returned
the salute. The wharf where the
landing took
place was at Dock street, said to be just above
the point where the original
landing was ef-

pjJTS®8

iected.

At half past ton Penn stepped
of the Welcome, and as he did

the side
the scene
was interesting beyond
Bells
description.
were ruDg, steam whistles blown, guns fired
aud the ipultitude cheered.
On the landing
wharf Were assembled some fifty or eighty persons dressed to represent the Swedes,
Dutch,
Indians and others who congregated to receive
William Penn, and from these the mock founder received a
Edward C.
hearty welcome.
Knight, president of the bi-centeuuial associaThomas
M.
tion,
Thompson, chief marshal of
the trade display, Qeneral Manager
Coleabnry
and members of the executive committee formally welcomed Penn aud his companions
upon their lauding, and a processiou was then
formed, headed by Penn and Mr. Kuight and
composed of the gaudily uniformed British officers from the Welcome, the Swedes, Dutch,
Indians, the Friends who furmed the colony
brought Hither by Peun, and members of the
executive committee of the association that devised aud superintended the demonstrations,
the whole making a wonderfully novel|spectacle.
Dock street was crowded with from 10,090 to
18,000 men, women and children. A space had
been kept clear by ropes for ttio procession to
march to the Blue Anchor Inn, where the original Penn went for refreshment after landing,
but the police arrangements were defective.
The crowd broke through the c rdous at all
points on Dock street and there was the most
unutterable confusion, rushing and crushing in
The police managed to clear a
consequence
space for Penn an 1 his company, however, aud
the welcome at the Blue Inn, corner of Second
and Dock streets was carried out.
xueu iouoweu me
granu landing clay demonstration, one of the finest affairs of its kind
ever seen there.
A line of parade was formed
on Broad street, sonth of
Chestnut, from 10
o’clock, a. in. until shortly after 1130, when
the procession moved.
The procession comprised United States troops undsr General
Hancock, a naval delegation under Admiral
Cooper, delegations of United States officials,
a coining press from the mint in full
operation
the Governor of Pennsglvania with officials,
the fire department of Philadelphia, the order
of Red Men, ^German associations with tableaux, 5000 volunteer firemen from various
cities in the State and from Rhode Island,
Virginia, Delaware and New Jersey, the butch
ers’ association, 4000 representatives of total
abstinence societies, the Calendonia clubs, St.
George’s society, Odd Fellows, Knights of Pythias, Italian societies, the order of the United
American Mechanics, Cadets of Temperance,
over
so

Knights Templar, etc.
Along the entire route of the procession the
streets, sidewalks, windows, doorways end

roofs of houses and stands erected for the
purpose were crowded.
Everywhere was the
same brilliant scene of flags, banting,
pictures of Penn, unique
decorations in flowers,
evergreens and canvass and, above all the unbroken lines of people.
During the pyrotechnic display at Fairmount Park this evening. Mrs Davis
Coakley
was instantly killed and. five others
injured by
the explosion of a bomb, and Mrs. Eva McCarrie bad both legs fractured by the explosion of
a

Congress of

the

Prostestant Episcopal
Church.
Richmond, Oct. 24.—The eighth annual
congress of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States assembled in »his city
to-day. Bishop Whittle of Virginia made an

address
welcome.
Rev. Dr. Geo. Wildes
of New York, general secretary of th e Congress, read a memorial of deceased members.
Rev. John Cottou Smiih of Massachusetts,
Rev. Dr. John S. Stone, of the vice presidents
of the congress and dean of the Theological
School of Cambridge, Rev. Dr. James Oraik
of Kentucky, in the course of which ho alluded feelingly and eloquently to each.
The session was concluded by siuging a hymn.
of

The thirty-sixth annual meeting of
the
American Missionary Associat on assembled

Plymouth Congregational church, Cleveland,

O., yesterday afternoon amd will eemtinme three
days.

Reports

from

About two o’clock Tuesday morning fiame*
THE FALSE PROPHET SAID TO HAVE I were discovered issuing from an
unoccupied
house situated on Ocean Avenue just above
DEFEATED THE EGYPTIAN ARMY.
tbe Camp station, owned by Mr. John Hooper.
The fire made quick work of
destroying the
Cairo, Oct.
to the New York

Herald.] Most alarming news has heen received from Khartoum. The false
prophet, at
the head of the whole able bodied
population
of the Soudan, reinforced by some canniba1
tribes of Central Alrica, has
utterly defeated
Ahd el Kader and Giegler, he
Egyptian goveruors, in seven sanguinary pitched battles.
The Egyptian loss in killed and wounded was
8000, with t' eir stand of arms, including 5000
Remingtons, The remnant of the Egyptian
army took refuge in Khartoum, and is now beseiged there. All the provinces south of that
city are lost to Egypt. News of the capture of
Khartoum is daily expected. The false prophet permits the pouring of
boiling tallow into
the ears and eyes of his captives and otherwise
fiendishly tortures them. His man eaters in
some cases actually devour their
prisoners for
refusing to recognize him as the true prophet
and Kiialif.
Dr. Sohweinfurth assures me
that there is a movement for the real revival
of Islam, comprising Afghanistan and Morocco, and the doctor is confident that the movement will embrace Khartonm.
The false
prophet’s adherents increase like wildfire, and
the prophet himself is said to be
marching toward Cairo. Great weight is due to the
opinion of Dr. Schweinfnrth, but I believe that
Chinese Gordon or Valentine Baker would be
able to finish the whole business with 5000
men.
Abd el Kader was known to fame as
the commander of the “forty thieves” under
Samuel Baker. Giegler is a German engineer.
London, Oct. 24.—The Times Cairo correspondent reports that Prof. Schweinfnrth in his
communication from ihe Soudan farther says
that the capital of Kordofan has been teseiged for forty days. Its capture is expected.
An attack on Khartoum will follow.

Madison

GOLD CERTIFICATES.
The Response to Secretary Folger’s Circular—An Official Blunder.
W, shinqton, Oct. 24.—Orders for gold certificates began to come in this morning from
the assistant treasurers in response to Secretary Folger’s circulars of iuquirv of last week.
The biggest
order is that
from Boston for
85 000,000 worth. The smallest order is that
of Cincinnati for 8250,000 worth.
In all, requests for 86,750,000 worth have been received.
With the exception of the Boston application,
which corresponds in amount with the gold
deposits in the Boston banks, these requests are
merely preliminary. The assistant treasurers
have probably intentionally underestimated the
demand. The Treasury Department lias no
official information as to the amount of gold
certificates which Assistant Treasurer Acton
has hand in New York.
It is unofficially
advised, however, np to Sunday last, that about
8102,000,000 worth has been prepared for issue.
Of this amount only about 89,000,000 worth
naB oeeu paid oqi.
They have been issued
very largely through the New York clearing
bouse, wlieuce, through the banks, they reach
he merchants, aud are by them used for the
Thus they come
payment of customs duties.
back to the sub-Treasury, rendering additional
issues unnecessary.
But this accumulation of
gold certificates is composed of certificates of
large denominations. It is doubtful whether
Assistant Treasurer Acton is prepared to meet
a heavy demand for certificates of
the $30 and
$20 classes. Of the $7,000,000 worth already
ordered from Treasurer Gilfillan by the assistant treasurers, $500,000 is wanted in $20
bills,
and as much more in $50 bills.
Assistant Treasurer Acton will have to sigu
his name 25,000 times in order to supply the
20s and 10,000 times in order to supply the 60s.
To fill the entire order of to-day Mr. Acton
would have to sign his name 45,000 times, more
than a month’s work. It is to be
hoped that
he will not be asked for $8,000,000 or $10,000,000 worth of 20s and 50s at one time. The absurdity ol permitting Mr. Acton to embarrass
the business men of the country, in order to
get his name on every gold certificate of the
series of 1882, is now apparent.
Something
may be said about it ic Congress, when the
bills for transporting these gold certificates
from New York all over the country come to
be paid.
A request wasto-daj received at the
Treasury
Department from the Assistant U. S. Treasurer
at Baltimore for $1,700,000 in
gold certificates.

CURTIS’S CASE.

Square Garden Walking

Match.
Nbw Yobk, Oat. 24.—An application was
made to-day in the Supreme Court by the
society for reformation of juvenile delinquents
in this city for an injunction to restrain the
walking ma'ch at Madison Square Garden on
the ground that it came under the provisions
of the act which prohibited pablic amusements
unless a license had been obtained and fee
paid in accordance with requirements of the
law. The court refused to interfere with the
walking watch, but thinking the music might
come under the provision of the act granted a
temporary injunction with an order to show
cause why it should not be continued.
This
injunction restrains the famishing of music in
the garden until a further order of court.
New York, 1 a. m.—The score now stands:
_

Hughes.

252 Hazel

244

Rowell.24,i Hart.
232
Fitzgerald. 236 Normae. 224
200
Herty. 219 Pauchot
Vint. 190
Inaugural Meeting of the Country Club.
Boston, Oct. 24.—The inaugural meeting of
Ihe Country Club was held at Mystic Park toda\. In the first race, a half mile, there were
eight starters, and it was won by Charlie Ross
in 52 3-4 seconds. The second race, sweepstakes, 1 1-8 miles, three staiters, was won by
Ventriloquist in 20.4J. Torchlight won the
third race, 3-4 miles, in.1.23. Fourth race, a
steeple chase, about 21-2 miles, with four
starters, was won by Commodore in 6.07. The
last race, a steeple cbase, same course, was won
by Black Crook in the field of three; time6.54.
The Checker Championship.
A series oi 50 games lor §200 a side and the
checker championship of ihe world between
James Wyllie, English champion, and Charles
F. Barker of Boston, commenced here this
afternoon. Three games were played to-day,
of which Backer won the secoud, the first and
third being drawn.

Arguments in the United States Supreme
Court.
Washington, Oct. 24.—The "political araessmeut” case of Newton M. Curtis for petition for a habeas corpus was called in the
United States Sup, erne court this afternoon.
Ex-Assistant Attorney General Smith,of counsel for the petitioner, openeu for the defence.
Gen. Curtis, he said, is now undergoing imprisonment upon conviction under an inaictuient charging him with having received money for political purposes from other employes
of the government.
Smith asserted that the
court below bad no jnrisdiction of the case for
the reasou that Gen. Curtis was not an "executive officer,” within the meaning of the statute, and the court below had no right to try
him. It is an iusnlt to the understanding to
say that giving a few dollars, more or less, iu
support of political or religions ideas in which
one believes, or in
permitting the use of a hall
for their propagation, has auy tendency to cor
the
rupt
public service or impair jthe efficiency
of a public servaut.
Solicitor General Phillips then began his argument in behalf of the Uuited States. He
said no nice enumeration of the powers conferred by the Constitution is required here for
it seems beyond controversy that the Federal
Legislature can make provisions to secure to
the Uuited States, fully and uudistracied, the
attention of all who accept office under them
to the tame general extent th it this can be
done by auy government. Such provisions are
plainly "necessary aud proper” for the execution of federal powers exptess'y granted by
the Constitution. It will uot be deuied that
one who receives
money for political purposes
thereby becomes a trustee iu behalf of some
public puipose, aud this the Legislature can
forbid. Afier speaking about half an hoar,the
Solicitor General closed his argumout and the
coart

adjourned.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

man

Professorship.

Boston,

Withdraws from the Race.
Augusta, Ga., Oct. 24.—Hon. H. D. D.
Twiggs, independent candidate for Congress in
the Eighth District, withdraws from the race
in the interest of peace aud good will and because, he says, a fair opportunity is not afforded for a full and free discussion of puolie

questions.

o—*

congressional Nominations.
Providence, Oct. 34.—Democratic Congressional convention of the 1st District met here
to-day aud Oscar Lapham of this city was
renominated for Congress.
Lemars, lo., Oct. 24.—J. Sovereign, the
Greenback candidate for Congress, has withdrawn in favor of John Patterson, Democrat.
Pittsburg, Oct. 24.—After a dead lock of
nearly three months the Republican conferees
of the 24th Congressional District this morning
nominated Geo. V. Lawrence.
Providence, Oct. 24.—The Democratic Congressional convention for the 2d District here
to-day nominated Jonathan M. Wheeler of
Cranston for Congress.
New York, Oct. 24.—The
9th
District
County Democratic Congressional convention
nominated John Hardy for Congress. Hardy
has already received the Tammany and Irving
Hall nominations.

Springfield, Mas3,, Oct. 24—The Demohave nominated Reuben Noble of Westfield ior Congressman for the 12th District.

crats

THE

COMET.

Its

Diacoveay

Claimed by Dr. Oould of
South America.
Boston, Oct. 24.—Late advices | received at
Harvard college observatory from Dr. B. A.
Oould at Cardoba, South America, show that
the honor of the discovery of the great comet
belongs to him. It was firBt seen at his observatory more than a day previous to its discovery by Finlay at Cape'Good Hope, aud five
days before it was seen by Dr, Crnls at Rio.
Late letters from the Cape to prominent English astronomers 8h .w that the comet was observed there upon the day of the perihelion
passage clear up to the edge of the sun,wlieu it
suddeuly disappeared. This observation has no
parallel in the history of astronomy, and is evidence of extraordinary brilliancy of the comet.
Mr. Chandler of Harvardobservatory has just
computed a uew orbit whioh is of much greater accuracy than
any heretotore obtained aud
.unmistakable evidence of periodicity.
ly means of this a comparison of observation,
of Finlay with position which present orbit
gives for that date, has been made, and the
variation between the observed and computed
place is less than thedi imeterof the nucleus of
the comet. From this close agreement it is evident that no sensible perturbations attended
the4very cIobb approach to the sun.

fives

(The Amalgamated Iron Association.
Pittsburg, Oct. 24.—President Jarrett, of
tho Amalgamated Iron Association, says he
shall not resigu.
He says he was opp< sed to
the late strike, because the market diii not justify the advance demanded, but states he never said the boilers
ought not to receive ifffi per
ton.

Schooner Leaking.
Port»mouxh, Oct. 24.—Schooner Charlotte
Buek with a eargo of stone from the Eattward
Is in the lower harbor leaking badly.

sively that the fire was the work of an incendiary, as tracks were discovered leading to the
house, one part of which showed evidence that
kerosene had been the agent employed to

make successful the deed.
The tracks looked
as if an attempt
to destroy them had been
made by dragging a broom or loose mattress
over them and they led from the burned house
to another one a short distance from it, also
unoccupied, and looked as if the person had
intended to fire that also, but for some reason
or other bad refrained.
The Methodists at Old Orchard have been
given the old tabernacle and lot by the Campmeeting Association, on Condition that the
latter have the use of the place when they
choose.
Besides this about $1500 cash has
been collected and a new building will soon
be erected in the place where the old tabernacle now stands, 50 by 80 feet, and to have
two vestries connected by sliding doors, so that
they may be converted into one large room
when necessary.
Mrs. S. D. Moulton has commenced putting
in the foundation for her new hotel te be
erected at Old Orchard in place of the one destroyed by tire last August. The new house is
to be 36 feet front, ana 110 feet deep, three
stories in height, and to be finished in model n

style.

Parties were at Old Orchard last week from
Lowell, Mass., loosing up a lot on which to
build a hotel. They appeared to be pretty
well pleased with the Googins property, no>theast of the Cleaves House.
If they purchased
they would want a lot 100x200 feet.
Senator Frye in Massachusetts.
The Boston Herald says: “Hon. William PFrye of Maine, who ^returned from Indiana on

Saturday, opened

the Republican campaign in
Waltham, and delivered his first address in
this State this fall Monday evening. It was an
earnest appeal by an earnest Republican to

enthusiastic audience of Republican voters.
Rumford Hall, where the rally was held, was
tilled to its utmost capacity, and not even
Standing room was left uuoccupied. There
were many ladies in the audience,
for whom
the front seats had been reserved. Tbe enthusiastic demonstrations of those in attendance
and their appreciation of the speaker’s utterances clearly evidenced tbe fact that the Republicans of Waltham are alive to the issues of
the campaign.”
an

Police Notes.
Samuel I. Given, chief of the Philadelphia
police, has notifieu Marshal Bridges that John
Mouoghan is wanted for the crime of murder.
Monoghau is about 35 years of age, 5 feet, 7
inches in height, light complexion and hair,

light or sanuy moustache, bluish-gray eyes,
and generally wears dark mixed suit and low
black Derby hat.
A sorrel mare, 8 years old, weight about 850
a buggy and harness was stolen
on the 21st instant in this
city. The team was
hired by a woman to go to Windham, but

pounds, with

probably

did not go there, as no trace of it can
be found. TLe woman is described as about 20

years of age, medium height aud light com'
plorion, witn full face, aud wore dark dress
and cloak, and dark round-top hat.

Oct.
24.—Dr. Oliver* Wendell
Holmes has tendered his resignation as Parkman professor
oi anatomy in the medical
school of Harvard University, but at request
of the board of government it will be
permitted to remaiu in abeyance nntil satisfactory
arrangements can be made for permanently
filling the vacancy. His retirement from an
office he has held 35 years is iuduced by a desire to give his attention hereafter more par-

ticularly

to

literary pursuits.

The Policemen’s Ball.
was crowded last night on the occasion of the ninth annual ball given by the
police of the city. It was the brief the greatest of the aeries of aunual successes.
Two
hundred and fifty couples took the floor in the
grand march, and when we looked in upon the
festivities at a late hour there was no appar-

ent diminution

in the number of dancers.
tickets were sold by the force.
Chandler’s band furnished excellent music,
and the arrangements were satisfactorily carried out ensuring the highest pleasure to all

Some

1600

preeent. Eight officers were present from Lewiston, and officers were expected frotp Lawrence,
Mas3„ but were probably prevented from attending by dolay in arranging at Bangor for
the requisition of a jewelry thief at the former
city. At about 12.30 the force sat down to an
excellent supper at Atwoods, to which the editorial staff of the Press and Argus were courUur police are to be congratulated on the immense success of the affair,
which all will agree was well merited.

teously invited.

Slight Fire.
Last evening about 9 o’clock a fire started in
a room in a house corner of Danforth and Maple streets, occupied by Michael Clancey. The
fire was occasioned by the explosion of a kerosene lamp, it is believed, as a loud report was
heard in the room about the time the flames
noticed.

The

and contents were
but the fire was extinguished by the people of the house without
giving any general alarm.
were

room

considerably damaged,

Portland Society of Art.
Our readers are reminded that the first meeting of the winter season of this society occnrs
at their rooms, 507.^ Congress street, this even-

Among the pictures to be shown are
of
Coture’s famous picture, The
copy
Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire; a pair of
horses by Herring, the Euglish animal painter,
and an artist’s proof of Boughton’s HeBter
Pryme. Members may invite one friend’to
ing.

a

the

meeting.

The Ladies’ Land League.
The apron and neck-tie party of the Ladies’
Land League, which will occur Thursday evening, Oct. 2!>th, should be largely attended.
The ladies have made elaborate preparations
to make this a most notable event, and are deserving of liberal patronage, whieh they will

undoubtedly

receive.

Drv <«oods Wfcelr«ale iTiarket.
Th® following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Store* dros. * Co« Dry
Goods,
Woolens md Fancy Uo<„.s, 14*to 162 Middle sweat:
UNBL1UCHBD COTTOM8.
oeavyaem. 7 ya'a, 8W Fine 7-4.14®17
Wed. 3d in. dVi® 7Mi Flue
d
Light 3d in. 5
Fine 9-4.32,
Pine 40 in. 7%@ 9
Flue

8-4.18™“

if

l(M....27>*<g

BLEACHED

COTTONS.
Pino 6-4.16
Pino 7-4.18
Pino 8-4.21
Pino 9-4.26
Pino 10-4 ,,27
TICKINGS, BTC.

weal <$o in.

.llVawl3
♦led. 38 in.. 8
@11
light38in.. 8 @ 7Vi
Fine 42 in.. 10
@14
Fine 6*4 —11 @17

Tickings,
Best.16
Medium.. .11

Light.

@18
@14

I Drills.

Corset Joans....

ISatteens.

-M
80 9
7a 8
80 9Vt

@10 Cambrios. 60 BiZ
Dennns.12%@10Vfc Sllesias.10020
Ducks-Brown 9 @12
!Cotton Flannels. 7016
Fancy 12Vfa@16Mi Twine A Warns 180381*
IMIlVlU^

8

D*wl«...

•#

.114*0018

Qood..

8tt®irtfc

Htocli n«rkei.
quotations of stocks

Tl»8 following
arc rsoelTa.
and corrected daily by Woodbnry* Monlton (members of the Boston Stook Exchange), corner of Middle and Excbanse a-.rep :
SEW YORK SWKKH.
0. * M. 87tfe
Mbsouri Paciflc 106%
Mo. K. & Texas..
Wabash preferred 57%
Nor. & West’n prf
I—
Union Paciflc.107%
Louii Sc Nash. 65%
But. Pit.* W.com 20
Rich. * Dan.
St.D. & Frisco 1st
Cen. Paciflc. 90%
Omaha common.. 48%
Texas Pacific. 40%
ifenxer * It.
St. Paul prof.126%
62%
Frisco preferred..
bostos stocks.
Western Union T. 87%
Boston! .»■ n
New York Ceut’l. 132%
3%
Omaha preferred. 107
Flint & Pere MarLake Shore.......112%
qnette common 21
Et*8
41%
Hartford AErie 7s 60%
Nor. Pao.prefer’J 92%
A. T. *8. F
87%
—

—

—

—

Waterpower...'..

...

44%

•••

Paciflc Mail
Nun nwest'll

—

..

com. 144%
Northwest’n pref.l«3
Quinev.. 131%
St Paul common. 109%
St. Josepn pret
llinoiB Central... 14744
Michigan Central.10 L

C. B. &

—

IXew York

Boston*

Maine.'. 166

Flint & Pere Mar-

qnette preferred 98%
L. R. * Ft. Smith. 48

Marquette, Hough-

ton*()nt. 188%
Branch., 10%
Cent’l 7a 7444

Summit
Mexican

Block aud

Money llarket*

(By Telegraph.)

New York. Oct. 24—Brewing.
Money loaned
between 4^6 and closed offered 4;
prime mercantile paper r, a 8. Exchange steady at 481
Vs for long
and 48644 for short. Governments
Vi higher for
ext 6s and Vs for 3s. Railroad bonds
moderately
active aud strong. Stocks closed
strong.
aL ln<J aiO0lk
Kaohange aggregat
ed 335,0 '0 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing

^looet5^ui?Ji0,1I0u*

quotations flt

Government securities;

United States 3s,....
102at
United States 5’e.ext.
10144
United States new,4Vs ».
reg..
United States new, 4Va’s coup.
118
United States new, 4’s, reg.....1194*
United States uew, 4’s, coup.
11944
Pacific H’s of 96.
...

!*. *113

Iw.w.Ii’.liSvJ

1 uo

Oiiowing are tne closing quotation* of stocks:
& Alton.141%
’hicago & Alton preferred.
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.131%

Chicago

_

Erie.
42
Erie preferred.... aai/.
Illinois Central.A.!
148%
1 ake
Shore.

Michigan Central

11344

...

Jersey Central.’.” 72%
Northwestern.146%

preferred...(.'..i"ie3»4

New York Central.138
Hock

Island.. ,,, X33
Milwaukee & St. Paul.110%
*t. Paul preferred.
126%
Union Pacific stock ...107%
Wostern Union Tel. Co.
87%
California llmio* «locks.
(By Telegraph.)

San Franc'•'X). Oct. 24.—Theffolio wing are the
''losing auotations of Mining stock* to-day:

Belie.

£3

....

■

FINANCIAL ANEMJOMMEfiCiAl

_

...

..

..

...

..

..

)@18 50
E -OT.
26227
I Ex Mess.. 14 OO5I4 5o
irieh potatoes 2 16 a2 251
Plate.16 fiO al 6 OO
S wee potatoes 2 76@3 < x >
Ex Plate..10 0u@ G 60
& bbl 2 75,0*3 00 Pora—
C auberneo.ipobi
Backs.. ..31 50f®32 00
Maine. 7 00(29 « 0
Clear.30 60 a 31 00
Mew?.00 00(5)00 00
(Jod,1000(a$ll
Gape
siu«nr.
Kaois.I4V25I6
Granniated. 9% R und Hogs....
1®
EctraO.
9Vfe Cov’ed HauislG (glGi/4
Frui!
Lard.
M-uso’tl Ua:8ins2 00@2 75 rub, ^ ft....
1334314
,j >ndon Gavers2 80 a 2 95
Horces. ft
13S,4 a, 14
Ondura Val.
Pail.
14 Va aj 6
llgl2
Turkish Prunes. 7(§i7 Vi o
Beans
do & cratel 75d 60 Pea.3 40@3 86
Mediums.3 25(a3 on
iJranges.
Paler mos pbx 7 00 * 8 00 German med 2
60
vi98gma,pbox.7 0u®8 00 Yellow Eyes. .3 20^3 26
Valencia pease $10@12
Batter.
Extra large
3
Oraamery.
Lemons.
Gilt EdgeYermont
Yfdttsina.6 00g6 50 Choice
P lerntos.6 00@6 60 Good..
..

Malaga.

Store.,.18520

Nuts.

C’h«*e*e.
New.

P jftnUlS—

Wilmington.! 75(22 25
Virginia-2 25 a 2 60
Tennessee.. 1 80@2 00
9® 10c
i>w»tana,p-lb.
V^lnuts
12Vi@15c
Filberts
12Va@14c
«
Pecan
13
i@16o

Vermont....
12^4@14
N Y Factory.
12 V2 a 14
Skims. 7>*(g 'B
■ipplt*)).
Eating p- bbl..2 50®3 60
Cooking $>bbl 1 60^2 60
Evaporated.1G(®17
Dried Western.... 6<g6M»
do Eastern....

City Hall

PortLAifD, Oct. 2S
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
60 cars miscellaneous merchandiFt; tor
connecting
roads 118 car- miscellan *oi«
o^andis*.
«y^
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, 4U cars.

Eureka ..
xo
A Variety Wedding.
iould & Curry.
2%
Yesterday the tenth anniversary of the wed- Hale A Norcross.
1%
su
of
Mr.
Mexican.
Edward
S.
Bell,
the
clerk
ding
popular
Northern B'dle. 113
at the post office, with whom all newspaper ;
%.
Ophir
2%
men here have had the
Savage. 1
pleasantest relations,
Sierra Nevada.
4%
was celebrated, his friends, to the number of
Union Con.
4%
Yellow Jacket ..
35 or 40, being present. The presents were nu1%
and
merous,
comprised both the useful and
Watertown Cattle market.
beautiful. Among them was a handsome hat
Watertown, Oct. 24.-Beef Cattle- receipt* 1,490; Western mostly from Colorado; the supply not
About
tree, presented by frieuds of his wife.
heavy; owners getting nearly %o advance. On
0 o’clock the company were asked to a splennorthern Cattle some butchers claim a decline.
Steers that sold last week at 6c live wei ht were
did supper, furnished by that famous caterer,
bought at 4% c; s-ime fraction off on oxen and
F. L. Byron,—at Timmons & Hawes’,—better
heifer; sales of choice have l>een at 10 00310 26:
60; first quality 7 00(38 00; second
knSwu as ‘'Frank,” to which ample justice extra 8 7639
quality at o 00@6 OO; third qualtiy 4 0034 60.
It was a most enjoyable occasion
was done.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen p pair at $100@$276;
Milch Cows and Calves at §20348c: Farrow Cow*
throughout.
$l&5$3t>; fancy 8503875; Yearlings 873114; two
years old $165826; tliree Years $28(g$4&.
Swine-Receipts 12,838 head; Western fat Swine,
live, at 7%@8%c; Northern dressed hogs 10%c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 7,468; the market i*
somewhatstiftened; supply lighter by nearly four
Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
thousand head; prices about one quarter
improved;
P >ftTJL A.ND, Oot. 24.
sales Sheep in lots at 2 5034 76 each; extraat 6 00
The market was generally unchanged to-day.
36 76 or 2%(o)6%c p !b;Spring Lambs at 4%@8c
^
Oil is firmer at 16Vfec for Ligonia, 15%c for Water
P lb; Veal Calves at 3^7%.
White, lS^c for Kerosene and 9c for Kehaed PeBoston Produce market.
troleum. In P oduce, potatoes are more active for
Boston, Oct. 24.
bush
export and home use. Timothy Seed 10c
Butter—Western and Northern creameries quoted
higher in Chicago; at the same market Hogs were at 32@35c for enoice, and 25^ 31e for fair and
good; New York ana Vermont dairies at 29&33e
again weak and 20c lower, and Sheep 15<c§2oc off.
for choice, and 23@28c for fUr
-ndgood. Western
.ne following are uxiay’s quotations of
Flour, dairy packed at 23@23c f r choice
and 18(5 2 io for
Grain, Provisions. &c.
fair aud good; Western ladle packed 19320o for
and
17c
for
fair
choice,
and
Floor.
1«@
4* rain.
good; Market!*
S marline.4 25:24 76 H. M. Corn, car
steady and firm.
Cheese—Choice at 12@13c, fair and good 10%O
E lira Spring..6 75@6 26
lots, 92J
11%, common t>(39c;gteady.
X t Spring... .6 00&6 60 Mixed Corn,
Eggs have been selling at 26327c for New York,
P-»tsm;
car lots, 90
Spring
Vermont and Eastern, 2532' c for P. E. Island And
Whatt* ....S76@9 50 Oats,
60
and 23324c for Western.
Canada,
‘inBran
Socked
sfchigan
00@21 60
Potatoes—sales at 65(<jl70c p bush, as to quality.
ter boas. —6 25gG 60
Mida..
30
Sweet potatoes $1 76(32 26 p bbl.
Gammon
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 00
Michigan....5 75@6 00
bag lots 33 00
S-. Loa& WinUomeaK&r .Uarxeu.
92
Corn,bag lots..
6 76@7 00 M al,
bar fair
88
fBv Telegraph.)
W a ter good.. 7 00g7 26] Oats,
65
New YORK,"Oct. 24 Evening.—Flour receipts
Winter best...7 50@7 761 Bran.
25 00
30,252
bbls; exports 41,360 bbls: heavy and 6(3
Produce.
32
£:us,
10 lower, mainly on low grades
export demand u
1 30
Turkeys. 18(220 i Rye.
moderate.and light local trade inquiry.
15 a 18
I
C liekons.
I'roriRionM.
S*ie* 18.900 obis. Nu 2 at 2 4 (a3 70; Superfine
F >wl.
15 al6
! Hess Beef. 13 0

25^2

Oliver Wendell Holmes Resigns the Park-

POLITICAL,.

structure aud in half an hour from the
time
the alarm was first given it was a
heap of
ruins. An examination proved most conclu^

-.

SPORTING.
Th©

Railroad Receipt*.

Cairo.

mortar.

tables.

Q. Were the articles you have mentioned
in the Jeannette and was their absence from
the boats intentional or the result of
oversight?
A. The articles were in the Jeannette, and
in October, 1879, a box was
prepared for each
boat to contain a full set of
everything that
might be required for their navigation. This
was done with
a
list of articles specified by
the captain, the boxes and boat
compasses
were stowed in the starboard
chart room ready
for immediate use. I do not know that the
articles vere intentionally left on the ship on
the afternoon of June 12, 1881. Prismatic
compasses were always kept
hanging in the
chart room ready for immediate use and were
takeu that day.
Q*—How did the provisions actually taken
hold out?
A.—They held out for moie than 86 days on
the ration established and at times the
pemmicau ration was increased after the bread supply had given out.

Alarming

OLD ORCHARD.
A Fire Bug on tbe Beach—Other Matters.

24—[Special

Philadelphia,

WASHINGTON.
The Naval Advisory Board.
Washington, Oct. 24.- Tho naval advisory
board which Commodore Shufeldt is president
had a short conference with Secretary Chandler to-day in reference to the work before them
and at ranged to meet at the Navy Department
to-morrow morning. Plans aud specifications
for twojeteam cruisers to be built under an
appropriation at the last session of Congress were
submitted to the board for their action. One
is from Naval Constructor S. H. Book which
is accompanied by a model, and another from
Lieut. Solon Scbroeder, U. S. JS., and the
third plan from Mr. Ingram of Rome, Ga.; also
plans and specifications for interior arrangements have been submitted by Passed Assistant Engineer H. D. Potts.
Receptions by the President.
Just before the regular cabinet meeting today the new Swiss Minister, Col. Frey; the
Brazilian Minister, Senlior Feiippe Lopez

the Bi-Centennial An-

of

PkYYa EBNTsI""

lEag^fflaai

1882.

Investigating the

MASSACHUSETTS.

that the present sitting: was irregular, aDd afthe appropriation bill had received the royal assent, Churchill moved the adjournment of
the House, in order to protest against an autumn session.
Mr. Churchill made a long historical review.
He pointed out, amidst loud cheers from the
Tories, that the House oi Commons has ever
been jealoas against a mouarchial or ministeSpringfield, ®ct. 24.—A special to the Unrial tyranny.
Gladstone said lie was glad to
ion from Conway ststes that the vault of the
seeLord Churchill, and the House again. He
National Bauk containel unsigned $10 and
contended that the precedent quoted by Church
$20 bills, to the amount of $3,800 and less
ill were inapplicable. The House, he said,bad
than $2,800 besides.
The burglars escaped
full power to take its present course. Churchwith a team stolen from Tucker &Cook’s barn.
ill hid small knowledge of Parliament if he
Greenfield, Mass., Oct. 24.—Au attempt
thought the government would be upset by a was
made by burglars to rob tbe Conway Bank
vote of waut of confidence on an appropriation
vault last night. Five holes were bored in the
bill.
soil iruii «i iue
vault, out one reaching the
in the Lords, Jfiarl Uranville, foreign secresteel lining. The combination lock was broktary, gave notice that he would, on Thursday, j en. The
vault contained about $2,000 in cash
move a vote of lhauks totho commanders, offi- I
and valuable securities.
Only 82.50 are missceis aud men
of the British army in Egypt, !
The burglars also stole a two-seated caring.
and he would then propose that the House ad- \
wilh a horse, from Tucker & Cook, manriage
jouru until Nov 10th.
ufacturers iu Conway town, with which they
Effects of the Late Typhoon at Manilla, i
escaped. The team was found at the Union
Madrid, Oct. 24 —An official dispatch from House in GreentielJ early this mpruing. The
bank was without a watchman.
Marrita, dated the 21st inst.,states the typhoon
destroyed all wooden and thatched houses, and A. Bronson Alcott Stricken with
Paralycarried away iron and tiled roofs of others.
sis.
Sixty thousand families aie homeless. The
Oct.
24
—A.
Concord,
Mass.,
Bronson Albarrack-, hospitals, government offices and faccott had a paralytic stroke shortly before noon
tories were destroyed. The loss of life iS relatively small. Malacan and Boulacea were also to-day, and is ODly partially conscious at the
present time.
devastated.
Communication is interrupted
between Manila and other towns on the island
of Luzon.
NEW YORK.
Severe Gale in England.
London, Oct. 25.-3 p. m.—A heavy gale is
ter

MONS. DE FOYEN
Will give a course of twenty lectures in French,
beginniugrn YiO>t>AV. Nov tfi *. at half past
four p. in., and continuing on successive Mondays,

or a

Launch at Damariscotta.
Oct. 24.—Haggett

As an experiment to learn if advertisements are read, even of desirable
goods that pay a loss, we will sell TODAY Gents’ Heavy All Wool Hose, in all
sizes and assorted colors, at

PROFESSOR

or-

Damabiscotta,

HOSE !

oc24

to

and admitting
some others, also to reduce the tax from one to
one-half per cent.

wrapper.

GENTS’

RINtS

back

Edward P. Burnham of Saco was made
president; Silas C. Hatch of Bangor secretary.
It was voted to ask the legislature to change
the investment clause of the law striking out

W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Agents.

34 Cents Per

a

der.

Use only Brown's Iron Bitters made by
Brown Chemical Co., Baltimore. Crossed
ou

through

forced

Examiner Richards called the meeting

vestments can

red lines and trade-mark

was

Our Savings Banks.
Augusta, Oct. 24.—Officers of the savings
banks of the State are in session to-day and
two-thirds of the banks are represented. Bank

gestion, heartburn, sleeplessness, dizziness, nervous
debility, weakness, &c.

bined.
Its leputatiou is world-wide, and it will not be
questioned that for Family use tiisthe »afest Oil as
well as being m all other respects superior to anv oil

Bep3speod4m

a Farmington Man.
[Special to the Press.

Brown’s Iron Bitters
does not contain whiskey
or alcohol, and will not
blacken the teeth, or cause
headache and constipation.
It will cure dyspepsia, indi-

PORTLAND, MAINE.
jan23

Suicide of

could^

pressed C.O.D.

—

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

Pretuted by Tailor’*

and

Thursday.

79 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, Nov. 7.
I have been a great sufferer from
a very weak stomach, heartburn, and
dyspepsia in its worst form. Nearly
everything I ate gave me distress*
and I
eat but little. I have
tried everythmgrecommended, have
taken the prescriptions of a dozen
physicians, but got no relief until I
took Brown's Iron Bitters. I feel
none of the old troubles, and am a
new man.
I am getting much
stronger, and feel first-rate. I am
a railroad engineer, and now make
my trips regularly. I can not say
too much in praise of your wonderful medicine.
D. C. Mack.

beautifully

or

ley.

Cool and fair weather will prevail in the
Middle and South Atlantic States on Wednesday, and slightly fair warmer weather during
Thursday. Warmer fair weather is indicated
for the Southern States on Wednesday and

system, healing, purifying

Entirely harmless; is not & caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunion? and Callow
without leaving & blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

TWENTY-FOUR

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

R* USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

THE NEXT
HOURS.

The barometer is highest iu the Gulf States
and low in the Northeast, New England and
and Northwest. Clear or fair weather prevails in all districts with cooler west winds on
the Atlantic coast nnd
warmer southerly
winds in the Mississippi and Missouri valleys
and.upper Lake region. The temperature has
fallen siiglity in New England, Middle States
and lower Lake region. Light rains have prevailed on the New England coast daring the
day followed by cloudy weather. Local rains
are also reported from the
upper Missouri val-

compounded on thoroughly
scientific, chemical and
medicinal principles, and
does just what is claimed for

—

DR. MORSE, 135 Free Street,

FOB

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Oct. 25, I A. M.
)
For New England,
Fair weather, cool northwesterly winds with
rising barometer daring the day, followed by
warmer southwest winds.

of the universal success of
Brown's Iron Bitters is simply this: It is the best Iron
preparation ever made; is

FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES
—

PRESS.

THE

Year. To mall snbsenfc
If paid In advance.

»

Dollars

Sevan

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY

PRESS.

Potatoes*
bush:
Early Rose,
Houlton.
6o@70
Maine Central.....
65 a, 70
Grand Trunk.
60 @06
Proliflcs, Eastern.@05
—

Burbanks.<S03

Grand Trunk.@65
Jacksons and White Brooks.
@60
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
ots about 6c hiqher.

FREIGHTS—There has been no particular change
the market since our last report, rates being
Arm and vessels continue in good request. The following charters have been made for the week ending October 24th:
Schr Mary E. Long, Newport News to New York,
coal $1.30.
Brig George Burnham, Portland to Barbadoes,
lumber $0.
Brig Orb t, Portland to St. Pierre, Mart., small
shooks and heads 22c.
Schr J. Nickerson, Kennebec to New York, lumber p. t.
Schr E. G. Willard, Rockland to New York, lime
20c.
Schr Charles L. Mitchell, Bangor to Baltimore,ice
86c, and exce’sior 4.60.
Schr Lizzie Dewey,Cow Bay to north side of Cuba,
coal $3.60 t> ton.
Brig Kaluna, Portland to Matanzas, shooks and
in

heads 30c.

Schr Levose, Dorchester, N, B., to Boston, coal
$2.
Schr Fred Gray, Bowdoinham to New York, lumber $2.50 loaded and Kennebec towage.
Schr Maggie Dalling, Portland to Cienfuegos and
hack north of llatteras, sugar $5.50. jj
Schr Grace Bradley. Portland to Matanzas or Car
denas, lump sum $2000.
Schr Emerson Rokes, Windsor to Alexandria
"
plaster $1.90.
Schr Canton, New York to Portland, coal 90c and
discharged.

&

Freah Reef Market*
Corrected for *he Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Oo., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed

Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 7 @ 9
8
Hinds..
@10%
Fores. 0%@ 7% Rattlos. 6
@ 7
Backs. 7 @ 8% Rounds. 7% a 8%
Loins.12 @18
Rumps.10 *@13
Rump Loins.10 @14
....

•Orr an Market*

Portland, Oct. 24.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-dav bv S. H. Larminie
& Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheel--CoraTime.

10.00.
1<\30..
11.00.
1130..
12.00
12.30..

1.04..
0»11-...

Year.
Nov.
Oct.
09
94% 94
94% 94% 69
94% 94% 08%
94% 94% 0K%
98
94% 68%
98% 94% 67%
98% 94% 6834
96% 94% 69

Nov.
07%
67%
60%
6«%
67%
67%
67%

68%]

-Oats

Oct.

Nov.
33

32%
33
33

33%
38%
33%

Western ana State at 3 26(&4 00; extra
•Vene n
and
State 4 00 a 4 50,
choice Wesgood to
tern extra at 4 60ia7 10;
common
t*
choice
vmte Whet
Western extra 6 253700; fancy
io at 7 10 t7 60; common to good extra Ohio
at 4 0037 00; common to choice extra St. Iconic
xt 4 001$7 60
Patent Minnesota extra at 6
K 00 choice « double «xtra 8
10(58 66; City
extra 5 4‘»(S5 60 for W 1.; 800 i.bls No 2
at
't3 70; 1200 bbls Superfine 3
1300 bbl*
25(34IK);
low extra 4 00 a4 40, 4700 bbls «v inter Wboat extra at 4 0< @4 75; 4800 bbl* Minn, extra at 4 00
0(8 76; Southern flour is weak; common to fair
4 7035 40;good to choice 6 45o7 25. Wheat—receipts 258 700 bush exports 111,616 bush, market
closed strong; sales 2,016,000 ousu, moiuding
22*,• nKMiush on the
spot; No 3 Red at 1 06%@l 07%;
No 2?at 1 09@1 09% certtif; 1 10@1 11
deliver**;
No 1 Red at » 15% delivered;Mixed Winter l 00%
(31 07; N * 1 White, l 8,Om> bush at 1 10%31 11
>3112. Rye Arm at 70@77c. Barley Arm. t’oru
opened l@2c lower and unsettled, recovered %@lc

decline, closing very steady business pu ely speculative; receipts 46,17 bush; exports 40o bush;
sales 2,279,i Oo onsta, including 23,«K)0 on the spot;
N<» 2 at 86 387c elev, 87%o delivered; No 2 for October 86;387c, closing at 86%c; November at 793
«0y8c, closing at 80c; December 72%(<$74c, closing

ot

73%c; year closed at 73%c Jan nary «3%c; Feb62%o. Oats %@%c lower and less active,
closing stronger; receipt* 46,064 bush, export*bush; -ales 6*3,OoO bush; No 3 at 39%c; Whits at
43c; No 2 at 41%<34lV»c, Whitest 46%; No 1 at
l 41 %c; White at 63c; Mixed Western at 38{342e;
ruary

White at 42348V*; White State at 46(360c. Sugar market is unchanged; refiningat 7%<g7%;
refined steady; Confectioners A at 8%c; White Ex
9%; Cubes 9%. *IoIb*mm** steady.
Petroleum
dull; united at 92%. Taller steady; sales 61,OOO lbs.
Pork held somewhat stronger; sales 210
new mess on spot at 23 50; November
22@22 20.
Lnril 7 %@tO higher and fairly active.cloeing with
advance partly losi ; sales 1276 tea prime steam on
spot part 12 00312 76; 100 city |steam at 12 26@
12 37%; refined for continent at 12 60. Butter
is firm; State 20@37;creamery at 36336c. Cheese
Arm for fine. State fac. 8a 12%.
Freights weak;Wheat p steam 4d.

Chicago,Oct. *.4.—Hour is unchanged; common
to choice
Wheat » 50 @4 60: oummon to fancy Minns. 4 00®6 00; Patents 6 60@7 60; Winter
Wheats 4 60@6 60; low grades 2 50(0,3 76. Wheat
steady; regular at 94%@94%c for Ocwoer; 96%
@95»/sc November; 94%@94%c all year; options
same as options; No 2 Red Winter 96c cashc.
Corn
unsettled at 68% c for cash; 68% @68% c October;
«7%@68o November; 61%@61%o all year; 53%c
for January. Rye lower at 69%. Pork is unsettled
at 22 60a;22 76 cash and for October;
19 82%®
19 85 November; 18 82%r@18 86 all
year; 18 77%
@18 80 for January. laird steady at 11 66:411 70
for cash and Ootober;ll 42%@11 46for November:
11 15@11 17% all year 11 12%@11 16 January*
11 16(@11 17%
Bulk meats-shoulder*
at 10 60; short rib 14 60; »hort clear at 16 26.
At the olo- lug call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat was flrmer. Corn Is bigi.er at 69Vs@69%c
cash; 69o October; 68%o November; 6!<%cyear.
Pork lower at 22 25 for Ootober; 19 76 November;
18 70 all year;18 66 for January, laud is lower at
11 75forOciobe ; 11 a7%;ft1140 for
November;
11 10
year, 11 07% January.
Keceipts—23,00 bbls flour, 124,00 bush whnat,
141.0 »u bush orn, OOou bu3h oats,* 13.00i* bush
ry> 00 (XK»bu.*h barley
Shipments 18,000 bbls flour. 116,000 bush wheat,
7.000 bush corn, 0000,000 bush oats, 11,000 bosh
rvf> OO.Uoo *miui barley.
St. Louis,Oct. 23. Flour unchanged; family 4 06
@4 2'*; cQoice to fancy 4 50a6 20
Wheat opened
du 1 and lower, advanced and closed better ban
yester ay. No 2 Ited F»l) 93%^93%c for cash and
October; 93%@94%c for November.96% a98c for
December; 93% a938Ac year; 98%@97%"for January No 3 at 90@9* '%c; No 4 at 84c
Corn lower,
closing at outside figures at H7% ca-h and October;
«o%@Hl%c for November; 63%@54%c all year;
Oats easier at 34a34%o cash 32
59%o
November and December. Fork lower 23 00. Lard
nominal.

Spring

February.

January.

Receipts 7,(K)0 bbls flour 109,006 bush wtaset.
11.uO bush corn, 28 0.0 bush oats. 4,000 butt
14,00'. *>nsh *arie,
Shipments—15,000 obis flour 33 .000 bush wo eat.
30 .oo oust, oorn, 23,00" bush
oats, O.ooO bush
birlav. 6.000 busb rye.
Detroit Oct. 24.—Wheat Is firm: Nol White
cash 1 O*. bid; October si 99%c,November at
96%*
December 98% c; year at 98%;
January at 99W o
bid; No 2 Red nominally 1 01; No 2 White 91o
Receipts 60,360 bush, shipments 58,496 bush.
new Oklea~» Oct. 24. Cotton unchanged: Mid•
dling uplands 10% c.
Mobil*,Oct. 24.-Cotton easy; Middling uplands

rye

|

Savannah, Oct. 24.-Cotton quiet; Middling up3-16...
Memphis. Oct. 24.-Cotton lower; Middling up-

auds at 10
lands at

10%o

Rarspcs.

tisrsstoi

hv ..
London. Oct. 24 -Consols 101 9-16.
Liverpool, Oct. 24 12 80 P. M—Cotton market
—fair business; Uplan.ls at 6%d;0rleans 6%d;sal««
10,00(1 bales; speculation and export 1000 kales;

futures steady.
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regular attach# of tbe Pkkss Is furnished
certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent onr Journal.
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The Indian Schools.

Secretary

The

making good

disposal

of the Interior is evidently
of the funds placed at his

for the purpose of

furthering

the

Indian education. He has made
the distribution of about $500,000 to increase
the efficiency of the schools already estab.
lished and to start new ones. Shortly a
somewhat extensive system will be in operation, and the prospect now is that the policy
will be continued until the demand for them
is practically met. The avidity with which
the Indians seize upon the opportunities offered them is the most cheering indication
that appears in connection with the general
subject. The management of the schools
that are in existence so far has been without

reproach. Those at Carlisle and Hampton
in particular have been lauded highly by
numerous

visitors.

It

is

well

to remark

here, however, that the institution at Hampton was not founded by the General Government, nor is it supported by it save to
the extent of a obtain amount paid for each
Indian pupil. It receives $10,000 a year
from the State of Virginia, but is dependent
upon private benevolence for a good share of
its funds. The other schools though, those at
Carlisle, at Forest Grove and at Arkansas City
are dependent upon the Federal Government.
Their progress thus far has been most gratifying, and furnishes pleasing proof of the
advantageous change that has come over
our Iudiau policy.
It is to be hoped that
the new policy will have the opportunity of
a thorough trial, and the red man given
“a
white man’s chance.”

Govebnment Printer Bounds, after some
twenty-five or thirty years of active business
life in the printing business, ascertains that
his ways are not calculated to fit into tne
Washington habit of doing things. He grows
Impatient just because the census officers
hold proof sheets several months without

returning them corrected, and thus keep
quantities of type out of use. It has been
customary in such cases to buy more type,
but Mr. Bounds does not fall into that
method of doing business readily.
He says
that he has 20,000 pounds of type waiting
for the proofs to be sent in, and does not
propose to waste money

on more.

Secretary Teller, in answer to an inquiry
whether clerks in his department might
choose for themselves whether to make their
contributions to the Congressional committee or to their state

committees, said: “Let
them pay to whomsoever they like, and as
much or little as they like, or not pay at all
if they prefer that.
Make it plain to them,
in any event, that I do not want to know
who pays or who does not pay, or what
amount is raised. When in the course of
future events a man is promoted or loses his
place, 1 don’t want it said that it was due to
his liberal contribution or the reverse.’’
The Sixth Auditor Ela, has submitted to
the Postmaster General, a detailed state"
ment of the receipts and expenditures of the
Post Office Department under the several
bureaus for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1882. The statement makes the total re-

ceipts $41,876,410.15, total expenditures
$40,039,634.75; surplus $1,836,775.40; estimated liabilities $328,550.47; estimated revenue $160,000; net liabilities $228,550.40;
net surplus $608,224.94. These figures show
that the Department is now largely more
than self-sustaining.
Justin McCarthy and Michael Davitt,
League fund, and McCarthy, Jr., who is his father’s secretary,
has been interviewed regarding the alleged
misappropriation of the fund. They declare from personal knowledge the allegations are utterly unfounded and a rehash of
the charges which have been circulation
among the landlord party ever since the
Land League was organized.
trustees of the Land

The London Standard, no friend of this
country, says of American magazines that
they “bear comparison with anything of
the same nature that we can show; while
the woodcuts and ‘process’ illustrations
which adorn their pages have driven the proprietors of English magazines to despair—
or, what is better, into a determination to
equal if not to surpass them.”
The Memphis (Tenn.)
gradulates Casey Young,

Avalanche

con-

the Democratic

nominee for congress, that after Nov. 7 he
will have the consoling thought that he
has been beaten by a gentleman who will
ablest congressman Memphi3
make the
has had for twenty years. The gentleman
is Judge Wm. M. Smith, the Republican
nominee.
Minneapolis mills will this year cut 293,100.000 feet of lumber, 108,750,000 shingles
and 50,600,000 lath, while the figures last
season were 234,245,000 feet of lumber, 86,817.000 shingles and 49,265,000 lath. In 1870
the lumber cut was 118,233,000 feet, and the
increase has been quite irregular.
Next
year the business promises to be much lar-

It says the conquest of the south
did not impose upon them the Yankee dialect, and that no self-respecting Georgian
can use any other term than “corn-shucking” for the process referred to. A corn
husk in the Georgia vernacular, means what
we call the “cob.”

lngs.”

The receipts of the Dominion of
$3,189,559.91 for September,
$3,052,474.51 for the corresponding
of last year, a gain of $137,085.40.

Canada

against

were

month

For the

first three months of the fiscal year the inThese figures at
crease was $948,703.70.
a

A Law has
mark which

Canadian editor to argue that

annexation to the United States is ent

irely

unnecessary.

discontagion
consumption
cussed at the last meeting of the British
Medical Association, and the conclusion
was that the disease is contagious where the
lung-tissue is in a condition to offer a favorable lodgment for the specific bacterium
which causes the disease.
of

The

was

The Massachusetts commissioners for the

Garfield fair in Washington have decided to
one

effort to

more

arouse

an

interest

enterprise, regarding which Massachusetts people are singularly apathetic.
Only two applications for space have yet
in that

been received from that State.
--

o

been

passed in Den-

that

all intoxicated

persons shall be taken home in carriages at
the expense of the landlord who sold them
the last

glass.

Private letters from the Hawaiian Islands report the seriousness illness of Rev.
Titus Coan, who has had a stroke of paral-

Though he was slightly better at the
last advices (Sept. 21), it is feared that he
cannot entirely recover.
ysis.

J

The latest returns re-elect Congressman
Wilson, Democrat, in the second district of
West Virginia, by 7 majority, Pendleton
county having given him 34 majority instead of 66 as heretofore returned.
Dr. J. T. Updegraff,

dangerously ill

on

the very

who

day

was

taken

he was

re-

elected to Congress from the 17th Ohio district is now able to sit up and attend to

correspondence.
According to the Providence Journal,
Gen. Butler has for years been a patient and
sufferer from that most dan-

uncomplaining
gerous complaint called by the medical
ossification of the inward monitor.

men
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The

by iictitious prices give'* to old
large discount offered. We show in our window to-

must not be deceived

public

a

fftf

fiorr

20

AND

more

largest books, containing
leaves, than any ever offered

pasteboard,

more

pic-

more

^ 'x yr*

■■■

Made

Finely

CENTS,

25

the newest and

tures,

AN EXHIBITION

POSTPONE# FALL MFETINC
-OF THE-

■■■

Clothing,

Up

Rarely excelled, may be found at our commodious New
Store in Market Square. Our stock is lar^e, varied,
and manufactured under our own personal supervision, presents «,o the purchaser an attractive line of

in the city.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

AGRICULTURAL society
Is

again postponed

As the first number of a new volume, the
November Century gives promise of even increased excellence for the new magazine daring its second year under the new name. Pictorially, the November number shows that the
Century is as ambitious as ever for the reputation qf American wood-engraving, as witness
the frontispiece portrait of Florence Nightin-

gale and the full-page, portrait of Henry
James, Jr., both by Cole; Elbridge Kingsley’s
beautiful full-page engraving, direct from nature, of a view in New England Woods (accompanying which is a description by the en-

account of the rain to

on

TUESDAY

Gentlemen’s Business Suits, $8.00 to $25.00
WEDNESDAY,
17.00 to 30.00 Oct. 24th & 25th.
Gentlemen’s Dress Suits,
AT
M.,
7.00
2.00 to
Gentlemen’s Pantaloons,
5.00 to 38.00 Presumpscot Park.
Gentlemen’s Overcoats,
GILT EDGE
Gentlemen’s Ulsters,
-10.00 to 20,00
6.00 to 25.00
Butter. Gentlemen’s Ulsterettes,
Vermont
—

AND

—

d*'

-

1.30 P.
—

Magazine Notices.

Coun

Cumberland

BOOKSELLERS.

oo24

“Richelieu” Robinson, the tamer of the
British Lion, has been renominated for
Congress by the Brooklyn Democrats.

AT

—

-

The Trustees have arranged *»r
this postponement at the request of
ALL the owners of horses entered
for the Society’s purses, nil horses
remaining to contest for tile snuie,
and also by request of many

-

-

prominent citizens.
J. J. FRYE, Secret
oct 20

graver, of his manner of

working); the fullpage reproduction, by Kruell, of an ideal
bronze head which is one of the costly arttreasures of the British Museum: Mary Hallock Foote’s refined and charming illustrations, engraved by Miss Powell and by Cole;
and the many other pictures by well-known
artists, some of which have a special interest as
the exponents of a new process of art reproduc.
tion. Though the art side of the November

Century is so conspicuous, the
striking proof of a tendency to

contents

offer

make the literIn earary side of the magazine paramount.
nest of this tendency, the November Century

presents a paper on Venice by Henry James,
Jr., who treats the subject in a charming, un
conventional manner, with all the vivid im.
pression and delicate coloring that might be
expected from such a subject in.the hands of
a brilliant not elist; a paper on Henry
James,
Jr., himself, by W. <■). Howells, whose generous and acute judgment of his fellow
novelist
cannot fail to interest a wide circle of readers;
a remarkably able and
entertaining article on
“Victor Hugo” by Alphonse Daudet, who describes his personal intercourse with the poet
and paints a word-portrait of Victor Hugo
which will becomo historical—giving, besides,
many interesting glimpses of Daudet’s own life
and literary methods; a forcible essay by
Charles Dudley Warner on the sources of the

We have just received from the Butter
Districts of Vermont, a large and fine lot of
Parties in want of fine
Fall Made Butter.
goods for Winter use are invited to call and
examine.

Beginning

of

a Nation, the first of his series
Life in the American Colonies, the illustrations of which include many curious old
drawings of Indian life, for which the magazine is indebted to the courtesy of the British
Museum; the Kev. Dr. Washington Gladden’s
opening chapters in his story with a purpose
looking to Christian cooperation—entitled
The Christian League of Connecticut; a finely
illustrated paper on A New Profession for
on

Women,

in which Franklin H. North describes the Bellevue Training School for Nurses; and Mrs. Lucy M. Mitchell’s illustrated
The Sculptures of the Great Pergamon Altar, which are among the new and impaper

on

portant discoveries. The fiotion of the number
comprises the first chapters of Mary Hallock
Foote’s novel The Led Horse Claim, a humorous short story by Frank K. Stocton, entitled
The Lady and the Tiger, and the continuance
of Mrs. Burnett’s Through one Administration. The poems of the number are by Thomas Wentworth Higginson, H. H., James T.
McKay, George Edgar Montgommery, Edward
N. Pomeroy, and Richard Watson Gilder.

is certainly, nowadays, no lack of competent
women.
The low pay of teachers in Maine is

exceptional.
While the ratio between the pay of men and
in Massachusetts is even less satisfactory than in Maine, the pay itself is higher,
men receiving more than twice as much, women nearly half as much again.
It is with satisfaction that one learns from
the same report that among the Indians—the
wards of our Nation—in the States and Territories, the average pay for male and female
teachers is exactly the same—$50 per month.
In this matter there should be no demand
for cbivalric consideration of the sex now at
disadvantage in tbe labor market. Women
should be paid the worth of their work, and
that only -but no position which they can fill
should be closed against them on the ground of

have been restricted, by custom
few departments of work, they
have crowded these. The opening to them of
new avenues is gradually relieving this
presIn time there will be a satisfactory adsure.
of
to
work.
abilities
justment
Meantime, many women will suffer from untrained powers, or from powers directed out of
the line of talents. But while they must bear
these misfortunes as best they can, why should
a prejudice boro of custom put other
obstacles
in their way?
Is

at

women

least, to

a

Springfield, 111., illustrates, more
educational ability can he commanded in woman's labor than in man’s, for a given sum,
why should not our school boards take advantage of the fact, not in woman’s behalf, but in
obedience to the business principle of baying
in the lowest market? Have not the tax-payers
the right to demand that their finances be adas

ministered witliont waste and
mental bias?

The Congressional Library.
Every day pours more books into the already
overflowing library of Congress, and adds additional arguments for the favorable conslderaion of the bill providing for it a new bnilding,
which is the special order for December 12 in
the House. Tito Toner collection, valuable in
its medical and historical varieties and its biographies, the gift of which was accepted by
special act last Summer, is now nearly all removed to the Capitol, and occupies certain alas a large
coves of the main library, as well
room temporarily provided under the rotunda.
The masses of bound newspapers, American
and foreign, which filled the upper floors of
the ‘;tate Department, and were removed to
make room for a force of clerks engaged upon
pension business, are now, with the exception
of certai a files retained for reference in the Department of State, added to the library of Congress, and will be accessible to the public as
soon as shelving is provided.
The library has
also acquired by recent importations and purchases at auction abont 5000 volumes of law
and miscellaneous books, among which may be
named a complete collection of treatises on
the law of copyright, embracing several hundred monographs in all the languages of Europe. Transfers from the departments, purchases, gifts, and accessions under the law of
copyright all combine to enrich the floor of the
library- There is every reason to believe that
Congress, soon after convening, will relieve
the pressure by providing more commodious
quarters for the great mass of the collection.
Disputes over the site for the new building
may postpone decision for a while, but In view
of the argent need for immediate action any
I
long delay will be unpardonable.
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NEW FORK

AGAINST
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

MARINE

ONLY.

RISKS

Fort Wayne
St. Louis County
Northern Pacific R. R.
“
“
Southern
Maine Central

Company

soon as

on

Which at
terest.

premium pays

a

1881.$4,039,487 10
Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881.... 1,687,534 47

Better than the Savings Bank,

Total Marine Premiums.$5,627,021 57

interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

which
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Union Mutual Life

88

EXCHANGE

ST.,

Strawberry,

PORTLAND,
Desire

V. Holt

MAINE,

Working Agents

in

offer

GREAT

where

we are

not

SPECIAL

Write for Circulars!
z

Liberal

Pay

State

Life Insurance Workers
^Can secure good appointments to solicit insurance I
for a HOME COMPANY ! Active, energetic gentletlemen, possessed of good business qualification and
integrity and endowed with good common sense,
will receive very favorable contracts to represent
this sterling old institution-!
Office managers," or
gentlemen vvlio expect to sit in an cflice bile other

work,

men

do the

who

can produce business

are not

]B«as

12-4

for

$7.00

ness, and desire to accept a position where ability
is certain to bring advancement, are invited to call

upon

at

in this state!

Those who

mt.in

busi

J. F. FE It 15 IS,
Manager of Agencies, Union Mutual Life
lusurance

Company,

PORTLAND,

MAINE

■mm■■■

Special Lot of Ladies’

Claims.
oetA

eodtf
SAVE

VOIR

on

Automatic

Excels all adding machines. It will add columns of
figures with great rapidity and unvarjing accuracy,
is so simple a child can operato it, so small it can by
kept betweei the leaves of a book and is of the
greatest assistance for proving columns; cvere
counting bouse and every book-keeper needs it.
Sent by mail for 60 cent* by E. A. Parsons, Lock
Dra**r 36, New Haven, Conn. Agents Wants;l
in every town.
ootlSdAwlm

TERSEYllLKT
TNAMILIKS supplied with good Jersey Milk every
Extra milk
morning, Sundays included.
furnished when desired. Address

F

aug24

T. H. SOULE, Woodford’s.

dU

at

50

Cheap

cents.

\

always

bottle of GENUINE

SONS,

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.
moh 1

a

iUf

togA

land,

yards

Don’t Despair if every local
cian fails to cnre you.

physi-

3 Free Street
tep3<»

THURSTON,
Block,

PORTLANL
dtf

Agents wanted.

terms

Applications for territory
toidealers address

Frank

and

Moss,

P.

PORTLAND,

STREET,

<13sa

REMOVAL.
Dr. CI1AS. L. HOLT

Seeds,

in

Brackett

Tape Worm

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,

He is
thor of

Sarreguemines
Sutsmna, Kioto, &c.

Fined complete with the

JORDAN,
Portland, Me

I English

f

CO.,

Duplex, Oxford

and Hanrard Burners.

Third House h.1 >w CarlBoo.
Offlee Hours—8 to 8 A. M., 1 to 8 P. M.

oo3_TELEPHONE

dtf

MI-1.

/

i

tor oaioers and

heirs who served In Navy
COLLECTED
with

Z. K.

Seamen,

or

the is
Marin

or

Revenue

Mexico, by
IIARJIim, Louieaainl Bloch.
AacuTr

Portland,'©ct. B, 1882

BrtaWI»h«d 1880
oetM*

2

Wholesale and Retail.

KEAISOA
has

opened

Portland

an

and

othoe in
can
b

Edward's and Walkers’ Hardware store from
Set. « Is »«y. jnh.
oyer

Beam Engine, 12 ft. long

ONE14 in. Cylinder, 24 in

Stroke.

x

Portland, Oct. 21st, 1882.

TOBIAS DALLING.

are
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see
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your c
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ATIbB
CTHrifQ
OlUuIVo

A|AA

S1DD
iPlMli?
^

ml*
fill

Mjirekantm,
HI.

a

resi-

dences, plantations ana hotels 1 have for sale.
MARTIN DUNN, 20« Dreadway, New York.
©ct21
dim*

Mid or Block.
d)t

Citizen's
for

*i ; al.

an'{<* money
itments
and stock
speculation a. cun *1 sobyopera ting on our plan. From May 1st,
1881, to the present date, «>n investments of S10.00to.fi,000, cash
profits have been realize*! and
paid to inv'»tors amounting to
several times tne original invest*
ment. still leaving the original in*
vestment milking money or pay.
nbW .n demand. Explanatory circuit * and statements of fund W
frbe. We want
csponsible
sen
&se Si who will report on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal
con uiss oti« pa»<I
Address,
FI I nilM. A UF.SlhtAM. C«mto

small and mi
iu grain, provii

oet23d2w»

FLORIDA.
you
going to the land of flowers, send
IF pamphlet
describing 100 orange groves,

Crank shaft

6ft. long, 6 in. diam. One 9 ft. Driving Wheel, 16
inch faee. and one 8 ft. do.. 12 in. faee— Judson
Gexsrasr. All in first-class order. Apply te

oABt

trip.

5J

2V2 ft. Bed,

all; sail and

on

T*vw

Notice.
Lid person* are hereby forbidden trusting mv
A wife, Margaret Dalling, on my account hs I
shall pay no debts of her contracting.

For Sale.

within the reash of

IN 1/M

No. 276 Middle SU,

and

arc

Clfi
Iplww

found at

my store,

Engine

His terms

him.

Coiuultatlouf lr« from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m
hundr.Ua regretted not oiling b»

Dr. F. II.

«clOfiH

Beam

He will deliver a course of Lectures in this city
when due notice will be given.

Com. ..rlj
fore on my but

C. E. JOSE _dtf
ft CO.

H. G. HEWES, 693 Congress St

THREE MONTHS EXTRA PAY
war

is done at

a man of long and large experience and authe Guide for Physiciaus aud other works of
interest.

OClO

Framing

removed in three hour*.

Dfc W. practices every school treatment.
He prepares his own curatives that benefit everybody and his Tonics and Treatments are Hie itself.

»«p26dtf

St.,

His new method of diagnosing disease has no equal
anil is exclusively bis own discovery; he never fails
to explain every ache ard pain in the most complicated disease without asking a Mord, when the patient may ask
and every* explanation is
given without the slightest reservation.

unprecedented in curing 750 patients the
last three months of his visit here.

Ceaircs.l

has removed from 82 Pine street to

2-48

To tell of his wonderful gitts and miraculous cares
would appear egotistic—He only asks for a trial of
his skill, he never experiments upon bis patients.

success is

ffilk Utuatfnl Ptiicrr

Provisions,

quality, workmanship

far-

He excels in Consumption. Female Complaints,
Complicated disease, General debiltiy. Chronic disease, and in all cases that defy skill of others.

137 Commercial St.. Portland Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sola on Chloago Market ob
Margins. Oorrec-p^odence invited._marSdtf

The Best

nnlil

ther aotice.

DR. WILSON’S

fir Sale

Grain,

United States Hotel,

questions

ELEGANT

WIE.
PORTLAND,
_*coS3m
A. W.

DR. WILSON.
By request of his many patients and friends of
Portland and Vicinity, has returned sooner than he
intended and will be nappy to see them in parlors

Merchant*.

ANI>

Station rvr».

harbors,

named rivers and
viz:
1. Newburyport harbor. Mass.—About 15,000
of rubble-stone tor the southern jetty at Plunwl?
and the construction of a dike about 700
feet in length, across “the basin."
2. Lainpreu River, New Hampshire -About 13,000
of dredging.
cubic
3. Cathance Rivert Amine—About 13,000 cubia
yards of dredging.
4. Moose-a-bec Bar at Jonesport, Maine—About
25,000 cubic yards of dredging.
Persona desiring to make proposals for any of the
above works, are requested to apply to the undersigned, at his office No 453Va Congress street,
Portland, Me., for specifications, instructions to
bidders, and the requisite blanks, and such further
information as may be des red concerning the
same.
GEO. THOM, Colonel of ngineers,
oct23d6t
Bvt. Brig. Geneial, U. S A.

d

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Hats and Caps

S. H.LARMIME &

world.

CABO PLATE ENGRAVER

his office in

of Cross St.

on hand.

S. H. LARMLS1K,
Chicago.

SAUCE.

William 8. Lowell,

be received at

Tailor,

Al«o ft eholM (took of Bnt-elftM

232 Middle Street,

12 ELm
oc!7

j

Remember

__

dlawWly

Cards.

well

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY,

GAHE, dec.

octlB

’Visiting

f

Fashionable.stock

heats \

AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.
STATES.
NEW VOKA4..

(KID

as

Robes of alt kinds, from best to cheapest.
So-called Japanese Wolf Robes
(common goal skins) at loir prices.

HOT tc COUD

JOHN DUNCAN S

Proposals tor River and Harbor
Impi ovements.

Deckel Bros’ Pianos,

G. A. Susskraut, SAMUEL

FISH,

throughout the

PROPOSALS

FERNALD,

Free, Cor.

atr

witAVILS,

Bold and used

HR. CONSTANTINE MTERNBEfttt, the
celebrated Russian Pianist. W. II. CEM«ENDEN, Tenor. NIGNOK LEAN DRO €A.IPE««RIM
Hill*
PANABI, Violinist.
BELL
Violinist. HOWARD ML. DOW,
Accompan ist.
Reserved seats $1.00. Admission 75 cents.
Tickets now on sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
dtd
oo25

CALL and SEE

octl 1

GnAirwva

every

MINNIE HAUK

a

Altering, trimming and repairing personally attended to.

WORCESTERSHIRE

Wedding

be

can

octl4

CHAMBERLInT ROUSTED.

General Wholesale Agent,

Table

evening

Merchant

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

BBAIN!

Adding

in the

A. S.

SOUPS,

A MARVELOUS INTENTION !
Parsons’

where colors

Dec. 1. 1882.

62 1-2 cents.

oo3

fflgnaturo is

CONCERT BY NIUE.

the place, No. 2 Free, Cor.
of Cross St.

delicious tasto and zest to

■'TeULEA&PERRINS that their
sauce Is lilghly esteemed In India,
and is In my oplnIon, the most palatable, as well as the
most
wholesome
sauce thatismade.”

Course.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Nov. 1st,

a.

Underflannels

-Special Features of the Company:
The Maine Nou-Forfeiture Law,
Its Dellnite Policy Contract,
Its Accelerated Endowments,
Its Incootestible Clause,
Its Prompt Payment of Death

Light,

day. Shall be open every
evening till 9 o’clock up to

Manufacturer (of Seal and Circular
Varments, Muffs and Collars.

WORCESTER,
May, 1851.

in the

State that has the Electric

PRACTICAL FURRIER.
EXTRACT
Of a LETTER from
a MEDICAL GENTLEMAN at Madr&3. to his brother

incorporation

■

OF THE WORLD.
most

«

Enteriainineat, Mtockbridge

2d

and $S.OO

THE GREAT SAUCE

wanted; but eut’eire*.
will find it to tiu ir ad-

vantage to attach themselves to the largest f nancial

eodtf

ing establishment

Velvets and

of

with reserved seals, to the remaining f<
lectures, to fl.tO to all parts of the house,
served seats to members, 60 cents. Evening tick
with reserved seats, 60 cents. Tickets at Stoc*.
oct25dttt
bridge’s.

Extra Bargains in Ladies' and Children’s Underflannels.

AGEATS

Agent.

line

tickets,

case

Gorham.

T. r. MERRY,

•

The only custom tailor-

of those elegant 11-4 Blankets Just received at $4.50
per pair. No such Blanket has been sold for the past ten years for
less than $6.00.
We have some extra nice Blankets in 1I>4 and
Another

to Good Men !!

The Union Mutual is the Co.!!!

fine

a

II ALL.

2,30 p. m., on Tuesday, the
Portland, Maine,
7th day of November, for improving the following

BARGAINS IN BLANKETS.

1

LEWIS McLELLAN

actively represented.

office.)

—

Subject for Monday Evening, Oct. 30th—“Beneatti The Hiniiiaja*;
India and T*
iinng**."
The management have reduced the price of cot

Proposals
undersigne l, will
until

Plushes, in Plain, Striped and Brocade, both Black and Colors.

Boothby,

—AND—

in

BARGAINS

AT

united State, Engineer Office. I
Portland, Maine, October 21, 1882.
|
in duplicate, addressed to the

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

not sold less than

are

old

All orders given at either Portland or Boston office will receive immediate attention. Stocks and
bonds and stock privileges bought and sold on commlssion.
oct7dlm

VELVETS and PLUSHES.

Portlar> ri.

Every

$3.00

and

Illustrated Ledums,

is at No. 35 Congress St.

as

■

Towr in this State

31 inch,
31 “
“
31
“
31
“
31
31 “
31 “

Bouton Office

seen

Portland, Maine.

INSURANCE 10.,

-

-

The above Silks arc French Goods
in this or any other market.

We

The above Endowment Policies
tor sale at

PRICE.

Broker,

removed from No. 60 to No. 61 y% Exchange

St., Portland, (nearly opposite

$2 50

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
>

-

Army Bine,
Electric Bine,

per

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

CORRESPONDENT.

Bronze,

Crushed

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the c untry) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and t&xe?, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

MUNGER,

Green,

Prune,

by comparison of results.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent, reserve is $3,022,612,

WIDTH.

COLOR.

Olive,

has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5s/8per cent, com pound interest.

166 FORE ST.

F*b. 4,1882.

about 4 per cent,

THE NORTHWESTERN

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

J. W.

pays

Has

dtf

The first and only appearance in Grand Concert
of this celebrated Prima Do na. She *111 be assist*
ed by the following distinguished artists.

eodtf

H. N. PINKHAM,

We take great pleasure in announcing to oar patrons that we
have secured ail elegant line of Ottoman Silks, and we shall sell
'hern at the Low Price of TWO DOLLARS per yard. We give list
of Colors, Widths and Prices.-

Results Accomplished.

After Proof.

PORTLAND:

insurance,

cies in other

Six Per Ceu Interest on Oatstanding
Scrip Paid in and After Feb. 7, 1882.

Paid in

no

OTTOMAN SILKS.

Oct. 7th.

W. FRENCH

HARRY

GRAND

REMOVAL.

Better than Tontine Poll-

$13,165,466.4 0.

Losses

gives

6s
Gs
Gs
-5 l-2s
6s
Gs
Gs
7s

32 Exchange Street.

Stools.

Marine Risks from 1st

January 1881, to 31st December,

Commencing

OIT Y

H. M. PAVS ON & CO.
maylO

3% per cent, in-

about

Dancing Acaueiny.

s

Class for young Ladies and Gentlemen Meets
Monday and Thursd«y Evenings.
Class for young Ladies, Thursdays at 4 p. m.
Juvenile class, Saturdays at 2.80 and 4 p. m.

and other desirable securities, for sale by

Prices from 12 1-2 cents to $1.00 per yard. Also a full line of fine
White DOMET and ALL WOOL FLANNELS in all widths.

Government Bond,

water-borne.

Premiums

FLANNELS,

Better than a Four per cent.

will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
This

...

Admla-

oct23ddt

—

Cleveland

A large assortment of

OF

Gilbert

oct25

BONDS.

$1.00 per yard

SHAKER

15 and 25 cts.

Jyl4

We offer 50 Pieces 6-4 FLANNEL SUITINGS, “Gilbert’s” included

WHITE

lu,

Cor. Middle & Exchange
watt

-IN THE-

without sentiM. F. E.

[Washington Star.]

We Offer For Sale

St. Louie

Mutual

oa24d3fc

For Ladies mid Children.

Portland Municipal

Mutual Insurance Co.

1882.

Grand Matinee every Saturday at 2.3G.

Securities.

at

26,

Oct.

.IKimiC BV CHANDLER.
Ladies’ tickets 25c; Gentlemen’s 50c.

sion

a

Congress

Congress Hail,

LYCEUM
THEATrtE,
104 Exchange Street,
The Family Resort

d3m

FINANCIAL.

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

scnoois i

vaileverywhere?

PORTLAND.

-TO-

451

women

have found but one city where absolute justice
obtained in this matter.
In Springfield, 111., I was told, at one time,
that all the teachers were women. “But why
should not men have equal chance for employment iu your schools?” I asked. “They
have,” was the reply of a member of the school
board. “We decide what we can afford to pay
for services in each position. Then we elect
the applicant who offers the most ability for
the money. It is not onr fault that all these
prove to be women.”
Why cannot so simple and fair a system pre-

APRON AND NEt K ITE PAR.

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED’S Woodbury & Moulton
Sts.

40 PER CEUT.

while that of female teachers is $21.68.
Either women must, therefore, receive less
pay for equal work, or suffer the still greater
wrong of being ineligible to the best positions
in educational work, for which positions there

ST.,

470 CONGRESS

•C*

-

e#d3m

ootG

Some Words IromM ary F. Eastman.

ceive as good pay for equal work as men”?
In the report of the U. S. Commissioner of
Education it is stated that the average pay of
male teachers in Maine is $32.97 per month;

COMPANY,

SECURE SOME VERY GREAT BARGAINS

COR. EXCHANGE & FEDERAL STS.

Women’s Wages.

torial of the 16th on “The Woman’s Congress,”
that “In most places in this vicinity women re-

&

Ladies’ Land Leagi

Manufacturing dealers in Fine Custom and Ready Made Clothing,

W. L Wilson & Co.,

Holders on
Dividend to Policy
Premiums Terminating in 1881.

To the Editor of the Prest:
May I add to the fact stated in the'PEBss oj
Oct. 17th, in reply to the statement in the edi-

ALLEN

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

material and intellectual prominence of England, and the literary indebtedness ot the Unit
ed States to the mother Country, as also the
growing literary independence of the United
States, and a strong argument in the negative
to the ripe question “Is the
Jury System a
Failure?” by Albert Stickney, who argues for
the abolition of the system and suggests a substitute. Other prominent features of the number are Edward Eggleston’s description of The

Since,

make

recently
provides

iu a Bomewuai wiue ooservauon oi

A Georgia paper rebukes some of its
contempories for speaking of “cornliusk-

inspire

The Prohibition ticket in Ohio polled
about 13,000 votes. If these had been added to the Republican vote, where they
properly belonged, the Democratic majority
would havb been insignificant.

_____

NEW BOOKS!
books, and then

KNTKKTAIXMKNTK

miscellaneous.

_MISCELLANEOUS_

sex.

ger than this.

once

—Advertiser.
•
In justice to the management of the
School the Press avails itself of this, the
first oppoituuity to correct the above misstatement.
Rankins was punished
by
blows on the hand, not on the head.

use

of

cause

The Press said this morning, in reporting
the reform School investigation, that Alonzo
Rankins swore that he “had been punished by
Mr. Farrington with blows on the head, from
ten to twelve at a time.” The Press erred in
making this statement. No testimony to that
effect has been presented to the commission.
The Press, in justice to the management of
the school, ought to correct this mistatement.

itlutuul

tteliii Soi-iety-

Stated Meeting for October will be belc
at Reception Hall, next FRIDAY EVENING,
27th Inst., at 7Vis o’clock. Tho Directors will meet

The

half

an

hear

oc24d4t

previous.

per order,

M. N. RICH, Socretary.

PR^SUMPSCOT PARK,

p-RESR.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. 25.

Damamscotta,

E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.

Freeport, W
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evan*.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Spaulding.
Hallowell, C.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.

Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norw'ay, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. 6. Kendrick & Co.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.

Subxcriptious

to Boston & Little
Special Sale—Frank B. Clark.
Probate Notices.
Notice is Hereby Given.
Wanted—A Good Capable Girl.

Rapid

start

food Wilkes

p.

m.

R. R.

Co.

to-day

F. O.

Wilkes, second;Nellie M., third; Flora,fourth;
Aumming Bird,fifth; Nellie B. sixth; Nellie
H. distanced. Time 2.40.
Third Heat— Minnie M. went to the front,
but Wilkes kept his nose close to the wheel of
her sulky. The first half mile was well fought
for, all the horses keeping near together. The
pace finally carried Minnie to a brook and
Wilkes took first position, winning the heat by
a length; Minnie was next; Flora
third; Humming Bird fourth; Fannie M. fifth, and Nellie
B. Closing up the rear. Time 2.40.

Fourth Heat—Iu the fourth heat Miunie M.
led the field, with Humming Bird
following
and Wilkee third.
The Bird got in front and
was three
ahead
at
the
first
half.
lengths
Flora commenced to trot fast and up the back
stretch passed all in trout of her and wou the
beat. Minnie M. was second: Wilkes third;
Hamming Bird fourth; Nellie H. fifth; Nellie
B. sixth. Time 2 40.
THE HURDLE RACE.

Two

sleek, wiry and blooded looking
appetred upon the course bestrode
by brilliantly attired
jockeys for the
hurdle race, quite a novelty in these parts. The

A OA8E OF LUNG DISEASE CURED BY
PINO-’pALMINE. NO MEDICIN USED.
Aqbnt Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress
Co.
This is to certify that my son had been

animals

horses were “Jim T.” with red aud blue colors
and La Norwood, gorgeous in scarlet. The

Tsry much ont of health for the past three
years. He raised blood, spring and fall, and
becams very thin.
Dr. Clapp, of Pawtncket,
examined him and said his longs were diseased. I, as well as others, thought he had the
consumption. I bought a Pino-Palmine Mat-

hurdles were eight in number scattered about
around the track and were of light
wooden frame concealed with pine brush. Jim
T. took his preliminary airing and vaulted the

the Pino-Palmine MatI think it bat right that
tress and Pillows.
others should know tbe wonderful effects the
Plnc-Palmine has on the sick, especially tboss

using

suffering from long diseases.
Truly yours,

I

oct21-tf
__

Forty Tears' Experience of

an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their
children. It relieves the child from pain,
cares dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to

the child it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
Janl5,MW&S&wly50
A BOSTON MERCHANT.
Aromatic Pino-Palmine Co.
Gentlemen—In -January, 1880, I purchased
Pino-Palmine Mattress, through recommenInasmuch as I
dation of yonr Mr. Stewart.
have had a perfect trial of the same, I cheerfully say that the cramps in my limbs, and
pleurisy, which I have been subject to in the

a

past, are strangers to m4 now. Nor hare I bad
any symptoms of the same daring this past
aold winter. I still sleep on the Pino-Palmine
MattreBS, and think a fair trial will show same
You can refer any of your
results to others.
me.

Respectfully yours,
C. E. STEPHENSON.
Boston, April, 1881.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street.,
cct21-tf
Portland, Me.
_

As an ounce of preventiou is better, they say,
Than a pound of the beBt sort of cure,
Let us all keep oar teeth and our gums from

deoay,
oar

breath fresh and

pure;
For a bottle of SOZODONT’s all we
To speedily realize all we desire.

require

oct23-M, W&F &w
SUFFERER FROM NEURALWHAT
GIA AND SLEEPLESSNESS SAYS.
Aoemts Pino-Palmine Co.
Gentlemen—I have been troubled with various ailments, sleeplessness and neuralgia are
those Irom which I have suffered the most. At
A

time I was seven nights in succession without sleep.
I was also a great sufferer from
neuralgia of the heart, and other parts of the
body. I have tried different physicians, but
After great
have reoeived no lasting benefit.
persuasion I bought one of the Pinc-Palmine
one

Mattresses, from which X have received great
benefit. The neuralgia is all gone. 16leep
cured of all nervous complaints.
Mrs. A. L. SEYMORE,
219 East Wort! ington street, Springfield,Mass.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
oct21-tf
Portland, Me.
well and

am

Nothing
quickly as

builds up shattered constitutions
Brown’s Iron Bitters.

so

oct23-M,W&F&w
adv’t; get Holden’s Bird Book;
He has extra
diseases, breeding.

See “Bird”

food,

care,

oct23-d&w2mos

singers.

Supreme Judicial Court.
BARROWS, .T.. PRESIDING.
Saturday.—John A. Northrop,appellant, v. Clar
This is an appeal from a
enee Hale, administrator.
decree of the Judge of Probate. The appellant
and sole heir

claims that he is the illegitimate
of Eliza M. Robinson, late of this city. This is denied by the other heirs, IVSo claim that he Is the
nephew of MrB. Robinson and son of her sister, Mrs
Northrop, in whose family he was raised and whose
Testimony for defence
son he was reported to be.
son

In

progress.
Frank—Nathan Cleaves.
Clareneo Hale—Drummond 4 Drummond.

M. P.

Brief Jottings.
Yesterdsy the thermometer at sunrise waB
52°; wind north; foggy; at doou it was cloudy,
thermometer. 66°; wind northeast; at sunset
it was clearing, wind southwest.
There were four arrests for drunkenness yesterday, and one for drunkenness and disturb-

given lodging.
A harvest supper will be* served iu the vesthis evening. There
try of Pine street church
will be music also.
The High School Cadets will hold a meeting
Busiuess of importat their armory to-night.
ance will be transacted
of the Longfellow
There will be a meeting
Council rooms
Statue Association at the City
this afternoon at i o'clock.
formed in
A Unitarian society has been
Btroudwater village, and services are held in
ance.

One tramp

was

the Town Hall.
Members and friends of the New Church
Guild are reminded that the first of the series
of coffee parties will be given this evening at
Gilbert's Hall.

hurdles as cleverly as an acrobat. Not so with
Norwood. She is a fine animal and a swift
runner and
good hardier, as was shown at
Lewiston, but for some reason or other she did
not care to jump yesterday.
Again and again
her rider wonld start tier at a furious pace for
the first hurdle, but as sho would near it and
all supposed that she would take it Hying, she
would change her mind, stop short and bolt it.
Then Jim T’s rider was put up and he came
down with a rush, but it was no use that time.
Again he tried aud under the smart inspiration of- the whip the frivolous La Norwood
cleared the first hurdle with a slight rap. The
jockeys were then mouuted upon their
respective nags and started. They both took
the first hurdle beautifully at a slashing pace,
Jim T. showing the way" But the wayward
mare would run like a deer but would not
leap. Occasionally she would take a low
1hurdle but the greater portion she boltod and
dodged around to the rear. Jim T went at
them like an old steeple chaser, olearing the
whole sixteen which he had to encounter in
making the mile run in splendid style aud going
ltko a deer between them. He made the mile
La Norwood kept well along with
in 2.15.
him but was out o' the race for non-falfillment
of the
It
much
afforded
requirement?.
amusement for the spectators if nothing more.
Jim T. wen the purse of 8100.
TWO FORTY CLASS.

also for a purse of
8200, distributed the same as the others. Five
trotters appeared upon the track to ooutest,
The 2.40 class race

was

viz.:
E.
E.
T.
J.
F.

M. Greely.
Little;N«ll
L. Cobb.Wonder
Transit
Sandes
F. Haines.Juno
S. Tilton
...Gray Nose

Positions were won as follows: Gray Nose 1,
Transit 2, Juno 3, Wonder 4, Little Nell 5.
First Heat—A good start was promptly effected for tbe first beat.
Gray Nose leading'
Transit was next aud Wonder close behind
once
the
lead
Nose
lost
but quickly reGray
covered it and won the heat handily; Little
Nell second, Juno third, Wonder f
h, Transit fifth. Time 2.40.
Second Heat—The second heat was what is
called a fighting race, and turned out quite a
surprise. Gray Nose, the favorite went off
ahead with Litile Nell just behiud and Juuo
well up. Gray Nose broke badly aud Little
Nell trotted steadily, taking the lead and wiuningithe heat. Juuo was second, Gray Nose
third, Wonder fourth and Transit fifth. Time
2.41.
Third Heat—The third heat was won by
Gray Note, bat Little Nell made a good honest effort for it. She was second and Wonder
got up to third, with Juno fourth and the not
over rapid Transit fifth.
Time 2.40.
Fourth Heat—The fourth and final heat was
a close counterpart of the third.
Little Nell
did well aud joked Gray Nose at the finish of
the first half, but the raoe was to the swift
rather tbau to the honest. The heat and race
was won by Gray Nose.
Little Nell was second, Juno third, Transit fourth aud Wonder
fifth. Time 2.41.
At the conclusion of this race it was so dark
that tbe judge decided to adjourn uutit tomorrow morning at 9 30 o’closk when the three
minute race will be finished, in which Dan
and
Wilkes has won two heats, Minnie one
Fiora one.
This afternoon gome

fine trotting may be
confidently expected. The classes to oontest
are the 2.00 and 2.34, and there is a fall field ol
good horses for both races. There is much inin these races and the attendance
doubtless be large if the weather is good.
terest

----

will

•

Social Reception.
The social reception to the young men of the
hardware), drug and paint trades, by the Portland Young Men’s Christian Association, occurs on Thursday evening of this week at the
rooms of the association, corner of CoDgress
Mrs. E. Jennie Harwood of
and Elm streets.

Boston, an accomplished reader and vocalist,
has been secured for the occasion. Wherever
she hss appeared, the press have spoken in the
highest praise of her elocutionary and vocal
talent. ‘Invitations have been issued to the
if any
have
men
of the trades;
young
been overlooked they are requested to notify
the secretary of the association.
Members
will be admitted on presentation of their mem-

morning.

Prayer meeting from 10 to 10.30
ducted by Rev. E. A. Harlow.

Grattan Literary Association.
At the annual

meeting for

the election of

officers of the Grattan Literary Association
held last evening, the following officers were
elected for the ensulBg year:
President—John J. Lappin.
Vice President—Joseph A. McGowan.
Secretary—Augustine J. Walsh.
Treasurer—Wm. H. Lowery.
Critic—Michael T. Mult ail.
Investigating Committee—Thomas H. Deeban, Patrick J. McOallum, Patrick J. Cnddyer.

Library Committee—John. J. Lynch, Wm.
H. Looney, Thomas J. Welch.
The society is in a prosperous condition and
stances.

year under

favorable circum

____

A Street Incident.

considerably the worse for
Yesterday, a
liquor was endeavoring to guide his team down
Plum street, when he collided with another
team
the side of tee street, and left one
man

by

wheel
hold.

a.

m., con-

The conference organized with the choice of
Rev. H. S. Huntington, Moderator.
The roll of the churches was then called and
the representation was as follows:
Cape Elizabeth, First—Rev. E. A. Harlow,
pastor.
Deering, Woodford’s—Rev 8. W. Adriance,
pastor; W. E. Gould, Esq., Dea J. H. Clark,

delegates.

Falmouth, First -Rev. A. N. Ward, pastor;
Alfred Merrill, delegate.
Falmouth, Second—Dea. S. Bell and Dea.
Peter Marston.
Gorham—Rev. H. 8. Huntington, pastor;

Benj. Morrill, delegate.

State St., Portland—Dea. J. R. Prince, J.
W. Munger, delegates.
St. Lawrence St.—Rev. A. W. Wright, pastor; Capt. Charles Merrill, Dea. J. G. Gerrish,

delegates.

West—Rev. J. G. Holbrook, D. D., acting
pastor; Miss Clara Carleton, delegate.
Plymouth—Rev. D. M. Seward, D. D,, pas-

tor.

Williston—Rev. F. E. Clark, pastor.
The records of the last meeting were
and approved.

reft

The following committee on nominations
appointed by the chair; Rev. S. W.
Adriance, Rev. E. A. Harlow, and Dea. J. R.
Prince.
was

At 11 o'clock the

opening

aermon

was

preached by Rev. S. W. Adriance. Text:
John 12:46—“I am come a light into the
world; that whosoever believeth on Me should
not abide in darkness;
Rev. H. S. Huntington assisted in the
votional services.
Conference adjourned at 12 o’clock.

de-

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Conference resumed its session at 2 o’clock.
After devotional services for fifteen minutes
informal reports from the churches were given
by the pastors and delegates.
At 3 o’clock Rev. A. H. Wright spoke on
mission work as related to our neighborhood.
At 3.30 o'clock Rev. F. E. Clark spoke on a
Christian’s duty to the church and the com-

munity in which he lives. Remarks were also
made on the same topic by Rev. Messrs. Harlow of Cape Elizabeth, Osgood of North Yarmouth, Dr. Torrey of Yarmouth, and J. W.

Munger of

Portland.
At4.15 Rev. Dr. Seward spoke on mission
work as related to the heathen world at large.
Conference adjourned at 3.30 p. m.
___

MUSIC AND THE OBAMA.
THE FRENCH LECTURES.

Mr. French will give the second of his interesting coarse of illustrated lectures at City
Hall next Monday evening, Oct. 30; subject,
"Beneath the Himalayas; {India and the
Ganges.”—From Caloutta up the Hoogly and
Ganges.—Scenes about the city and along the
valley.- Wanderings in Benares.—Under the

shadow of the marble ghats of Mirzapore.—
The temples, palaces anil people of India.—
The Mogul capital, the marble city of Agra.—
The Taj Mahal.—"If the Taj stood alone in the
middle of a desert, and the way to it weie a
thousand times harder than it is, that man
v ould be well repaid who made the pilgrimage and saw only the Taj Mahal.”—Bayard
Taylor.—Into the mountain.—Over passes
higher than Mont Blanc.—Across the glaciers.
—Through the snows.—Into the heart of the

Himalaya.

The management have reduoed the price of
tickets, with reserved seats, for the remaining four lectures. The price of evening
tickets, with reserved seats, remains the same.

course

the stookbridoe course.

To correct an erroneous impression in the
mind of some, that the next concert in the

Stockbiidge course occms Monday, we will explicitly state that It will be given Wednesday

evening, November 1st, by Minnie Hauk, supported by an excellent company.
NOTES.

The concert by Uhandler’s Band to be giren
at Biddeford has been postponed to Dec. 9th.
Personal.
J. J. Miller, M. D., of Yarmouth is at the
United States Hotel.
C. A. Coombs, Superintendent of the Knox
and Lincoln railroad, was at the Falmouth
last, night.
Collector Morrill's health is improving. He
U afflicted with Btomach trouble and not par-

alysis

as

reported yesterday.

Mr. Charles W. Lucy, the well known caterer, has removed to Kansas City with his
wife.
Hon. J. A. Milliken, judge of Probate for
Washington county, is recovering at his Cherrrtield home from a severe attack of illness.
Gen. John C. Caldwell, afttr an absence of
eight years as U. S. Minister Plenipotentiary
to Wrugnay, arrived at his home in East Machine a few days since.
Thomas B. Heigher of New York, J. D.

Cnmmings, A. S. Richardson, of Boston, A.
Hills of Machias, George Allen of Chiaago and
Jones Abel of Sandusk, are registered at the

slightest
on
his own hanging
As he stood raefully regarding the
by the

wreck, another man came along, drunker perhaps than the first, and kindly attempted to
remedy the trouble by putting the wheel in
position. While thus engaged the horse suddenly became interested in matters, and
lauuched a volley of kicks in daugerons prox*
imity to his head, causing him to retreat in a
panic, ludicrous to witnezs.

An

FARMERS' FESTIVALS.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lewis of Bos ten lrad

escape from being obliged to pass Satwithout shelter, among the inclement wilds of the White Mountains. They
had in the earlier part of the day ascended Mt,
Washington from the Glen Honse, and at a
quarter before 3 o’clock commenced their de
scent by the bridle path, leading to the Crawford Honse, having been told by one of the signal service corps at the summit that they could
go down in three or four hours, and thinking
that by traveling at a quick pace they could
easily reach the Crawford House before dark.
But notwithstanding they walked as rapidly us
possible, it began to grow dusk when they
reached Mt. Clinton, (the last of the five

they had to pass over after
leaving Ml. Washington), and by the time they
reached the woods between the summit of Mt.
mountains which

Clinton, and the Crawford House darkness
had settled down upon the mountains. They
were then three miles from their destination,
and the path was in many places obstructed by
falling trees, flooded by the reoest rains, and
utterly obscured by a growth of brakes and
bushes. They had never before been over the
bridle path, and, as the darkness increased, it
became more and more difficult for them to
grope their way through the thickening gloom.
Again and again they strayed from the path,
and several times well nigh abandoned all
hope that they weald, ere the morrow, succeed
in reaching human habitations.
Stimulated
to the utmost exertion, however, by the horror
of a night exposure on the mountains, they
continued to struggle on, till at last they happened to fall in with some lumbermen
who, with lanterns to guide their uncertain
footsteps, were on their way to their camps.
The travelers took courago on beiDg told by the
lumbermen that the foot of Mt. Clinton was
near, and by pressing on they soon emerged
from the forest.
Unable to secure lodgings at
the Crawford House cottage, they were obliged
to take a freight train for the Fabyan House
cottage, which place they reached in a thorLeaving the
oughly exhausted condition.
summit of Mt. Washington so late in the afternoon as they did, it is a wonder that they
escaped a night of exposure on the mountains,
and it is strange that they were not warned by
the signal service employes on Mt. Washington that it was utterly impossible ft r them to
reach their destination before nightfall.
▲ Maine Carnival.
Under the above bead a correspondent of the
Christian Register writes to that paper over
the initials “B. C. B.” a pleasant letter concerning the meetings of the American Board

and the Women’s Congress in this city.
We
make the following extracts:
The last foofall of the summer guest had
hardly died away when Maine was again stirred
with new life and activity.
Hundreds aod
even thousands found their way to Portland
the
last week to attend
missionary meetings
The largest hall was filled to overflowing and
the eager listeners who wore crowded oat
gathered in churches and had separate services. There were speakers from all parts of
the world, and the interests of foreign missionary work were thoroughly discussed.
Friday
aid Saturday saw the heavy laden trains defor
and
had
Portland
part,
peace
Sunday. On
Tuesday, however, her hospitable doors were
again flung open; and one or two hundred
women were welcomed as honored guests. The
Press heralded their coming with sketches of
the most prominent among them, names familiar to every one who has watched the progress of women for the past score nf years.
The gathering of the feminine clan was in
answer to a summons of the Association for
the Advancement of Women, that was to hold
its tenth session in Portland. Like the American Board which held its meetiug here last
week, this society vibrates between East and
West in its sessions, thus awakening an interest in its aims wherever it goes, and affording
an opportunity for women in different parts of
the country to attend its meetings. Two years
ago the society, familiarly known as the A. A.
W. or the Women’s CongresB, assembled at
Boston. One year ago, it met warm welcome
and appreciation at Buffalo.
Yesterday it
closed its sessions in beautiful Portland
Portland
toward this
The
attitude of
The
women’s gathering has most friendly.
have
papers
given excellent reports.The Press
has devoted column after column to faithful
and unbiased reports, guiltless of that fulsome
flattery which the average reporter Beems to
think will best please the feminine mind.
Even when compelled to touch npon the matter of dress, to meet the curiosity of a thousand
readers, the work has been done with unusual
delicacy. It would have done no harm to have
gone farther, and suggested to some of these
reformers that a sober apparel would best befit
such dignified occasions.
The hospitality of Portland, proverbially
abundant and graceful, was never better displayed.
Open booses and generous hearts
abounded. This virtue is carried so far that I
even saw a fruit-vender decoying
a
flock of
pigeons down to the pavement by scattering
face
wore
the
corn aronnd his feet, and
his
habitual smile of welcome that Portland’s hosts
all wear. The street cars creep lazily up these
long hills; and the conductors time and again
pause for people off and people on the car to
take long f 'rewells, including “love to all the
folks,” without a shade of impatience crossing
their faces, and then drive on leisurely when
the last good-by is said.
It 1b a beautiful old
town, full of kind hearts, made tenderer and
kinder by association with the poet beloved of
all, whose plain old house still stands among
them,—not a child in the street bat will proudly show you Longfellow’s house.
The Longfellow Statue.
To the Editor of the Press:

pupils fitted for the theatre^
Mark L. Stetson of Hersey has been appointed to a West Point cadetship by Congressman Ladd.
Mr. Stetson is about eighteen
years old, is a graduate of Pittsfield Academy,

to represent him tyould he as he appeared
when comparatively youthful.
While we
should bow our bead most respectfully to the
opinions and decisions of W. G. in matters of

and

He has
years in Bates College.
still to undergo a severe examination at the
West Point school, which institution, if sucwas

two

cessful, he will

enter next June.
The funeral of the late Joseph W. Aborn,
for many years connected with the Boston &
Maine Railroad, whose death has been mentioned in the Press, took place Monday alternoon in Wakefield, and was largely
attended.
The services were conducted by Rev. D. N,
Beach of Wakefield, and a select quartette
from Boston Highlands furnished vocal music.

Hymeneal.
There

very quiet wedding up town
yesterday morning, the contracting parties be"Ing Mr. Charles S. Qosse, formerly city editor
of the Sunday San of this city, and now engaged in a successful advertising agency business at the
“hub”, and Bessie W. Loud, a
charming and accomplished lady of Boston.
Rev. F. E. Clark of Williston church, officiated. The marriage was solemnized at the residence of VI r. John E. Davis, brother-in-1 aw to
was a

the groom, only a few immediate family connections being present. A most inviting wedding repast was enjoyed after the ceremony,
and the newly wedded pair left on the 3.30
train. They will visit New York, Philadelphia,
and other points of attraction before returning
to settle at their cosy home upon the Boston
Highlands. That happiness and good fortune
may attend them is the earnest wish of many
friends.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate have

reported:
Deering—Loonies B. Cobb to Martha J.
Starbird, 4 acres of land.
Windham I Henrietta A. Hooper to Emily
C. Rogers, 1 sere of land and building.
been

Harrison—James

cole

et

als

to

A.

L.

Thornes, lot No. 135,120 acres.

Almon Kneeland to Cnleb A. Chaplin, the
Francis Blake Spring.
Caleb A. Chaplin to John Walker, 3 acres of
land.
Rhoda K. Farwell to Elizabeth H. Lowell,
hemestead lot and buildings.
Almon Kneeland to Samuel A. Kneeland,
lot ot land.

win today, bat persons desiring to be present
the exhibitions at Riverside and Saddleback
Farms can ge by the regular trains on the P. &
O. at halt fare. By taking the 2.30 p. m. train
and retnrning to thj city at 0.45 p. m., ample
time will be given to visit both farms.
The
8.25 a. m. train, however, would give a still
better opportunity.

County Commissioners.
In Bridgton, Monday, the County Commis.
sioners located a new road, commencing at the
tannery and leading to the depot of the Bridg
ton & Sato Valley railroad, thence to a point
in the main highway, near the house of Chas.
B. Gibbs. They also assessed land damages
arising from locating the Bridgton & Saco Valley railroad in the cases of Jacob tVltham of
Sebago, and Abner Allen of Bridgton.

week and proved most
number present.

enjoyable

the

to

an

historic interest,

we must for several
reasons
protest against the erection of a
In the first
statne like the one he suggests.
place, obviously such work would not be a
truthful representation of the Poet Longfellow
as he has been and is most familiarly known to

enter

large

and of excellent quality.
Iu the hall the ladies and one gentleman dis'
played samples of their skill with the spinning wheel, loom and needle, for Stow and
Chatham have not outlived the days of good
reliable homespun yarn and pulled cloth,

marble at the time of life when personal associations and recollections make him specially
dear te them; bat it is for posterity this statue
is to he erected, and coming generations (as
most

people

now

living)

will

ex-

pect to see in plastic or other representations 01
him his face and figure as he is most commonly known as,the poet, and not the college professor.
Again tne opportunities ior artistic treatment of a statue of an old man with flowing
beard are a hundred fold greater than they
would be if te was represented “close shaven,
except half side whiskers” and this artistic
side of the matter is of no small consequence,
for upon it depends the entire question whether we are to have in our midst a monstrosity
we shall want to hide, or whether we have a
work of art that we shall be prond to show to
strangers and say, “that is the poet Longfellow.” Still further, many of his famous poems
were written comparatively late in life and after his beard was long, so that if a etatue of
him was erected as he apneared when a yonng
man, clearly my allusion to ahy of his later
productions, either by quotation or medallion,
would be an auachorism.
In closing we hope that the committee who
have the matter in charge will Bee to it that no
st itne of Longfellow is erected in this city that
we shall not feel proud
if, both as a work of
art and a truthful likeness of him.
Statue.
Portland, Oct. 24th.
Telephone Matters in Maine.
All the telephones iu this State, as well as
in New England, generally with few exceptions, are under the control of the Eastern
Telephone Company, a consolidation embracing all tbe telephone organizations in those
States. The National Bell Tel ephone Com-

fit to defy, the blasts of Bothat sweep down from the surrounding
mountain.
Mr.s Moses Bickford exhibited Kensington
cross stitch and crochet work, worsted and
feather flowers, and a silk quilt that made the
ladies wild with envy, being made from pieces
less than one inch square and blended with
exquisite taste, the colors melting into each
other like the hues of the rainbow.
Rags, quilts and faney work in abundance
were displayed by the ladies.
The Stow Brass Band furnished music and
so inspired the audience that when a
gay waltz
was strnck no less
than three grandmothers
went whirling across the green.
There being no track a trial of speed was not
possible so some of the ambitions mamma’s
proposed a baby show.
Announcement to
that effect being made, the fond fathers were
sent after what babies had been left behind,
and at the appointed hour fourteen toddlers
from two years old to two months were stood
The commitnp and held up for inspection.
tee were Asa Chandler, Esq.,
Mrs. Horace
Chandler, Mrs. Josiah Walker, Mrs. Isaac

Walker.
They reported
Children

over

as

and Pittsfield to
Hartland. At neither of these plaoes has
there been a telegraph wire, b cause business
enough could oot be gained to pay the salary
of operators and the running expenses. But
north to

cell only is required for a telephone, and
that will last a year and the other expenses
are

trifling.

The Times says that Fred Goodwin, sen oi
Alfred Goodwin of Biddeford, was badly burned at Worcester, recently, by the spilling ol
molten iron, upon one of his feet. He was
brought to his father’s residence in that city

Saturday night.

COLUMBIA

of the celebrated

CASHMERE

Salcaresm 18 Exchange Ml

YARN

V. O.

BAILEY,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Mr. Nathan Moore, a brotner of John L.
Moore, of Ellsworth, was found dead In hie
bed on Snnday morning.
He went to bed apparently in good health.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Hon. Wm. Rogers of Bath, is stretching another keel on the same spot from which the
Abner Cobarn launched, one week ago, for a
ship of about sixteen hundred tons. He has
also a keel laid and stern frame np for a
BChooner of about five hundrt d tons.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The First Christian church at Lubee, the
tall buildiug on the hill, is being repaired at a
cost of ten to twelve hundred dollars.
Bears are
and very
reported numerous
troublesome throughout the oonnty.
Two large vessels are being built at Harrington and two at Columbia Falls the present
season.
Ship carpenters find plenty of work
at about $2.00 per day.
The Baptist Society of Calais proposes to rebuild immediately their church burned down
Sunday. $6000 insurance is reported.
YORK

Consignments solicited

A djuggist in New Richmond, O., Mr. E. J.
Donharn, writes us the following: “I consider
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrnponeof the very best
things made. I use It altogether in my own

family

and

therefore recommend it.

can

Have You Those Dangerous Symptoms,
cough, pain in the side or breast, fever, shor*
breath, night-sweats, tickling, rising, or soreness iu the throat, diarrhoea,
nervous debility,
asthmatic or bronchial affections? if so, use at
once Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
Picture of Mrs. Langtry (The Jersey Lily)
mailed free on recipt of address by United
States Mutual Accident Association, 409
Broedway, New York.

J. M. Dyer & Co
Invito the Public to their exhibition of Fall and Winter

DRESS GOODS
Black and Colored Velvet*, Velveteens, Brocade Vcliet*, Otto-

Quilted Silk,

man

Satin

Linings,

Satin
Solile,
Embroidered Robes, Embroidered Trimmings.

Wo show the best assortment of
Fine and Mediant Priced Goods,
and sell the eheapest

GREAT BARGAINS.
Black Dress Silk, 87 l-2c& $ 1.00.
Another Ca^e White Qnilts, $1.25.
1 Case Misses’ Colored Merino
Hose, 12 1-2.
Table Damask, 25, 37, 12, 50.
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all
linen, 121 2, 17, 20.
Huck Towels, ail linen, good size,
10,12 1-2, 17, 20, 25.

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 Rubber Ciiculars for $1.25, $1 50, $2.00.
These are the lowest prices ever
made, and no one should fail to se-

cure some

of the

o«t35

Belleville,

OWEN, MOORE &. CO.
^

*

/w

WILLETT & LITTLE.
We Oiler, Wednesday, October 25tb,
pieces
of desirable

Winter Dress Goods
in Black and Colors at 50 cts. per yard;
marked down from 88 cts.
and $1.00 per yard.
We advise every lady to secure a Dress from this lot.
•

nun k
PROBATE

OF

To

—

Photograph Albums.
A new and large
variety of
beautiful albupis, just received,
which I shall sell at very low pri-

on Thursday,
Friday and
Saturday of this week. It will pay
all expecting to buy an album

ces,

this fall to call and examine.
AGENT FOR

Rebinsun’s
Which

are unsurpassed in
variety, for order of Dances
Menus and Advertising mediums.

ty

and

Examine our Cream and White
paper at 38 cents a pound.

Frank B. Clark,
515

oct26

Congressd4t St.

theneodtf

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO

The Boston & Little Rapid Railroad Co.
OF

DAKOTA.

Pursuant to a resolution of the Company subscription books will be open o* MONDAY, Oct. 23d, for
30 days, to the public for 950,000 of the First
Bonds of the Company, to be sold at par.
Mortgage
This is the 94 AlUiant-ut of 950,000, tho
first having been placed by private subscription.
!
The allotments to be offered as follows:
1st

allotment ot $10,000;
for each $100 Bond a bonus of 20 shares of
ital stock of the Company will be given.
2d allotment of $10,000;
for each $100 Bond a bonus of 15 shares

the capwill be

giron.

3d allotment of $10,000;
for each $100 Bond a bo .us of 10 shares will be given.
4th allotment of $10,000;
for each $100 Bond a bonus of 5 shares will be given.
5th allotment;
at par, without bonus.
Freight contracts for one year have already been
secured and renewable, which guarantee a net earning of 10 per cent, per annum on the entire Capital
stock of the Company.
Hon. ALBERT PALMER, President, Boston.
GEORGE H. DREW Secretary.
EDWARD R. TINKER, Treasurer. North Adams.
OFF;CE—25 Simmons Building, No, 40 Water St.,
Boston, Mass.
oct25
d2w

In Insolvency.
Court ef Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine,
October 25th, A. D. 1882.
In case of BORZILLIA NASH, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the twenty-third
day of Octeber, A. D. 1882, a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the court of Insolvency for sai 1 County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

ATand for
the County of Cumberland
of
October,

BORZILLIA NASH of Windham,
of Cumberland, adjudged to be
on petitioner said debtor,which
was filed on the twenty-third day of Octo
petition
bar, A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is
te be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor. and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden
by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
In the

County

Insolvent debtor,

•o

be

land,

holden at Probate

Court

room

in Port-

the sixth day of November, A, D. 1882,
o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the dale first above written.
GEO. W. PARKEB,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
on

at ten

oc26,novl

on

of

the Third

our

Lord,

ISAAC CRAIG, late of Cambridgeport, Mass., deceased, who died leaving estate to be admi istered
in the County of Cumberland. Petition that M*-l
ville a. Fleyd may be appointed Adminl strator presented by M «ry E. Gross, grandmother sf said deceased.
ISRAEL G. HALE, late of Bridgton, deceased,
First Account presented for allowance by Ruth
Amanda Hale Executrix.
CONSTANT CONVERSE, late of Free port,deceased, First Account presented for allowance by Susan
M. Converse Executrix.
RUFUS 8. PICKETT, late of Pownal, deceased.
Will aud petition for the probate thereof presented
by Moses Plummer the Executor therein named.
DEBORAH BURNHAM, late of North Yarmouth
deceased. Account of John D. Osgooa Trustee, dedeased presente 1 tor allowance by Alpheus B. Lovewell Administrator of the Estate of said John D.

Osgood.

A MMI LORING, late of North
Yarmouth, First
Account presented for allowance by Phebe J. Loring
Executrix.

IVORY LIBBY, late of Windham deceased. Petition for administration presented
by Suiro A.
Libby widow of said deceased.
E\ ERETT G. LORING A als. minor children and
heirs of Jacob B. Loring late of Yarmouth, deceased. Third Account presented for allowance by
Louisa W. Loring Guardian.
JaMES H. S. BUSH, late of Portland, deceased*
Petition that Melville A. Floyd may be appointed
Administrator presented by|Martha S. Vincent a
credii or of said deceased.
THOMAS COBB, late of Portland deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof presented
by Sabia A. Cobb the Executrix therein named.
ASA HANSON, late of Portland deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate presented by Lynda M. Hanson Executrix.

ISAAC JACKSON, late of Portland deceased.
Petition for Letters of Trust presented by Frank C.
Crocker, Ahnon A. Strout and Edmund Pkinney,
Trustees named in the last Will and Testament of
said deceased.
DEBORAH BURNHAM,late of North Yarmouth
deceased. Petition that Samuel A. Holbrook may
be appointed Trustee under the Will of said deceased iu pi ,ce f John D. Osgood late Trustee deceased
presented by Susan W.

Ring.

LUCY STEVENS,late of Standish deceased. First
Account and Private Claim presented for allowance
by Almon Littlefield Administrator.
HENRY C. PEABODY,
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest:
SETH L. LARRABEE,

Judge.

Register.

lu

w3w4S

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine.
October 25th, A. D. 1882.
In case of GEORGE T. MUBCH, Insolvent Debtor,
f flHIS Is to (five notice that on the twenty-third lay
J. cf October A. D. 1882, a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
GEORGE T. MURCH, of Portland,
in the said county of Cumberland, adjudged to be an
Insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor, which
petition was filed on the twenty-third day of October
A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is to
be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the tiausfer and delivery of any
prop
erty by him are forbidden by law;
That & meeting of the creditors of said
prove their debts and choose one or

debtor,
more

to

as-

signees of his estate. will be held at a Court ol
insolvency to be holden at Probate Court room In
said Portland, on the sixth day of November, A. D.

1882, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.

Horses to Winter.

GEORGE W.

On the Gerry Farm in

Deering. Apply

in the year

eighteen hundred ana eighty-two; the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press,
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probats
Court, to be held at said Portland on the Third Turnday of November, next, at ten of the clock in tbs
forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object if thsg

THIS

an

NOTICES.

see cause.

Engraved Covers,
beau-

to H. A.

PARKER,

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

oc25,novl

|

JUST RECEIVED!

Consisting

of Engravings, Photographs mid Colored Pictures of
the latest publications, which
are very finely
Picexecuted.
ture framing in all the latest
styles. Art Noveltie., no end to
GOLD Oil. I'
FINE
variety.
WORK and ARTKlVRArEItlAL* my specialties.

Stubbs

Algernon

Old stand of Stubbs Bros.,

26

Temple St., Portland, Me.
eodtf

oct23

Idr.

d J

w

WANTED.
An American nursery girl.

Address
BOX S35.

oct25

dtf

of

Boston,
his

the physician

and

specialist

so

A

OCT.

Have

just received

all of the latest
numbers

of
EBENEZER HAWKES, late of,Windham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; aud all persons
Indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

ELLEN W. HAWKES, Administratrix.
w3w43*
Windhsm, Oct. 17, 1882.
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|

§
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THE

lit-

POBT.K-German Soug
30and Snl; St.
Canaries,
and (lute notes, S1, S-l j
bell
ndreaeberg Canaries,
Campauiui Canaries trained whistlers, long trill
and water bubble notes, S- and Jl«. A great variety of talking Parrots, Cardinals, Ooldfinchos,
Bullfinches, Linnets, Sin. Birds safe by express.
Price list tree. Holdeit'a^Tew Book on Birds, FAS
pp., SO illustrations, alllSjut food, care, diseases,
Ait., stamps, li. I,. Holden, 0 Bowdoin
oct23d&w2m
square, Boston, Mn..,

Given

Exchange St, Portland,

Me.

KyAll business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed
jnl’2tf

FOR.

TO-DAY.
1 l arge job lot of
Ladies’ Pants of Extra

niee

quality

at

half the usual price.
They are all dissatisfied with their bargains when they look
at this lot of goods.
Call and see them.
Ladies’ WALKING
JACKETS only $2.75,
good 4 loth and good
Style. Bleak Dolmans
trimmed with Plush
only $6.75,a good and
Stylish Garment. Satin
Rhadamas
Dol-

quality,

of good

mans

trimmed with Fur only $10.00; as we have
but a few of these left,
those that call early
will secure a grand
good bargain. Look
at our Children’s Tests
and Pants at 25 cts.,

they

good

are

ones.

Look at the Wool
Dress Goods in all the
new fall shades that
we are selling for 10
and 12 1-2 cts.: if these
two lots of goods are
not Extra good bargains we never had a
good bargain to oiler.
We have a large assortment of Dress buttons of all kinds and
will sell them cheaper
than
other
any
$torc in the City.
We mean low prices
and you have but to
see
our
goods to be
convinced of this fact.
Don’t
make your
until you
purchase
visit our Store.

STUDLEY,
253

Riddle

Street.

oct21

dtf

These books are reprintslof
the leading novels of the day,
comprising with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony Trollope, Miss
Braddon, William Black. Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Biss Mulock, and range
in price from ten to | twenty
cents.
ALSO

White Mountain Guides,

Pic.
many

turesque Maine and
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in largeftvari-

Away!

Exchange Street, Portland.dly

Jy29

—

Bay Hare, 9 years old, sonnd and a
good worker;'welglit 1025. Will be sold
cheap. 4 an! be seen at F. C. Hayes’

Stable,
•et21

rium Street.

ocl7

dtf

Stamping

and

Designing.

CREWELS
Royal School of

from tnc

Art.

NEEDLEWORK.

TON EMBROIDERIES.

M.

E. FAIR WEATHER

jly20

Great

8

SliM' ST.

We have in our Retail Department, belonging to
of the best builders iu New England, 20 ttno
Custom made Carriages, consisting of Ro
way
and Extension Top Carriages, Phaetons
ming
and Piano Box Buggies, hung on Timpk* < Brewster and End Springs.
These Carriages will be sold with th.
sual warrants and guarantees, and at a reduction in price
from #F»0 to #100 from next year’s prices. They
are a great bargain aud will be returned to the
builders if not sold In a short time.

PIuni

Sptf

MART,

Street.
dlw

To Uet.
aud

Notice.
prlviee cleane**

D. SYLVESTER
VAULTS

and

REPAIRING NEWLY DONE.
Don’t forget the place.

Wyer Greene
Congress

Knlglttryme. TelnphoneTfo. *0.

MW&Ft

DOCT. SCOTT’S

Electric

Brush,

$2.00 each.
Toilet Goods

«

Department.

urn co.

,

oetl9

dtf

FALL

OPENING.

FRENCH PATTERN BONNETS
and

olegaus Novelties in

miLLINEKY

GOODS,

tT, OCT. i«lh.
nits. I. P. JOHNSON,

I'RID

repaired by A.

HARTFORD,
oetlBdlm*

Co.,

Street*

aep4

FRENCH
and
M.

&

OPP. PKKBltE HOUSE.

M

Bargainsjn Carriages,

HORSE AND CARRIAGE

Now is the time to secure great
bargaius. We also have all the
novelties in tine (tools, Shoes and
Rubbers. A nice line of misses’
and Children's School Boots. Lad-

480

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSING-

oct'JO

SUITE
Oetl7

—

ies’ front lace, Ladies’ mat-top
On our Ladies’$3.00 kid
button.
buttoned we excel.

E1IBROIDERIES.

d2w

of Rooms to let, second story, front.
86 STATE, Cor., of Gray Street.

.VND

SUMMER GOODS.

some

WORK HORSE FOR SALE.

in

LOW CUT SHOES

—AT—

ety.

NOYES

Wyer Greene & Co.,
prices

3 RA R Y.

Of NOVEMBEB,

_dlw*nrm

No. 93

Will continue to sinus:liter

FRANK IAN SQU ARE

23,

and may be consulted at the Failed State. Hotel. During this visit examinations and advice will
be free,
office Hours, 10 to 12. 2 to 4. 7 to 8.
octll)

—

1000

and will remain until the

1st

OF

—

4niericnn & Foreign Paiento,

dtf

Portland,

MONDAY,

Briggs,

GIRL to do general housework. Good reference required,
At 71 GRET STREET.

oct25

noted for

8nccess in curing Catarrh, Deafness, Blindness,
and all Throat, Lung, Blood, Nerve and Chronic
affections of all kinds, will make his next visit to

Herbert O.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Wanted.

BAILEY

baibd

(@a>vd

Plum Straak.

tate

oct25

A complete line of

ART GOODS,

No. 37

e in

DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS
eodtf
~

and

$cob; Job

es-

Avon Street.

near

bargains.

^

BERKY,

hereby given, that the
Notic
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
WEBB, at Gerry’s Stable, upon
herself the trust of Administratrix of the

Congress St. BAILEY & MM,

oct2

STEPHEN

all persons interested in either of Mr
estates hereinafter named.
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within

Tuesday

Canada.

BAR SAINS

<Mt24

SPECIAL SALE

Ontario,

Collections made on reasonable terms In all part#
qf Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7d6m

—TO BE—

511

oetSdtf

PIBLIC Ac.,

COUNTY.

The Times says that business in the shoe
shops at Biddeford Is booming. One firm turned oat more work last week than they ever
did before with the same amount of help.

Xf j.ot

All who have bought this Yarn will know that the
EDWARD G PONTON,
quality is excellent and that our price is less than it can
BARRISTER ANO ATTORNEY AT LAW
be bought at wholesale in any quantity.
NOTARY

—

gentleman,
Wednesday

W.

BUSINESS CARDS.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Mr. Small of Madrid, an aged
dropped dead in prayer meeting,
evening, Oct. 18th.

C.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
m.

NEWS.

The Journal says the curbing to be placed
about the plot of ground on which the Auburn
soldiers’ monumen t is placed, will arrive Tuesday. The total cost of the monument, curbing, grading the ground, and the dedicatory
services will be not far from five thousand dollars.

A

_

large lot

a

year—1st, Mrs. Frank

STATE

Rangeley Lakes,

one

sell

200

follows:

one

Pickering; 2d, Mrs. A. C. Elkins.
Childreu under one year—Girls, 1st, Mrs.
Seldon Hanscomb; 2d, Mrs. Josiah B. Abbott
(2 mouths ) Boys, 1st, Mrs. Elden Emerson;
2d, Mrs. Wesley Emerson.
Mrs. Jerome Bickford’s twin daughters attracted much attention. As there was no competition the sweepstakes properly belonged to
them.
H.

pany was purchased by the Eastern Company
It controls the entire State
in January, 1882.
of Maine from Calais to BiddeforJ, Bar Har
bor, etc., and also Lowell, Worcester and
There are 16 exchanges, 13 bting
Fitchburg.
in Maine, and of the 4000 subscribers one-half

veloped. Lowell, Worcester and Portland are
the three beet paying stations in (his district.
One telephone feature of recent introduction
may be illustrated by the extension of wires
from Farmington through Phillips, 10 miles

We

P# O# B4ILEV 4k CO«i
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

reas

or

as

October 25th,

Wednesday,
shall

making garments

our

the world. “Old acquaintance” should not be
forgot, and we can readily understand why
those who knew him when young and in the
freshness and vigor ol his early manhood
should desire to see him represented in bronze

well

SALES.

Admani«trnior*N Suit' of Itjral «Ntate by
Auction.
virtue of a license obtained from the Probat#
Court in and for Cumberland County, I shall
sell at public auction on the
premises, on W EDNKi*Xt °ot '4r>th, at 3 o’clock p. in., the two and
Wooden House and Lot containing
4,000 Sq. feet, No. 25 Spruce St., In Portland, and
known as the John Wall
property. Terms casn.
“•
Administrator est. John Wall.
BAII.KV A: C'O., Aucti«neer«f
»«23
se23,30oct7t 0Ctl64td

YARN SALE.

Not only were all Stow land Chatham there,
but prominent citizens from Fryeburg, Lovell,
Sweden and Bethel. The showing of stock,
farm, garden and orchard products was large

There

The Knox Sc Lincoln Railroad.
The road has been greatly improved the past
summer, gravel gangs having been constantly
employed in perfecting the road bed, and some are in
tli^ Pine Tree State. New exchanges
200 tons of steel rails snbstilnted for iron. The :
have been opened in Boothbay, Wisoasset and
filling in of one bridge has been nearly com- Eastport, and GOO miles have been added to
pleted, and the same improvement will soon be
the 2500 miles of wire.
Maine subscribers pay
made upon another. These aud other changes
from 830 to 850 per year.
This entitles them
have brought the road to a high degree of exto free communication within a radius of 15
cellence. The business of the road has much
miles, while an additional charge of 25 cents is
improved, the past season having bqgn one of made for connections with other circuits.
unexampled prosperity.
Since January the number of subscribers has
increased 50 per cent., and new names are beRiverside and Saddleback Farms.
No excursion train will be run to East Balding added as fast as the territory becomes deat

The annual October meeting of tbe Stow
and North Chatham Agricultural Society was
held at the Stow Town House, Monday of last

urday night,

ago

AUCTION

BY

a

narrow

appeared in yonr paper a few days
article signed W. G. in relation to the
proposed statne of Henry W. Longfellow, in
this city, in which the writer took the ground
that the most appropriate time of life at which

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Annual Meeting of the Stow and North
Chatham Society.

Incident of White Mountain Travel.

Merchants Exchange Hotel.
Harry L. Bascombe writes a friend in this
city that he ia meeting with much success in
conducting his Boylsto Preceptory in Boston,
where instruction is given in elocution and

_

bership tickets.

begins its sixth

UNPLEASANT EXPERIEVCE.

.ad
The semi-annual meetiug of V Cm'
O mferenca cf Congregational churches opened
with the First church in Falmouth yesterday

equi-distaut

tress of yonr agent, Mr. Gleason.
Now, after
six months’ nse,my son seems to be about well;
he is gaining flesh; (he says he is all right); he
is at hie work agaiD; he has used nothing else

And our month and

Fannie M. led and
Minnie M. did same

the balance of the field well np and well toTime, 2.40.
oeconu neat—yy uses Having the Dole went
off with the lead closely followed by Minnie
M. The two horses straggled hard forthe first
place, going under the wire neck aud neck.
On the first half mile Wilkes did well, bnt the
mare was too fast for him.
The heat was finished in the most exciting manner, five horses
going under the wire like a flash. They were
Fannie M.. first, Dan
p.aced as follows:

to

RACHAEL ROBERTS,
North Attleboro, Mass.
April 4th, 1881.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

effected.
second.

was

gether.

the Boston and Little
Rapid Railroad Co. of Dakota are offered as a
most desirable investment.

enquirers to

was

tan

Owen, Moore & Co.

Portland, Me.

os.Hummiag Bird

good trotting, and her chances looked well for
a while.
Fannie and Wilkes keptclose together
throughout tbe first half mile. Dp the back
stretch Wilkes trotted fast, aud took a slight
lead. It was very close and exciting between
these two horses to tbe end, hat Wilkes won
by half a length. Fannie M. was second, Flora third, Nellie M. fourth,
Humming Bird
fifth, Nellie B. sixth, Nellie H. seventh. It
was a good heat, close between the leaders,and

Children's All Wool Derby Rib Hose in
plain colors, 25 to 38 cents. Sizes

since

*

THEBE MINUTB CLASS.

An Indefinable Yet Exquisite Perfumer
lingers in tbe laces and lingerie among which
has been laid one of J. & E. Atkinson's deoct25 W&S
licate Sachets.

help him

8200, divided,

a^First Heat—After a reasonable amount of
scoring for so large a field of horses, a very

To-day at 3 p. m. F. 0- Bailey & Co., will
sell on the premises by order of the administrator the valuable real estate, No. 25 Spruce
street, consisting of a 2.J story wooden house
and lot of land containing about 4000 square
feet. See auction column.

to

purse of

jaunty jockey caps to matoh the color drawn
for hiB horse, presented a picture for Rosa Bonheur’s study

Bailey & Co. will Bell at rooms, 18 Exchange
street, a large and choice stock of French and
English China glass and silver plated ware,
consisting in part of dinner, tea and toilet sets,
Majolica fine engraved and cut glass, iron
stone C. C. ware, Rogers’ and other makers,
table outlery, &c., &c. See auction column.

gap* Snpscriptions

a

J. F. Haines ns...Dan Wilkes
They drew positions as foll.ws: Minnie M.
Nellie B, Hamming Bird, Nellie H, Flora,
Dan Wilkes, and Fanny M.
It was a very
handsome field of horses, and with drivers in

In Insolvency—2.

latest Bhades,
5 to 8J.

Inaugurat-

Park.
The attendance was very much reduced by reason of
tbe weather, which strougly threatened rain.
Nevertheless there were something more than
a thousand people present, and there
would
probably have been three times that number
if the clear weather promised from Washington had arrived on time.
The judges iu the stand were Messrs. O. S.
Shaw and C. R. Milliken of Portland, and Arthur W. Jordan of Deering.
The first race called was the three-minut®

viz.:

TO-DAY

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
2d. Entertainment—Stockbridge Course.
Cjty Hall—Harry W. French.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Children’s—Owen, Moore & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Yarn Sale—Owen, Moore & Co.
Mlllett & Little—Winter Dress Goods.
Horses to Winter—H. A. Webb.
Wanted—An American Nursery.

2J o’clock

were

ed

W. D. Ramsdell

ENTERTAINMENTS.

and

many moist days and repeated adjournments, the fall meeting for trials of
Bpeed, under the auspices of the Cumberland

D. Cousins
ns.Minnie M.
W. L. Bnmery us.Fannie M
A. Cobb ns.Flora

ADVERTISEMENTS

a. in.

After

8100 to first, 850 to second, 830 to third, and
Eleven horses were entered
820 to fourth.

CITY AND VICINITY.

At 10

and Exciting Trotting Contests
Yesterday, and More Pending To-day.

class to contest for

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Yarmouth, W. E, Smith.

NEW

Close

Couuty Agricultural Society,
yesterday at Presumpscot

CONGREQATIONA LISTS.

Semi-Annual Meeting of the Cumberland
Conference.

GO” AT LAST.

A GOOD

THB PRE8S.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Bruuell & Q ,%| Andrews, ArmMarquis,
Fessenden,
strong, Went ortb, Hodsdon, a. T. Cleveland, Robert Costelio. Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Broc., on all
rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis m.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.

THE

oct!9dlw

1

Clnpp’. Hlork.

A

Death of the Old War Horse.

NOTST> BBT rSTTTT.KU WOMAN.
[{ttona tic Boston Globe.]

Respectfully Dedicated

the Soldiers In

to

Deering, Oct. 23. Harry S. Cook, son of
Cook, aged 16 year 3 months.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at his late residence. Veranda street;
In Wast Buxton, Oct. 20, Wm. E. Libby, aged 44
years 20 days.
In East
Mrs. L. B.

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Late War
Who Loved and Cherished their Old Companion-in-

In West Bath. Oct. 23, Samuel Lombard, aged
83 years 4 months.
In Kennebunkport, Oct 23, of paralysis, at the
residence of Geo. L. Little, Miss Euieline Hardy,
daughter of the late Enoch Hardy, aged 64 years.

I

M ISCELLANKOnS

Wanted

a*

Kl

j

♦

MINT A IT H b

arms.

Sunrise?
Sun sets
BY

ALMANAC.OCTOBER 25
6 28 J Higk wnte (a m,
9.67
6 00 I Moon Bets
5.09

REV. NATHANIEL BUTLER.

MARINE
[Brig.-Gen. Charles W. Tilden, formerly Colonel
of the Sixteenth Maine Regiment, after his capture
at Gettysburg and confinement in Libby Prison,
from which he
received from his old regiment the present of a noble horse, with all the usual
accoutrements. Lieut. Frank Higgins, of tho Sixteenth Maine Regiment, says: ‘‘We followed that
horse and rider into the W ilderness and during the
rest of the war; and the noble steed was a- ’Appomattox When Lee surrendered.
I think every
soldier of the command would have followed him
an
hi* r der wherever they might have led.”
This
horse was tenderly cared for by his owner till a few
weeks since when he was buried under the diiection
of Gen. Tilden.

o

Farewell, my hors«! tby work is done,
'I by spl. ndid form lies low.
Thy -irnbs of s tet have iost their strength,
Tby flashing eye its glow.
No

<$*$> -H- <s^>

Seated upo

9

My

within,

braver

been.

on

But
The

thy last, long halt is made,
last campaign is o’er;
bugle call, the battle shout
Shall thrill thee never more.
now.

Thy

gone—old friend and true?
What place hast thou to fill?
be tby spirit form
Somewhere Is marching still.

Where art thou

there immortal vales and hills,
And pastures living green,
A nd sunuy glades and Haters sweet
For such as thou didst seem?

Are

Here there are those whom we call
Whose souls, full well I know,
Another life may not deserve
One-half so well as thou;

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 23d, ship Wm McGilvery,
for
New York.
Dunbar,
CEDAR KEYS—Cld 15th, brig Vernan, Tucker,

ment

Boston.

DARIEN—Cld 21st. sch Satilla. for Bath.
RICHMOND—Ar 20th, soh D H Ingraham, Gree-

ley,

And natures such as thine has been
That other life may claim.
And God may have a place for them
Within His wide domain.
His armies tread their glorious march
Over the eternal plain,
Their leader rides a snow-white steed—
Who follow in his train?*

We may not ever meet again;
But, whercso’er I go,
cherished place wiihin my heart
Thou’lt have, old friend, I know.

•

A

“S’*-

God made us both, and \ve have marched
Firm friends whilst thou wert here;
I only know I should not blush
To meet thee anywhere.

jylOMW&F&w

May 31. 1882.
*Rev.l9:14.

Wit and Wisdom.
At a debating society, the other evening,
members wrangled as to who had the floor.
In a few minutes both had it by turns, with
the chairman as referee.

Rockland.

NEWPORT NFWS-Ar 20th, sch Lizziet Carr,
Hatch, Norfolk, to load for New York.
GEORGETOWN-Ar 19th. sch Ida O Bullard,
Richards. Gardiner.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 23d, brig Cascatelle,
Perry. Boston for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d.scbs Dreadnaught, Griffin,
Kennebec; Gertrude E Smith, Jameson, Rockland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, schs L A Orr, Wolf,
Kempt, NS; Ellen Morrison, Lowell, Bangor; A W
Smith, Berry, Boston; Emma fl Drummond, Higgins. Bangor.
t-ia 2da, schs l'aul Seavey,
Young, Portsmouth;
Annie Whiting, Gray, Bangor.
NEW LONDON—Sid 21st, sch C W Lewis, Hupper, Wilmington, NO.
NEW YORK—Ar 23tb, schB War Steed, Gookin,
Augusta; Saarbruck, Clark. Windsor. NS; Rival,
Kastman, and N .) Hiller, Lewis, Gardiner; Maggie
Bell, Thorndike, Rockland; Sea Bird. Mullen, do;
Ella, Benuett, Bangor; L Holwry. Bryant. Musquash, NB; Mott-Haven, Collius. and C W Dexter.
Holmes, Calais; Casco Lodge. Dyer. Portland; E M
Branscomb, Dodge. Ellsworth; Clara Dinsmore,
Chafe, Lubec; May Day, Jewell, and Mary Brewer,
Tollman. Rockland; Edwerd Lamyer. Kendall; Red
Jacket, Ginn; Silas Me Loon, Thorndike; S J Lindsay, Kennedy, and Susan, Kennedy, Rockland; A B
Crabtree, Crabtree, Sullivan; Geo E Prescott, Farnham, Vinalhaven for Philadelphia; E M Cook,Clark,
Providence.

Horsford’e Acid Phosphate Lin Dyspepsia.
FRANCIS H. ATKINS, A. A. SurgeoD, D.
S. A., says: "For dyspepsia, whether in the
lean or corpulent, in nervous debility and in
night sweats of consumption, it has commonly
given speedy benefit, and some of my army
friends are quite enthusiastic about it.
It is because he has heard that close attention to small things makes the successful man,
that a certain young clerk in this city takeB
such good care of his moustache.
If you would have Appetite, Flesh, Color,
Strength and Vigor, take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
which will confer them upon you in rapid succession.
_

0UGHom^A.T<J‘

"There!” triumphantly exclaimed a Deadwood editor, as a bullet came through the window and shattered the inkstand, “I knew that
new ‘Personal’ column would be a success.”

I

Puny, weak and sickly children aie made
healthy and strong by using Brown’s Iron Bit-

i

j

tors.

“Adolphus, let us leave the avenue and
"Not
stroll along the margin of the river.”
any, Evangeline; no more margins for me.”
(Adolphus had been speculating in futures

iSc. boxes clears out Rats, Mice, Roaches,
.' lies. Ants,
Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,

that week.

your skin breaks oat in
Glenn’s Sulphur Soap.
Hill’s Hair Dye, black or Brown, 50 cents.

Look sharp
pimples, and

when

use

Fat men are always the very essence of good
nature. Nine out of ten will only laugh when
you accidentally poke them in the stomach with
your umbrella, and the tenth will beg your
pardon for being so big.
An elastic step,

(atanhfBladfej

complexions
among the many desirable re
suits of pure blood. The possessor of healthy
blood has his faculties at command, and enjoys
a clear and quick
perception, which is impossib.e when the blood is heavy and sluggish
with impurities.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is the
are

Chapin’s Buc’ u-Faiba.—A quick, completes
bure for Cata 1 of the Bladder, Urinary is
/Kidney and B ddcr Diseases, in male orgj
female. Paraly j, Diabetes,!?ravel, Difficulty*
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brickg
iOusfc, Gonorrhoea, Inaction. Turbid Urine,®
Milky and other de Dosits, Stricture, Stinging,®
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, T‘bites,®
^Impure or Diseased Discharges, Paino in the*
(Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,®
^Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists.byexpref.s,

best blood

day.”

sent by express, prepaid, for $1.25.®
•Bothby express, prepaid, on receipt, of ^2.25.g
£. S. WELLS, dersoy City, n.J |

Jdruggists,

If you have rheumatism or neuralgia apply a
Hop Plaster-, it has a wonderful soothing effect and Us pain-allaying properties will afford immediate relief. 25 cents at druggists.

AYER’S

Cherry Pectoral.

No other complaints are so insidious in their attack as those affecting the throat and lungs: none
so trifled with by the majority of sufferers.
The

ordinary cough
trifling and unconscious exposure, is often but the
beginning of a fatal siokntss. AVer’s Cherry
Pectoral has well proven its efficacy in a forty
years' fight with throat and lung diseases, and
should be taken in all cases without delay.
A Terrible Cough Cured.
“In 1857 I took a severe cold, which affected my
lungs. 1 had a terrible cough, and passed night affrom

mother7*

'Tribute.

‘•While in the country last win
my little boy,
three years old, was taken ill wit <. Jjoup; it seemed
One of the
as if be would di d from strangul don.
Cherry Pecfamily suggested the use of Ayer
of
which
was
always kept iu the
toral, a bottle
house. This was tried in small and frequent doses,
in
less
than half an hour the litand to our delight
The doctor said
tle patient was breathing easily.
that the Cherry Pectoral had saved my darling’s
life. Can you wonder at our gratitude?
Mrs. Emma Gedney/*
Sincerely yours,
159 West 128th St. New York, May 16, 1882.
“I hare used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral iu my
family for several years, and do not hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual remedy for coughs and
colds we have ever tried. Y’rs truly, A. J. Crane/'
Lake Crystal, Minn, March 13th, 1882.

“I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis, and
after trying mauy remedies witH no success, 1 was
cured by the use of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
Byhalia, Miss., April 5, 1882.
“I cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, believing as I do that but for its use
I should long since have died from lung troubles.
E. Bragdon”
Palestine, Texas, April 22, 1882.
No case of an atlection of the throat or lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved by the use of
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and it will always
cure when the disease is not already beyond the
control of medicine.

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, Hass.
a.1
m21

sold by

M‘%w&f&w1w

A Philadelphia Christian on being told by
hie clergyman that during Lent he should give
up something which he highly prized, he determined aftel- long wrestling with himself
that when the time comes he should surrender
to his wife his night-key.

a

ter night without sleep. The doctors gave me up.
I tried Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, which relieved
my lungs, induced sleep, and afforded me the rest
necessary for the recovery of my strength. By
th« continued use of the Pectoral, a permanent
I am now 62 years old, hale and
cure was affected.
hearty, and am satisfied your Cherry Pectoral
saved me.
Horace Fairbrother.”
ItockingJutm, Vt.% July 15th, 1882.

l!roup-A

and vitalizer known.

two worthy country neighbors
meeting on the boulevard: “What, you here!
How long have you been in PariB?” “A
week.” “And do you enjoy it?”
"I should
think I did! I wear my Sunday clothes every

prepaid, $1.25.

cold, resulting perhaps

purifier

Between

Fleur is to be used,
j Chapin’s Injection
Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure or®
fwi
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe. $1, atg

or

buoyant spirits, and clea

a sickly woman, whose sad experihad demonstrated alike the failure of
conceited doctors and poisonous drugs, has obtained a new lease of life for a few dollars
worth of the Vegetable Compound and has
gone on her way rejoicing and praising Mrs.
Lydia E. Pinkbam of Lynn, Mass.

*Many

ence

"No Indian ever has his pony shod,” oba journal, “and yet the Indian
Department is charged with §18,000 worth of horseserves

The
shoes per year.
Oh, that’s all right.
Indians hang ’em over the doors of their wigwams to bring good luck.
When fashionable lassitude is established to
the destruction of healthful emotion, and the
sufferer longs for death rather than life, there
is no better remedy than Dr. Benson’s Celery
and Chamomile Fills, which brace np the system and

give to sleep

its blessed

________

•

Rowell, Hazael, O’Leary, Hart and other
pedestrians all use German Corn Remover.
All

druggists.

_

Adoration and respect for blue blood can
scarcely go beyond this: At a provinciallaw
court a case wa^being heard in which the de“The
fendant happened to be a noble lord.
evidence, my lord,” said the registrar, hand-'
before
jug up the book, “that you shall give
this court shall be the real truth, the whole
truth, and nothing bnt the truth, so help your
lordship’s God.”
A

Portland lady said:

“I owe my success in

cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumplings, cai.es, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.
It

fails and that is what
others I have used.”

never

some

I can’t say of

nARRIAHBII.

The Great Healing Remedy.

In this city, Oct. 23, by Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr.,
Alvab E. Kennaard and Lizzio Marston, all ot Portland.
In this city, Oct. 23, by Rev. A. Dalton, Charles
F. Wi sou and Miss Susan E. Munroe. both of Portland
In this city. Oct. 23, by Rev. Or. Carrnthers, Moses Abbott and Miss Alice Ber riok, both of Portland.
In this city. Oct. 23 by Rev F. E. Clark, Charles
L. Brackett and Miss Adelaide E. Tboit, both of
Portland.
In this city, Oct. 24, by Rev. F. E. Clark, at the
residence of oobn F,. Davis. Esq.. Obas S. Oosse and
Mrs. Elizabeth O’Loud, bbtb ot Boston.

DEATHS
_

f«b3

MW&FSWly

In tld*
years.

—

New York for Boston.
Ar 21st, schs Mosos Eddy, from Rockland for
New York; Martha Weeks, Hoboken for Rockland;
Fred Gray, Amboy for Portland; Mabel Hall. New
Yoik for Boston; Ella Pressey. and Ada F Whitney,
New York for do; Carrie L Hix, do for do.
In port, schs Nellie J Dinsmore, Geo W Baldwin,
G M Brainard, C- romo. Maria Adelaide. Henry E
Willard, Sardinian, and the above arrivals.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, schs Paragon, Aylward. Grand

Manan; Dexalo, Robins, Elizabethport; Elizabeth,
O’Brien, Calais; J C Harraden, Strout, and Elvira,
Watts, Machias; Inez, Leighton, and J C Wood,
Wilson, Millbridge; D P, Strout, Millbridge; Balloon, Eaton, Bangor; Fairfield, Bassett, and Toronto, Dority, Bangor: Albatross, Paterson, Banger;
Sea FoaGordou, and Henry, Wood. Bangor.
Cld 23d, barque Clara E McGilverv, Griffin, Port
OGH.
BEVERLY—Ar

Calais.

23d, sch Hudson, Coleman,

TWO
A

octl9

Cld

do.

23d, schs Lahaina, Higgins, New York; Ida

May. Gorham, Roekport.
Old at Dorchester, NB, 19th, sch Hope, Hill, for
Gardiner.
Cld at Frederickton, NB. 20th, seh Mary Theall,

Mowbray,

Portland.

SPOKEN
Aug 16, lat 66 40 8. Ion 73 W, ship Ocean King,
Freeman, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Oct 6, off Dragor, barque Rome, Paterson, from
Cronstadt for Charleston.

city, Oct 23, S. George Brazier, aged 39

Atmospheres

in

PSORIASIS.
H. E. Carpenter, Esq.. Henderson, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Lepfosy, of twenty years* standing by
the Cuticura Resolvent internally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally. The most
wonderful case on record. Cure certified to before
a lust ice of the peace and prominent citizens. All
afflicted with itching and scaly diseases shouldsend
to us for this testimonial in full.

exteruallv.

Mrs. WM. PELL1NGTON, Sharon,

Wis.

CtTlCBBA
and Cuticura Soar externally and Cuticura
Resolvent internally will [“tpitively cure every
pimple to scrofspecies f humor, from a connnou
ula. Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 60c.; large
boxes #l. Cuticura Resolvent, $1 per bottle.
Cuticura soar, 26o.; Cuticura Shaving Soap
16c. Sold by all
Depot, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston. Mass.

druggists._

oo21
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THE FAVORITE.” AGENTS ATTENTION.

part of the state, to
ever p aced upon the
honseh-ld nn
univerbe superior to anything
of tbe kind ever before manufactured, it sells over
and over again, and by energy a permanent trade
can be established.
Don’t'ail to send 10 cts. for
sample aud terms, to SMITH & GREEN, Lock box
16, Stcmeham, Mass.
sep26dlm
want

WE sell theagents
best

in every
article

market, uaed daily in every
sa.ly acknowledged by all t

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold only by
TO canvassers.
Good salary or commission. No
J. W. HIBBARD,
capital required.

and Breathe

Which

Poison

Your

and in many eases death comes as
and skin alike are subject to this,

a

aep7dtf

as

well

AN

sell an article in the grocery
when tried will oe f uml indispensable
H.

sep22

cure for the

special diseases

same

to

office of

Lost.
Gray

Anybody returning
office will be suitably rewarded.

ocl7dtf

State St church and 61 Deerlng St.,
BETWEEN
Sunday, child’s lace collar and small pink
Finder will be
a

pin.

by leaving

rewarded

P. Baxter’s

house.

at J.
oct2dtf

same

TO LET
To Let.

now

s=

°

THIS
landings of the Ear
ton Steamers

ean, New York and bos*
ana opposil
the Grand Trunk Depot.
connection
with
other
Easy
parts of tbe city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout aud
will be leased t' responsible parties tarnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

u

TO LET.

^

>—si

S-

CHAMBERS

§
&

No.

TO LET.
Storeys. 117 & 119 Middle St.

Si
ZX

at the Post Office where all the large
Wholesale lobbing Houses are located, in dry
*:oods, Fancy and other Glasses of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
ana airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of II. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett fct. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf

BELO

S=o

So"
Szr

co"

cS

^

ESTATE.

_REAL

H

^

Land fur Sale in Gorham.

E5
es>

&

^

and one half acres all in one field, well
stocked with young bearing Apple and Pear
located
on South St., Gorham, Me.
tree®;
Apply to
WM. H. dERRIS.
ocMOdlw*

11KN

ii

WF&M&wlro

FOR SALE.

DOWNS' ELIXIR,

of the best and most desirab'e houses

Vegetable Balsamic

House and Land For Sale.
two story duelling house, No. 46 Fore st.,
The land
near India s reefc, at a low price.
extends from Fore street to the land of the Grand
Trunk Railway. Apply to WM. H. JERR1S.

THE

<

•very of which was tho result of
irs’ close study, in order to discover
tho symptoms, and tho cure—viz;

octl 3d2w»

prion, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
isthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,
sa, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,

'species of oppression '-ft'.

For Sale

CONSUMPTION
if

properly attended to

favorable terms.

®2

flushedaudclullsmnrecom-3®

p§

|§

brcatk-i9

Mg and relieves the cough and makes the
6§i»B pasv- 11 supportsthe strength and at tlioB
reduces liiefever.
It is free from
g^samotinio
KfiBstroug opiate r.nd astringent articles, which are®
a nature as to
gJMofr.i dryingtho
beingrreitilangerofB
destroying
patient; whereas this medirineB
or stupa the
ffc never dries
cough, but, by remov-l*
<-ng tho c V'jsn, generally destroys tho hectic §$E
r^b-if.-re the cough is entirely gone. Conse-B
is cored tho

patientB

ir.fi is we!I. Send address for pamphlet Riving’^5
i i full directions for euro of pulmonary disease? B
P3 Price S3 cm., id cm., anaSl.no perbottie
B
SOLD EVERYWHERE
B
8EJM JDHSSOJ * LORD, fropj., Unrlington Vt.

^

r&m downs’

S®

elixiRspSI

v23_WF&M&wly

CATARRH. Elys’Cre„mBalm
Effectually
me

cleauses

nasal passages of
Jatarrhal virus, ca >

protects the membra )
from additional or
Is,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste and
smell;beneficial results
are realized
by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure
Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaledfor
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap-

ply by the little Anger
LtAV CCl/CD
nAT rt » tlti into the nostrils. On
mail
a package. For tale in Port
of
60«pml
receipt
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ OKEAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

(f&wly48

FALL ARRA1YGMEENT,
Commencing Monday, ctober 2, 1882■
Passenger Trains leave Portland :
For all stations running through to
8.25 A. HI
—

try. Burlington, Swanton, Vt-.and
Ogdensbui g, N. Y., Also connecting at St. Johnsbury for Newport, Sherbrooke and Montreal.
2.30 P. HI.— For all Stations through to Crawford’s, and h abyan’s, connecting with steamer
on Sebago Lakes for Naples, Bridgton and Harrison, and with stages for No. Windham, Standish,
Limington, Sebago, So. Bridgton, Porter, Kexar
Falls, Denmark, Bridgton and Lovell.
St. Johns!)

Trains arrive an Portland :
11.40 a. m., from Fabyan’s and intermediate stations.
9.40 p. m., from Montreal and all points on through

line.

J. H AHIICTON,

and

Railway of Canada

after

MONDAY,
follows:
ON 1882, trains will

October 23d

run «s

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewinian, 7.20

a.

m., l.lf

and 5.16 p. m.
For Gorham, mixed. 7.40 a. m., and 4.00 p.m
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.31
p. m.
ARRIVALS.

From Lewuton and Auburn, 8.40 a. m.
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, mixed. 9.40 a. m., 5.10 p.m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec
12.36 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train anc
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland anc

-AND-

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

and all

Francisco,

and

As

STEPHENSON,

G. P. A.

W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

Oct
MONDAY,
16th, Passenger Trains will rim
»
as follows:
Leave
Portland
for
Vanceboro, St

and after

Halifax
and
the
Province*
St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton
all
stations
on B. A
Arooetook
County>
Piecataquie R. R., and for Bangor
Belfast
and
Skow
Bnckeport, Dexter,
began, 1.25 p. in., 1.30 p. m., $11.15 p. n
a.
m.
1.25
7.00
p. m,, 1.30p. m
Waterville,
fll.lBp. m., and Saturdays onlv at 6.16 p. m
AuguMta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Rich
mond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p
m., 6.15 p. m., til.16 p. m.: Bath. 7.00 a. ra
1.30 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and on Saturdays onl;
A
at 11.15 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
1.30 p
R.
l.incoln
R., 7.00 a. m.,
and
Auburn
8.11
m.;
Lewieton,
1.25 p. m,, 6,06 p. m. Uewiston vie
a.
Rrunnwick 7.00
fll.15 p. m.
m.,
Monmonth
Farmington,
Phillip*
Went
Watervilh
Winthrop, Readfleld,
and North Antion, 1.25 p. m., and Farming
ton
via Brun*wick, 7.00 a. m.

the

saltr of

CHAS7H. O'BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at Lowest

322 Commercial
Brown’s
POBTI.ANR,

Market

Street,

Wliari
MAINE.

preparation.

A public

30 years duration in every

our

country of Udolpho Wolfe'S

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal faculty and

11.30 a.
7.25
a.
m.
RruDNwick,
m.,
*4.30 p. m., T12.86 a. m., (night.) Kockland
7.20 a.m.
8.16 a. m., 1.15 p. m., LrwiHtou,
11.10a. m.,*4.16p. m. 11.20pm. Phillips,6.6c
a.m.
Parmington, 8.20 a. m.; Wiuthrop
10.13 a. m. being due in Portland as follows
The morning trains from Augusta and Bath
The daj
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
trains from Bangor, and all Intermediate stationi
at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
and connecting roads
trains from
Waterville
The afternoon
m.
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.4C
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.6C
a. m.
t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays In
eluded, between Boston and Bangor.
jRuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skow
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Doei

not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport,
John Sunday morning

a

N*!

France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Swedeu, Russia, Spain and Italy at

lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00. according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Mierling and 4 oniiuruial exchange in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Europea
and
American Ezpress for packages *mm1
freigL. to all
of
the
parts
globe. Also agent for the celebrated
Acidia Coal by the cargo. A pply to
J. E. FAKIUEK, Agent,

or

claimed for it.

YAK110
One

For sale by all Druggists

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.

Jy3_<u,

H

On and alter FRIDAY. June
r>2d. the f*Torlteaud superior seagoing steamer Nevr Hrauw ick,
anmT0i, m
wilt
leave Rail Hoad
Wharf, foot of State St.f every FRT DAY at 1 .OO
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern

and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Graud Trunk
Train from Montreal,) tor YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Flshwkk’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for ail.
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cu days of sailiug up to twelve
o’clock, and positively none taken after that time.

Express

H. P. C.

TIIE YEW REMEDY.

AND

pj|j

Fermented.

This n v Re
dy i3 compounded
from M>e best km
n curatives, such as
Hops, Malt Extt ...t, Cascara Sagrada
cSacred Bark), -*uchu, Dandelion and
Sarsaparilla, combined with an agreeable Aromatic Elixir.

jgM^
HTC

These Remedies act upon the Liver.
act upon the Kidneys.
Regulate the Bow ls.
Quiet the Nervo* System.
Promote Digcs' ,n
Nourish, Stre 'then, Invigorate.
give Tone, Health and Energy.

VR

»

*0
sjfi

jH

jjag<>
Bof
Bpj
rtgF*

KHfc-

HOPS AND MALT BITTERS

MT"Take

Steamers Eleanor* and Franconia
Will until further

INTERNATIONA^ 8TEAMSHIE

CO.

Eastport,

Hie.,
Calais, Hie., SI.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

PALE

AKKANfUEHIEVTS.

THREE

TRIPS’PER
ON

WEEK.

AN*>

AKTP.lt MON.
a DAV.SKPT. INIS Fleamere
of
tbi.
I.iu<
will
**^StE*fi3e Leeve Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every
Monday, Wedneeday and Friday, at 6 p. m., for Eastport and St.
John, with connections for Calais. Rrbblnston St.
Audrews. Pembroke Honlton. Woodstock Grand
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, V or month.

'*.!!«.*

jy3jPjwg*S®?S*

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst
Piotou, Shedloa, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand

ties, and

Annapolis,

Western

Coun-

Prince Edward
Island
Rail Roads,
Stage Rontas.
received up to 4 p. m. and any IntU Frelgm
formation regarding the same may be had at the
offlee of the.Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further
information apply at
Company’s Offlee, 40 Exohange St.
T. C. HERSEY President, and Manager

t»y25_

dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
MWAF&wly

SWEDISH REMEDIES!
Swedish

Swedish
Botanic
_

Compoundi
An Altera

v

j^Cures of

all dis-

eases

tive Tonic
Blood Purifier. It purifies the blood

Swedish

Pepsin

Pills
Cures Con-

system

stipation.

and acts like
U L.ldlUl UU

the

Lungs.

strength e n s
the

Lurfg

Balsam

UIC UIKC3U1V

Baadwich

WATSON, Lynn,

Mass.

A la iy writes: “After years of severe suffering
from f male complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
yeur Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cored
SWEDISH
For Sale

,vcw

Zealand

and

€. L. BABTLSTTAfO.,
110 *tate Mtrerl. cai. Broad •It.,
t

to
33

or

_

D. L1TTUI & OO..
ExihAu<6 ^t.. Pirtla-it

/

—-Ajrc—

PHILAllELnilA
Direct 8team»l)ip Line.
Leeies each Port Every WoUne-jJay and

Saturday

IS©

Whai fae«.
From Long Wharf d..ston, 3 p
From Pina 3 ref Wharf
Philadelphia, at IT a. m
Insurance orta-half the rate ol

-jo-

KE.Y1EQIEN.
Druggists, eod&wly

by

JAPaw, I’HIWA,

Islands,

Australia.

me.

anlg

CAUF0R",A-

Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th an
3oth of each month, carrying
passengers lor San
Francisco and all of the above ports
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly fo
Japan, china and Sandwich Islands. New Zealan
an<i Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing
lists and fu
Information, apply tc or address the General Ea
ter a Agents,

have times and times again cured
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of its wonderful cures.
Free.
and
circulars—Sent
pamphlets
F. W. A. BfcKGKNGREN, M. D.,
Proprietor.
Lynn, Mass.
I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blood Puiifler and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B.

F0B

srtffcA

uixou«

SWEDISH REMEDIES,
When taken together according to directions,
consumption

m.

all

—
'sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and Most*
connecting lines, forwarded tree of commission,
('image Ten bollar*. Round Trio Tig
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
«. ». HiMPXOV,
to lost
3,,'ioa

hr

_

ALLAN LINEsTeivsHies1:
to

tfl

QUEBEC

LIVEBPoOL

EVERY

Cures

Dyspepsia,

Nervous Affec-

tions, General Debility, Fever and

Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
a

bad State of the Blood,

accompanied by Debility
System.

or a

or

low

8tate of the

marl.od&wl
Trains leave Portland

NERVOUS

A

Cure

SATURDAY.
Shortest
Ocean
Voyage-Only
FIVE UAVHfrom Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from UI.AMiUW, Liver

pool. Queenaionn, Londonderry,
to
ROSTOV direct.
way
The steamers are unsurpassed for

CABIN, 970

Guaranteed.

recent cases Each box contains » ie month’s treatment. One dollar a box or bil boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaiu on receipt of price. The
John C. West & Co., guarantee six box#
cure any case.
With each order received fo
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written gnar^
an tee to return the
money if the treatment does not
effect a cure. Guarantees issued through H. H.
HAY A CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
lov 1
dAwly46

Coprietors,

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

kinds, in the

ORIGINAL

s

&S0N, Importers,

mineral

anari?°M

BOSTON

/Steamers!
fare si.oo.
Forest City an.1 John
PrnlvLiin,? St6»™ers
lea',e t RANKI.IN WHARF,
p/.Mltna ier,n?tely P-maud INDIA WHARF,
d.'.
7,°,clock
at ® ® clock
m.

"JP*

p.
(Sundays excepted).
p
Hue are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of
arriving
* in Boston late
at night.

_.|3F~ncket8

and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.
to New York, via the various
Kail and sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken a* usual.
J H. i OVII. Jr., General A gem.
aprudtt

TTOUNG’S,

Through Tickets

And Medicated Cotton

dT—

OiVElVNO. HiHJ* "TREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.
Also, General Manager* for New England,
FOR THI CELEBRATED

Summit

speed

PACKAGES,

—FOR BALK

4

and

9*0

MoUOWAN, 422 Congress St., or l.EVE dk
AtDKV, (Srnernl Agent*, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; Philadelpnia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.
may23
dly

Db. E. C. West’s Nebtk and Brain Treat

R, STANLEY

and Lul-

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates*Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. T
P.

men't: a specific for
Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
o! Memory, Spermatorrhoea
Impotencv, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence whicn leads
to misory, decay and death. One box will cure

of all

nnil

safety

DEBILITY

At

General Pas
D. W. BANBOBN, MMter Transportation.
at*
ocio

leave Franklin Wharf

and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pas.
sage to and from New York. Passage, iucluairg
State Room, 95, meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For farther Information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 3b, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained at 2k
Ixcnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no passengarc will be taken by this line.
det-Sdtf

Hp

^Bj

notice

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
I.M., and leave Pier 37. Kafct River, New York,
every MONDA Y and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M,
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommwdk*
Hone for passengers, making this a very convenient

and

other. _^r3

no

At Who.jsale a».d Retail ly all dealers.
ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,

M

Steamship Uompauy

colonial, Windsor,

HO^S AND MALT BITTERS

■I

<u

[i

f®,

the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITTERS containing Malt Extract.
Ask your Druggist for them, and be sure HB,
that the label has on it the four words
raSw
are

9|

RailtRoad Wharf.

Maine

Sf

BLOnT) PURIFIER.

They
They
I’M They
laH They
m They
j|@3 They

hi

Parlor Cam.

Hersey, Agt.,

m*2S

2§jnjjl liver ^Kidney Remedy B

Commencing Sunday, October 15,1882.

9.00
trains leaving Boston, at
On
a. m„
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Poi (and,
8.45 a. m., and i p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Carson trains leaving Boston at7.00 p. m.
at 2.00 a. m).
and Portland
I'hroagb ilckeu to all point* We*t
south may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* «n4
«Artb»«*l<i at Drool Ticket Okie*.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 n

Trip per Week.

Semi*Weekly Line to New Sort.

llflio life’s k k (in.,

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

At 9.00 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 1.00 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

l S.

,

L

and Grocers.

Eastern Railroad.

ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
tills train for Boston.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Btddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Kockport,
Newburyport. Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Cbenea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1 p. bu. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saoo,
Bidoeford. Kennebunk. Weils, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with Sound and
Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Train* leave Bo*ton.

Ntrerf.
,iti

(LIMITED.)

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

St

* a. ns. Dally (Nigbt Pullman) for Saco,
Btddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleoptng Oar will be

Kxcbunge

kip Co.

unequaled

sale

*For Portland only.
limited Tickets flrm a ad second class foi
St.John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rate*.
PA7SON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl3dtf
Portland. Get. 16, 1882.

Pullman

on the lane routes free from ice and
icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor
Cunard, Staid,
tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland,
Scotland, England,

by any other alcoholic distillation have

m

Halifax-. 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. m.: *l
John, 8.15 a. m.. 8.30 p. m.; lloulion, 10 3(
а. m.; Si. Stephen. 10.46 » m.; tiucIcNpori
б. 00 a. m.. 6. p. m,; Vnnceboro, 1.35 a. m.
a. m,
7.16
1.30
f7.4i
p. m. Baui(or,
p. m. Dexter. 7.00 a.mt 5.10 p. m. Helfas
6.30 a. m., 3.05 p. m.: Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m.
3.16 p. m.; Waterville. 6.15 a.m. 1.55., HO.OC
p. m.; aud Mondays only at 6.15 a. m AugUMta
6.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.46 p. m.,110,55 p. m.
fiardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.
111.14 p. m. Rath, 6.66 a. m., 11.00 a. m.
*4.00 p. m. and (Saturdays only at 11.65 p. in

ensuing year,

25th,

over

Schnapps,

Portland

business, will be held at their office, City Building, in
Portland, on WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct.
A. D., 1882, at seven and a half o’c'ock.
octl ld2 w
S. H. COLES WORTHY, See.

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, tbe

other alcoholic

LEAVE FOB POBTLAND AND BOSTON

Widows’
Meeting
for the choice of officers, for the
THEWood Society
and the transaction of the usual
of

or

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

From

dti

ing

/cMfWF

as

Meeting

Annual

!

general beverage and necessary

a

vegetable deconmosition

fttg

oct2S

MlWCEiWRALiriLiiOm
Oil

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, ai
Steorage, outward and prepaid, with choice OT the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

Na* W

corrective of water rendered Impure by

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J.

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.

SCHNAPPS.

MB

Southwest.

E. CUSHING, Geueial Manager

General Ocean Steamer

Schiedam Aromatic

gMi
IM

points in the

West

oct25dtf

WOLFE’S

Not

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, St. Coni*. Omaha, Saginaw, St. Panl, Salt Lake City,
San

NOTICE.
On and after OHORKR 31, fsvj. the
Steamer City of Richmond will not go East of Milbridge on her Tuesday’s trips.

INDIA ST.

To

Denver,

ocl2dtf

IhopsTmaltI
BITTERS.

OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET

and k idnyevening.nl If. IA o'clock, or on
arrival of Express train from Boston, fnr Mockand Sedgwick.
land, f'antine Dm I-It
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
each Steamer) mm. Went and Bar Harbors,
[flillbridge. Jnne-pori ami Hat hia-port.
Reluming, will leave Machiaspori every Jlnaday and Tbur-day TVorningM, at 4.30 and
Moun Desert at about 10.00, arriving ill Portland
the same evening, -onneeting with Pullman Train
and early morning train for H«*-tou.
ooi.yb BAMT—Wl 1 connect at Kocklnod
each trip with Boston A Ba> gor Steame s tor Belfast, Muck-port, Bangor, and River Landings; also with Steamer Henry Morrison for Blue
Hill. «urr» and ■* ll-worii*. Ai. Star Harbor
with Steamers for Hancock, l.auioine and
Null! van.
COtlllfi WBAT—Will connect at Rscklaso with Boston an 1 Bangor S. S. Co.’s Steamers
and receive passengers from Hungor and River
Landings tor Portlund.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent, Portland.
E. CUSHING. Oeneral Manager.
Portland, Oct. 12,1882
octltf

mohlB

12.35,

TICKET

Superintendent.

Portland, September 29,1882,

of the Portland
Widows’ Wood Society.

Annual

theMS

expectoration.

octi 3

MEETINGS_

U becomes local fever and the pulse more
fro-——
RSq-icut, the cheeks
This Elixir In curing the alwvo
com-wzt
plaints, operates bo as to remove all morbid Mt
Irritations and inflamaiton from
I nngs to the etiriaco, and finally
expel them 99
from tiio system. It facilitates

It haals the ulcerated surfaces

Inquire
M.SMITH, Portland

of A.
Pier.

gg Consumption, at its commencement is but a
SB slight irritation of tho membrane] which covers ***
Jftthe Lungs; then an intlamation, when thoE
gj cough is more observable, but rather dry- then 55

^mou.

Lease.

or

House 93 Pine St. wiU be
sold at a bargain or lease on

«licet

that

cough

particulars

JOHN C. PROCTER,
octl6eod3w
9xchange Street*

Jaabio medicine is purely vegetable:

when the

possession given.

quire of

B/j.

■l,»en!ly,

on

ONEPeering st eet, with all modern
improvements
For
inImmediate

H. DOWNS

Portland & Ogdenshrg R. R.

John,

235Va Middle St., 2d story, over stores occupied by Merrill & KeLh, aud A.
L. Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
years: are in the centre of business, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements.
Inquire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
Commercial St.
augBdtf

t—<

incurable,

Grand Trunk

Northwoet,

MO BEL TO LEASE.
The International Hotel. Portland. He
House is situated
close proximity t( .he

ea

m

Portland

Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron Mexico, Dlxfield
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTiB HA If FORD Sunt.
octl4dtf
Portland, Oct. 16, 1882.

dtf

0Ct4_

ss

s

for

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

A llall, with a seating capacity of
about 500, well lighted, front and rear,
with two large ante rooms, located on
Congress st.
Enquire at No. 486 ConUEO. H. CUSHMAN.
gress St.

headache, neuralgia, dyspep-

c:lir

is not

Leave Canton

Lewi8ton, 4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.3C
a. m. and 1.80 p. m.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHssMOND, Capt Dennison, will
make two trips per«keek until
jl
m^SSSimBiSSSh further notice.
Portland, Tumdny
Leaving Railroad

je!7

section of

RA IXiROAD.

Apply to

on

TOJLJET.

sleeplessness and all nervous diseases. All
druggists keep them. Price, 50 cents per box. Two
boxes for $1, six or $2.50, free by mail on receipt
of price. Dr. C. W. Benson, Baltimore, Md.
C. N. Crittenton of New York is wholesale agent
for Dr. C. W Benson’s remedies.
WF&Mlm

credulous

Rumford Falls & Buck field

Montreal.

taking

sia,

E

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steam rs running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Kost#:i
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of <1. 1.. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & *laine Depot, and at VTnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octl3
dtf

H. H. SHAW
oct20dlw*160 Middle Street.

diseases i3

oct4

Portland For Boaton and Way stations at
1.00 p. m. Boaton For Portland at 6.00 p. m.

rooms.

place. Dr, C- W. Benson, of Baltimore, many years
ago discovered a sure remedy in his Celery and
Chamomile Pills—they have had a wonderful sale
and success. They can be relied on to permanently

ce>

SUNDAY TRAINS.

convenient lower rent of eight
AVERY
Gas, Sebago, good yard, desirable locatiou,
Horse Cars
St. Lawrence St.

A Revolution

3%

to this

Lost.

near

nervous

same

C.

5^*

and

in

are

nervous

Railroad,

."^^arriving

S

Exchange St.

Pov Manchester, Concord and points North. II
8.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water boro and Macs River.7-30 a. m., 1.05
to., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
ave Rochester at (mixed) tt.46 a. m.. 11.16
a. m.. and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
.mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
Per <*«irhnm, Hucearnppn, funberlann
anu
Westbrook
Woodford’s,
flills,
at 7.30 a. in.,
1.05, 0.20 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. tu.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland eonnects at
4ye~ June, with Ifoowac Tunnel Route for
11«West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
lMus ingfield, also with N. «. A* N. EC. R.
.(''Steamer Maryland Route") for PbiladelUaltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Itoslon A Albany R. R< for
the West.
Close joonectlons made at Westbrook Junrtion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Gran.lTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at R .litas & Adams* No. 22 Exchange Street,
* Does not
oodford’s.
stop at
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

Shin.

PORTLAND for BOSTON
8 46 a. m., 1.00 and 3 30 p. in.,
at
at Boston
1.15, 5.10
"■-and 8.00 p. ra. BONTON FOR
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. in., 12.30 and 3.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, and 8.00
FORT* AND
ra.
FOR MCAKBORO
p.
and
BEACH, FINK
OLD
POINT,
a.
ORCHARD
BEACH,
8,45
m.,
5.40
m.
and
FOR
3.30
p.
(See note)
S ACO.
HI DDEFORD AND KENNE.
BUNK, at 8.45 a. m., 1 00, 3.30 and 5.4o p ra.
FOR WKl-IiM at 8.45 a. m., 3.30
p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH Bl RWICK, MALMON
GKE %T
PAL CM,
FAI.3.S,
DOVER.
EXETER,
HtVEKHILL,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOWEEiIi at 8.45 a. m., 1 00 and 3.30 p, ra. FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.46 a. ra. 3.30 p. m.
FOR ROCHESTER and FA RJfXINOTON,
8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
N H
ALTON BAV at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
FOR
MANCHESTER AND CONCORD N. II.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m. (vD New Market
dot.) at 3.30 p. in. MOUNINL TRAIN
LEAVEN KENNEBIINK FOR' PORTLAND at 7.25.
Note—The 1.00 j>. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scamiro Beach, Pine Point, Old
Oichard Beach or Wella except lo
lulu
Parlor Carson all
PaMengerM For Boson
through trains. Seats secnred in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
he 1.00 p. m., train from Portland connects with Mound Cine Mteamers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Line** for New York
and the South and West.

family

for

carriage Western part of city Sunday
FROM
morning Brown Wintar OVERCOAT and
SHAWL.

Eczema, Tetters, Humors,Inflammations,Milk Crust, Rough Scaly Eruptions, Diseases of the Hair and Scalp, Scrofula,
Ulcers, Pimples or tender Itchings on any part of
the body
Prico One Dollar per package.
All
druggists have it for sale.

sick and

which

D. LITTLE & CO.,
31

for which

combination, pure md free from all poisons, it may
be reiied upon by all those who wish to have perfect
health and freedom from all skin diseases of what-

cure

W.

oct23d3t

up, two bottles in one package, consisting of both
internal and external treatment,
feimp’e in its

in the treatment of

line,

wilh name
upon return-

a

It makes the skin soft and white and
smooth, removing tan and freckles, and is the best
toilet preparation in the w^orld. It inelegantly put

nature, whether they

St.

Congress Sts..

or

on

ing

it is offered.

ever

e

child’s COLL R and GOLD PIN
SATURDAY
back. The finder will be rewarded

“Skin Cure” which can be reBenson's, and its name is
It is not a patent medicine,
but the result of his own experience and practice,
one

lied on, and that is Dr.
an earnest of its worth.
a sure

H. P. BALDWIN.
Agent C. R. K. of N.J.

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,

Address
J. LEAVITT, Box 127, Gorham, Me.
dtf

Lost.
evening on Green

plague.

and is

‘ten. Page.

FALL ANI) WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

LOST AND FOUND

class of diseases of the skin and
scalp, and the various remedies which are sent out
by unskilled men should be avoided as one would a
remedies for this

There is but

to

use,

druff*, tetter an 1 other scaly diseases producing
baldness, eruptions, ulcers and other troubles.
Intelligent people should beware of taklDg poisons
as

Temp

agent, gentleman or lady, in the city of Portland, and i!» each town in Cumberland

County

dan-

to

as

35

Agents Wanted.

blessing. Scalp

healthy secret io. >8allays inflammation

Those who have experienced the torments of Salt
Rheum can appreciate the agony 1 endured for
years, until cured by the C ticura. Resolvent internally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap

dtf

Three Tin Plate and Sheet Iron workers. W. D AMES, No. 22 Market Square,
Portland, Maine.

MW&F&weow

mg

SALT RHEUM.

A. M. and 1

"wanted.

Nothing is More Dreaded than salt rheum or
eczema,which has fuby a dozen species going under
various names, nearly all of which defy the ordinary remedies, estroy the hair, the skin and flesh

«

Remedies are the greatest medicines on earth. Had
the worst case snlt rheum in this county. My
mother had it twenty j ears, and in fact died from
it. I believe Cuticura would have saved her life.
My arms, breast and head were covered for three
years, which nothing relieved or cured until I used
the Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, and Cuticura and luticura Soap externally.

11

octl3

Blood, and Then Follows Skin U;seasei.

w

MOTHER DIED FROM IT.^
J. W. Adams, Newark, Ohio, savs: “Cuticura

Apply

sell The

b»

Mr. Albert Kingsbury, Keene, N. H., troubled
with bad humor on hands and neck, caused by lead
(He’s a painter.) At times it would
break out, crack open, and the skin separate from
the flesh in large pieces, suffering great, continual
itching and stinging. Purchased your remedies;
used Cuticura Resolvent internally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally, and in less
than tt ree months effected a complete cure, and
has not been troubled since. Corroborated by Bullard & Foster, Druggists, Keene, N. H.

at this office

A goo Cook. Apply J. P. BAXTER, 61 Deering set.

Richmond Dispatch.]

Open, ami Von litre

{“too

N*W JUN«.'I.AWO AtJENCV,
Waslilitgtou Street, H ston.

■1

Wanted.

SEVEN HI IE LIONS}

Of Pores

******

!S!!5l|at

good smart American

for

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
fSo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BBW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
*

roittk.

PAMMKNCSER TRAIN* WILL LEAVE

WANTED.

Qgaud Lungs. J u all cases where this Elixir has m
—■ been duly administered its
efficacy has been 2
»W5 invariably manifested,convincing the most in- 5

poisoning.

dlw

etetur.

__

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

the

imook

Boston & Maine

Wanted.

WASHING^BLEACE™

[From

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Kp
ping at 7*30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.

Por

faSlis,
roTk “a

•.■'■DfVIt

SITUATION as a Cutter by one wteo thoroughly uuders'&ir’s Tailoring in all its branches,
in the citv or country. B> st of references given.
Address
GEO. H. YORK, Woodford’s.

oco____

jel6

Boimo

r

FALLAKRANOKXENT

ftt,

leavt
and
“1.05 jp. m., arriving at Worcester
leave
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p.

IIHH2, Passenger Trains wlD
"Portland at 7.30 a. m.,

m.

AND BEEK8 8T8.

boy ticnets (at, any railroad
boat olhite In New England) via

Oct.

Monday,

and after

on

MTHI.STS,

»ure to

i 51

P. M.
best THING KNOWN

«BEIiN

AND TH1BD

Hr

Wanted.

between

THB

AND

or

trade.

Hiogo

Whelpley,

NINTM

tspress Trains. Ooubie Traci Stone Banas

boy to learn the printer’s

FOREIGN FORTH,
Sid fm Yokohama Sert 26, barque Wm W Crapo,
Hardy, Puget Sound.
At Hoipg Kong Sept 14, ship Inviacible, Strickland. for Victoria.
Ar at Iloilo Oct 16, ship Hercules, Atwood, from

Liverpool- Oft' the Salteea 4th, Rufus E Wood,
for San Francisco; Belle O’Brion, for Callao.
Sid fm Victoria, VI, Oct 3, barque Adelia Ccrlton,
Grant, (from Moodyville) for Sydney. NSW.
In port 9th. barque F S Thompson, Potter, from
San Francisco for Departure Bay 1 Oth.
Sid fm Gonaives Sept 21, sch Alice Tarlton, Macomber. New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 23d, schs Champion, Glaspy,
Rockport; Comrade. Urhubart, Camden; Lottie B,
Cosman, and G G King, Keast, Rockland; Carrie B,

Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Beading K. A.

dtf

A

Gardiner,
MILLBRIDGE—Ar 12th, sch Mabol, Strout, from
Portland.
BOOTHBAY—Sid 21st, sch Hibernia, Coggins,
(from Portland) for Westport. NS.
Ar 2£d, schs Oriana. McKenzie, Frederick ton
for Portland; Afton, Watts, St John, NB, for do.
In port, sch Alfred W Fisk, Kelley, Portland for
Windsor, NS.

Blanchard, Hong Kong.

Address for particulars by letJ.C.PEKKY.
Shelburne Falls, Mass^

three coat makers wanted immediately.
C. M. WATERHOUSE,
•ctlDdlw*
Saccarappa, Me.

Absolutely

from

to load for United States.
Sid fm Iloilo Aug 13, barque Haydn Brown, Have
ner, Boston, with 17,600 pcis sugar, 30th, C D Bryant, Bntmau, do, with 20.880 do.
Sid fm sanUnder prev to Oct 21, \ tig Anita Owen
Branscomb, New York.
At Sourabaya Sept 10, barque ViloraH Hopkins,
Hopkins, and Alice Reed. Brown, unc.
At A quin Sept 26, brig Cadet, Sawyer, from and
for New York, to sail in ten days.
Passed Anjier Aug 26, ship Alert, Park, NYork
for Yokohama.
Aral St Helena prev to Oct 12. barque John 0
Smith, Jones, Port Natal for Guam.
Passeddo —, ship S F Hersey, Waterhouse, from
Iloilo for Boston.
Sid fm Peuarth Oct 10th, ship PN Blanchard,

a

AoctlO

I’hia powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wholesomeness.
ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in eometiiion with the multitude of low test, short weight,
Mum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.,
-Sew Yorb
febl8d&wlv

SALEM—Ar 23d, schs Maggie Ellen, Gardiner for
New York! Fannie Hodgkins. Westport for do.
LYNN—Ar 23d. schs Oarodue C, Toronto, and
Ontario, from Calais; I) 8 Lawrence, Banger.
GLOUCESTER -Ar 23d, schs Challenge. Rangor
for New Bedford; Jennie Howard, Bangor for Boston; Sea Spray, Eastport for New York; Bowdoin,
Portland for do; David Torrey. do for do;
Native
American, BostoL for Calais; M F Staples, do for

reposefulness.

A correspondent wonders why private boxes
at theatres are not made so as to command a
good view of the stage. He mistakes the purpose of the boxes. If they commanded a good
view of the stage the audience conld not command a good view of the people in them.

25c.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, sch Marcellus, Alley,
Ellsworth.
FALL RIVER—Ar 22d, sebs Allie Oakes, Hooper,
Camden; Sinbad, Emery, Rockland; William Todd,
Wood, Calais for Dighton.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR
Sailed, sebs Forest City, from Elizabethport for Boston; Dresden,
Hoboken for do; Alaska, fm Rondout for Portland;
Trenton, Hoboken fordo: Lyndon, do for Calais;
Lucy Wentworth, Amboy for Boston; Pavilion. New
York for Eastport; Jane, fm Providence for Calais;
Mentor Amboy for Bath; Sandy Point, Elizabethport for Rockland; Pacific, New York for Boston;
Alpine, Scott, Huntington Bay for Portland; Congress, Elizabethport for Portland; Henry. Amboy
for Boston; Para, Poit Johnson for Boothbay; D
Sawyer, Rockport for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 22d, sch Benjamin, Hamilton. Pembroke.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st. schs E H King,
King, Hoboken for Boston; Silver Heals, do for do;
Dolly Varden, and A Richardson, Port Johnson for
do; Rosa & Adra, Port Johnson for do; L A Boardman, Amboy for do; Brave, fm Weehawken for do;
Teaser, Elizabethport for Portland; Governor. Hoboken for Lynn; Lizzie Brewster, and A S Murcb,
Port Johnson for Salem; Storm Petrel, do for do;
M L Newton, Hoboken for Eastport; Hyue, NYork
for Hallo well; Jas Barrett, Hallowell for NYork;
Petrel, Lincolnvillc for New Bedford.
Ar 22d, sch Walter M Young, from Sullivan for,
Baltimore.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 20th, sch Altavela, Alley, fm

Elizabeth,

s

of Trains.

Arrangement

Fork, Trenton & Philadelphia,

STATION IN NE» KeBK«aiLA£5ib

W tinted.
COMPETENT nurse girl at MR. HOLT’S, 29
St.
A
Protestant is required.
Deering

the passage.

FISHERMEN.
At Gloucester 23d, sebs Robert Pettis, and John
Somes, of Swan’s Island; J G Craig, of Portland;
Roger Williams, of Camden; Astoria, of Southport;
and Oasis, of North Haven.

For it may

-ih

Agents Wanted.

POWDEI
Purs

24th, by Haggett

Brown, Pen*

oct2ldlw»

New

good Heading Makers. Constant employment, given. Apply to MARK P. EMERY,
head of Brown’s Wharf, or W. F. HARMON, at the
mill on the Wharf.
ocU»d&w0w42

**akik®

Barque Eva H Fisk. Newell, at Philadelphia from
Matanzas, reports heavy weather the entire passage,
lost and split sails, damaged rudder, &c.
Sch James Barrett, Church, from Hal’owell for
New York, put into Vineyard-Haven 21st making
2000 strokes water per hour having sprung aleak
when off Cape Cod. The leak was found in the garboard streak and stopped by a diver.
Sch Jennie Greenbank, of Rock'aud, carried away
bowsprit and headgear by collision with sch Virginia, 20th.
Sch Julia & Martha, Hopps, from Boston for Cal
ais, went ashore at Grand Manan 18th, and came off
in a lightly damaged condition,

Upon the march with tireless feat.
Through mountain, gorge, and plain,
When others pt rayed thy place was kept
Through all the long campaign.

f©Q

-H-

steel

a«

has

Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via East-

Ranger, (Br) from St Johu, NB. for Boston.
Orient, Gilman, Baugor for Boston.
Denmark, Lewis, Bath for Boston.
(lltftired.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—Henry
Fox.*
Seb Lucy Ameiia, Holmes. Cutler—N Blake.
Soh Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—Ken
sell & Tabor.

David

Bound Brook Route.

SIX

Sch
Sch
Sch

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

hou-ekeeper with a gentleman
aged couple. Address vl. A. C.,

office._

Portland and Worcester Line. Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
and Maeliias Steamboat Co.

-BETWEEN-

experience wonld like

with

WANTED!!

port

Damariscotta,

woman
as
or an

over

MEMORANDA
Barque Lilian, Strout, from <avana for Boston,
39 days out put into Hampton Roads 23d. with loss
of nearly all her sails, pumps disabled, and other
damage, having encounterod several furious gales

And when the bugle's call to charge
Over ihe column ran,
Thy arching crest, “with thunder clothed,”
Loved best to lead the van.

where at 25 cents.
Hop Plaster Co., Sole Manufacturers.
Mailed on receipt of price.
(?)
CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEY, Gen Agta, Loston.

-H-

own

family,

Press

24.

Queenstown 22d, ship
dleton, San Francisco.
Ar at New York 24th, brig Edith Hall, Gregory,
St Domingo via Hampton Roads.

throne thou wert to sit upon,
And true

Bssisn.
Steamer

NltOM

form,

a

the United Stat
to eell
Hurglar
ALLProof
Door Fastener. Big sales and large
for

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, jsew York—mdse to
Henry Fox.
Steamer Stafe of Maine, Pike, St John, NB, tor

Ar at

Whene’er 1 felt thy brave heart beat

/'Dir AT
1
BO

strength,

AN American
situation
of small

Arrived.

Launched—At

through

A

I Tb.is plaster is fai moos for Its quick
bm bbe
■
c*
^
| and hearty action In
S EL fa I curing Rheumatism
§■** Lb
Sciatica, Kidney Disease, Lame Back, Side or Hips,
Sharp Pains, Pleurisy, Heart and Llv t Troubles,
Stiff Muscles, Sore Chest, Cramps, and all pains or
aches in every part. It soothes, strengthens and

druggists, every-

thy

TUESDAY, Oct.

Immediately.

Wanted.

8TEAMFRS

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

mWFNTY-FIVK Wood Choppers to cut wood and
J. timber on Diamond Island, Portland Harbor,
E. CLEMENTSCO.
Apply to »
o«t24dl a
432 Commercial St.

profits
agents.
“r’
oct20dlw*

& o, a ship of 1866 tons, named Elizabeth; length
231 Va feet, breadth 42 feet; coppered on the stocks
She is owned by the builder and others of Damariscotta, and the Pendietons of Searsport.
Capt
Phineas Pendleton is to command her.

nerve strung
Another life was mine,
And well 1 knew the same high thrill
Ran
my soul ana thine.

gJJ
3B W tr

A

snuff

For thou wert born a hero soul,
In days when heroes fought,
When men, borne by thy glorious
Immortal laurels sought.

fig

stimulates the
parts. Sold by

nostrils

“The battle from afar,”
No more beneath thy flyii g feet
The plains with thunder jar.

MW&F&wly

>tl

thy quivering

more

NE¥S.

PORT OF PORTLAND

escaped,

Messrs. Editors:—
The above is a good likeness of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., who above all other human beings
may oe truthfully called the “Dear Friend of Woman,”
as some of her correspondents love to call her. She
is zoaiously devoted to her work, which is the outcome
of a lifo-study, and is obliged to keep six lady
assistants, to help her answerthe large correspondence
which daily pours in upon her, each bearing its special
burden of suffering, or joy at release from it. Her
Vegetable Compound Is a medicine for good and not
evil purposes. I have personally investigated it and
am satisfied of the truth of this.
On account of its proven merits, it is recommended
and prescribed by the best physicians in the country.
One says: “It works like a charm and saves much
pain, it will cure entirely the worst form of fal^g
of the uterus, Leucorrhcea, irregular and painful
Menstruation, all Ovarian Troubles, Inflammation and
Ulcersdi'*::, Floodings, all Disnlacements and the conequent spinal weakness, and is especially adapted to
the Change of life.”
It permeates every portion of the system, and gives
new life and vigor. It removes faintness, flatulency*
destroys all craving for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach. It cures Bloat ing, Headaches,
Nervous Prostration, General Debility, Sleeplessness,
Depression and Indigestion. That feeling of bearing
down, causing pain, weight and backache, is always
permanently cured by its use. It will at all times, and
under all circumstances, act in harmony with the law
that governs the female system.
It costs only fl. per bottle or six for $5., and la sold by
druggists. Any advice required as to special cases, and
tho names of many who have been restored to perfect
health by the use of the Vegetable Compound, can be
obtained by uddressing Mrs. P., with stamp for reply,
at her homo in Lynn, Mass.
For Kidney Complaint of either sex this compoundis
unsurpassed as abundant testimonials Ebow.
“Mrs. Plnkhara’a Liver Fills,” says one writer, “are
the best in the teorld for the euro of Constipation,
Biliousness and Torpidity of tho liver. Her Blood
Purifier works wonders In its special line and bids fair
;o equal the Compound in its popularity.
All must respect her as on Angel of Mercy whose solo
ambition is to do good to cthera.
Mrs. A. M. D.
(2)
Philadelphia, Pc,

WANTS.

Spring Water,
MAINER

Mf

M

/'//

[ f/7~

Instant Relief for

/

few

Toothache.

application

ol

Medicated Cotton, wet In
1 S/v/Z/.Ms/fA, Obtunder,
In
1

placed

an

aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and g1v«
relief.
Obtunder, Medicated Cotn and ln.trument, all
complete, for '.*5 on
For•al.by all Drugglats and Dealer.In Fatant

Cirmanent

t* aaasBtew
wp8

d

